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Actually Embodied Emotions

Abstract
This dissertation offers a theory of emotion called the primitivist theory. Emotions are defined as bodily
caused affective states. It derives key principles from William James’s feeling theory of emotion, which states
that emotions are felt experiences of bodily changes triggered by sensory stimuli ( James, 1884; James, 1890).
However, James’s theory is commonly misinterpreted, leading to its dismissal by contemporary philosophers
and psychologists. Chapter 1 therefore analyzes James’s theory and compares it against contemporary
treatments. It demonstrates that a rehabilitated Jamesian theory promises to benefit contemporary emotion
research. Chapter 2 investigates James’s legacy, as numerous alterations of his theory have influenced the field
of emotion research over the past fifty years, including so-called neo-Jamesian theories. This chapter argues
that all these variations of the Jamesian theory assume that emotions require mental causes, whether in the
form of evaluative judgments or perceptual contents. But this demand is not present in James’s theory. Nor, as
Chapter 3 demonstrates, is this assumption necessary or even preferable for a fecund theory that explains
human and non-human emotions. Thus, Chapter 3 offers the details of the primitivist theory of emotion:
emotions are affective states that contribute to perceptual states by affectively representing relationships
between the sensed environment and the sensing organism. Rather than relying on prior perceptual contents
as triggers, emotions operate concurrently with, and as influencers of, exteroception. The information they
carry can be conceptualized according to the theory of affordances proposed by ecological psychologist James
J. Gibson (1979): emotions inform emoters of their potential responses to ecological concerns. Chapter 4
then explains how the primitivist theory is compatible with uniquely human emotion episodes, namely
instances in which we identify and conceptualize our emotional experiences according to introspective and
contextual cues. It argues that one resource available for categorizing our emotional episodes is a felt bodily
map: different emotion concepts correspond with patterns of increased or decreased activity across the body.
Finally, Chapter 5 situates the primitivist theory within the debate about natural kinds in psychology. While
emotion constitutes a natural kind, discrete emotions do not.
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ABSTRACT

ACTUALLY EMBODIED EMOTIONS

Jordan C. V. Taylor

Gary Hat�eld

�is dissertation o�ers a theory of emotion called the primitivist theory. Emotions are de-

�ned as bodily caused a�ective states. It derives key principles fromWilliam James’s feeling

theory of emotion, which states that emotions are felt experiences of bodily changes trig-

gered by sensory stimuli (James, 1884, 1890). However, James’s theory is commonly misin-

terpreted, leading to its dismissal by contemporary philosophers and psychologists. Chap-

ter 1 therefore analyzes James’s theory and compares it against contemporary treatments. It

demonstrates that a rehabilitated Jamesian theory promises to bene�t contemporary emo-

tion research. Chapter 2 investigates James’s legacy, as numerous alterations of his theory

have in�uenced the �eld of emotion research over the past ��y years, including so-called

neo-Jamesian theories. �is chapter argues that all these variations of the Jamesian theory

assume that emotions require mental causes, whether in the form of evaluative judgments

or perceptual contents. But this demand is not present in James’s theory. Nor, as Chapter 3

demonstrates, is this assumption necessary or even preferable for a fecund theory that ex-

plains human and non-human emotions.�us, Chapter 3 o�ers the details of the primitivist

theory of emotion: emotions are a�ective states that contribute to perceptual states by a�ec-

tively representing relationships between the sensed environment and the sensing organism.
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Rather than relying on prior perceptual contents as triggers, emotions operate concurrently

with, and as in�uencers of, exteroception.�e information they carry can be conceptualized

according to the theory of a�ordances proposed by ecological psychologist James J. Gibson

(1979): emotions inform emoters of their potential responses to ecological concerns. Chap-

ter 4 then explains how the primitivist theory is compatible with uniquely human emotion

episodes, namely instances in which we identify and conceptualize our emotional experi-

ences according to introspective and contextual cues. It argues that one resource available

for categorizing our emotional episodes is a felt bodily map: di�erent emotion concepts cor-

respond with patterns of increased or decreased activity across the body. Finally, Chapter 5

situates the primitivist theory within the debate about natural kinds in psychology. While

emotion constitutes a natural kind, discrete emotions do not.
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Preface

When I think about how I landed at the idea for this dissertation, one memory from my

�rst semester at Penn sticks in my mind. It was part-way through a seminar in Philoso-

phy of Psychology: we were discussing the nature of cognition, or mental representation, or

some similarly tricky concept. (Actually, maybe we were discussing concepts.)�is being a

philosophy class, no solid de�nition was forthcoming. Nor was much else agreed upon by

everyone in the room.�e assortment of senior undergraduates, graduate students at vari-

ous stages of academic progression, and a professor well versed on the subject all muttered

di�dently about it for a while. Eventually the professor, one Gary Hat�eld, posed a question

that brought the whole discussion into context. With a genuinely curious look on his face,

he gazed out the window at the other end of the room and asked his students:

“When you put on pants, which leg do you put through �rst?”

As far as I was concerned, Professor Hat�eld had just asked one of the most important ques-

tions in the philosophy and sciences of the mind.

Systematic inquiries into the mind tend to start at the top, so to speak. Philosophers

ask lo�y questions about the nature of the good or how one justi�es one’s belief that Prince

Charles has a belly button or how possibly one can see that-object-over-there as one’s copy of

Homer’s Iliad. Neuroscientists use EEG and fMRI machines to scan the orbitofrontal cortex

and the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (both are bits at the front of your brain) in search

of the neural correlates of agency and decision-making. Cognitive psychologists look for

xii



preface xiii

ever-�ner distinctions between optimal and suboptimal conditions under which one can

solve quadratic equations within an arbitrary time limit. (As it happens, having subjects

sit on their hands diminishes their mathematical prowess.) Of course, no one should doubt

that humans are remarkably intelligent creatures. Philosophers and scientists, as remarkably

intelligent creatures themselves, want to explain the phenomena that make them and other

humans remarkably intelligent.

But we seldom celebrate the putting on of pants (or other items of clothing) as a re-

markably intelligent behavior. If a young professor writes a bunch of intelligent things about

intelligent things, she is rewardedwith tenure. If she turns up towork and proudly points out

that she has succeeded in putting on pants, she is rewarded with strange looks and probative

questions regarding her mental health.

While I’ve come to accept that no one will congratulate me for dressing myself, I’m

disappointed that no one is really talking about it. More literally, I think it’s a shame that

philosophers and scientists of the mind tend to focus �rst on explaining those lo�ier human

achievements rather than describing the everyday “thoughtless” behaviors that we consider

unremarkable features of daily life. A�er all, just as our sophisticated linguistic capabilities

and moral objectives and imperatives distinguish us humanfolk from other species, so too

do more mundane behaviors such as dressing ourselves.

In fact, I’m most interested in explaining the psychological phenomena that we do share

with non-human animals. Unfortunately that means putting aside explanations of how we

dress ourselves. Such anthropocentric ambitions will have to wait until a�er I’ve dealt with

more fundamental topics.

�e topic of this dissertation is emotion. �ere’s a bit in there about perception, too.

�ese are two fundamental facets of mental life that we humans share with many other

species. �ey precede or contribute to many of our most sophisticated behaviors. And so,

I think these two phenomena should set the starting points for philosophical and scienti�c
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inquiries into the mind.

�is dissertation o�ers a primitivist theory of emotion, which sees emotion as one of the

most basic aspects of consciousness. Emotions are bodily feelings that help to put us in touch

with our environments.�ey contribute a�ective content to perceptual states and constitute

a subjective, embodied feeling-self. Rather than understanding emotionality primarily as

a sophisticated capacity exclusive to thoughtful creatures such as humans, primates, and

some other mammals, the primitivist theory demonstrates that a massive range of Earth’s

creatures enjoy and su�er emotional experiences. It does so while avoiding an unsightly

trade-o�: though the primitivist theory expands beyond the scopes of competing theories

the range of creatures whose mental lives involve emotionality, it does not thereby neglect

the sophisticated experiences we humans celebrate and lament everyday. In this sense, not

every primitivist emotion is a primitive emotion, so to speak.

Methodology: history and philosophy of science

�e methodology employed throughout this dissertation integrates historical analyses,

philosophical arguments, and re�ections based on empirical investigations. A familiar label

for this kind of approach is history and philosophy of science, or HPS for short.

While educating myself on the range of theories of emotion in the literature, I found

that one of the most frequently-cited sources of inspiration (particularly in psychology) was

a theory proposed by William James in the late 1800s. According to the current literature’s

understanding of this theory, an emotion is nothing more than a summation of felt bodily

changes following the onset of some interesting stimulus. �at is, an emotion is a feeling

caused by the body. �at seemed to me a good place to start an inquiry into the nature of

primitive emotion.

�ere’s a lot to unpack in James’s theory.�is is where the historical project of this disser-
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tation comes in. Contemporary emotion theorists celebrate James as a pioneer but they no

longer showmuch charity toward his theory of emotion.�ey understand it to be simplistic,

empirically dubious, and superseded by theories informed by technological and conceptual

advances in psychology, neuroscience, and philosophy of mind.�is dissertation, however,

o�ers a thorough analysis of James’s theory. It shows that hismajor claims are still relevant to

contemporary emotion research provided they are understood in the context of his broader

psychological theory.

At the same time, all those progressions in sciences of the mind also demand our re-

spect and attention. So, in its quest to revive a Jamesian theory of emotion, this dissertation

discusses what that revival must entail given our up-to-date understandings of mind and

behavior. But that doesn’t mean conceding to every contrary claim published in a science

journal. Good philosophy of science requires scrutiny of the science it aims to enlist for

its explanatory purposes. I hope to have paid su�ciently close attention to the assumptions,

implications, and biases of all sources cited in this dissertation regardless of their speculative

or empirical natures.

James, by the way, is a remarkable �gure in the history of philosophy of mind and psy-

chology: he’s o�en referred to as the “Father of American psychology”. He was trained in

medicine and philosophy, hired by his alma mater, Harvard University, to teach physiology

and anatomy, and then he talked those in charge into letting him set up the �rst experimental

psychology lab in the US. At one time he held positions in both the philosophy department

and the psychology department at Harvard (the latter of which he established). He’s my role

model, you see.

While James worked across the disciplines, until very recently few contemporary aca-

demics can claim to have followed suit.�is is certainly true of emotion research. Philoso-

pher Louis Charland explains: “Although philosophical and psychological theorists of emo-

tiondo sometimes cite and refer to one another, they seldomengage in truly interdisciplinary
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substantive analyses and discussion of common problems and concerns. As a result, there

exist important issues that might bene�t from an interdisciplinary dialogue that do not get

raised or discussed in such terms” (Charland, 1997, 555-556).

Happily, the past two decades has seen signi�cant progress towards interdisciplinary

ventures into understanding emotion. Scienti�cally educated philosophers and philosoph-

ically educated scientists are realizing that they require one another’s expertise. And since

the topic of emotion permeates numerous humanistic disciplines, such as political science,

literary studies, and anthropology, one can make a case for conceptual and methodological

cross-pollination not just between philosophy and the sciences of the mind, but between a

broader spread of disciplines. Philosophy, as I see it, is a bridge between the sciences and

the humanities; such is necessary for a plausible theory of emotion. In building the primi-

tivist theory of emotion, this dissertation bolsters and reinforces this new interdisciplinary

approach to emotion research.



Introduction

Emotions are very familiar, ancient features of our lives. But despite our intimate relation-

ship with them, we struggle to understand exactly what they are. In 1884, William James

famously asks: “What is an emotion?”—a simple question, but a tricky one. A full century

later, psychologists Beverly Fehr and James Russell open their article with an astute observa-

tion: “Everyone knows what an emotion is, until asked to give a de�nition.�en, it seems,

no one knows” (Fehr & Russell, 1984, 464). Somuch for scienti�c progress, youmight think.

Human emotionality in particular is a slippery eel. Sometimes emotions can seem to

be extraordinarily sophisticated responses to states of a�airs that re�ect our �nely tuned

social and moral norms. Moral philosophers write all sorts of books about them (e.g., Bell,

2013; Deonna et al., 2012; Martin, 2014; Nussbaum, 2001, 2004). Such projects are important

because they can help us overcome or harness our emotions to the bene�t of ourselves and

others. Properly directed, emotions can even help us enact social and political change. As

Rage Against�e Machine vocalist Zack de la Rocha growls on the track “Freedom”: “Your

anger is a gi�”.

Sometimes, however, emotions can seem to be, or prompt, utterly stupid and inappropri-

ate reactions to things that really aren’t signi�cant to us at all. For example, in September of

2015 numerous local news websites in Indiana ran the following headline: “Woman jumps

from moving car a�er seeing spider, causing wreck”. Across the Atlantic, in June of 2018,

Wales News Service posted their own take: “Bear statue to be banned fromWelsh town a�er

1
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motorist thought it was real and crashed”. Wildly overblown emotional behaviors such as

these can be very damaging, and not just to people’s egos.�ese two headlines alone justify

a research project focusing on the nature of unsophisticated, primitive emotionality.

�e primitivist theory of emotion

So, in examining the nature of emotion, this dissertation examines the minimal criteria for

a mental event to qualify as an emotion. I’ve tried to �nd the simplest way to understand

the term emotion and to determine what is at work in producing emotion in all manner

of creatures. At the same time, I’ve ensured that the proposed theory—what’s called the

primitivist theory of emotion—treats emotion as a functional phenomenon. In evolutionary

terms, emotion obtains in Earth’s creatures because it helps us to survive and navigate our

environments. (Except, as in the two headlines above, when it doesn’t.)

While the text shows a clear bias toward human emotional experiences, it also mentions

numerous non-human animals: dogs, a bat or two, snakes, some birds (including an eagle

and a self-knowing chicken), a mule, a bee, fruit �ies, marine snails, porpoises, non-human

primates, cats, mice, deer, sharks, jelly�sh, an historically famous bear, and a made-up sea

creature I call a “solipsistic bivalve” who may or may not be an ancestor of some extant

species of mollusk.�ere’s also a rat, a rabbit, another dog, and a pigeon coming up in a few

pages. According to the primitivist theory, it’s likely that most of these creatures (barring

the solipsistic bivalve) enjoy a capacity for experiencing emotional feelings. And emotional

feelings are emotions proper.

More precisely, an emotion is a particular kind of a�ective state. A�ective states are some-

times called “raw feelings”. Whenever you feel hungry, or thirsty, or like you need to go to

the bathroom, you are experiencing an a�ective state. Whenever you’re startled by a sudden

change in your surroundings, or scared by some potential threat to your person, or thrilled
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that something wonderful has just happened to you, you are experiencing an a�ective state.

Orgasms, pains and aches, fatigue, cravings, and queasiness are all a�ective states. A�ective

states function to bring to an organism’s attention the current status of its body. Hunger and

thirst informs it that it’s low on fuel. Tightness of the bladder and bowels informs it that it’s

time to release some waste. Fatigue informs it that it’s time to get some rest.

As a particular kind of a�ective state, a primitivist emotion too informs the organism of

the current status of its body. It also functions to relate the current state of the organism’s

surroundings to its body. Emotions are about not just the body, and not just the world, but

the body–world relationship.�is makes emotions their own kind of a�ective state, a kind

irreducible to “mere a�ect”. (In fact, Chapter 5 argues that emotion quali�es as a natural

kind in psychology.)

Furthermore, emotions partly constitute perceptual states. �ey operate concurrently

with sensory registration, relaying to consciousness the needs, concerns, and capabilities

of the body with respect to what is being sensed in the moment. In this way each emotion

imports a self-interested a�ective quality to its perceptual states. We perceive objects by per-

ceiving what we can do with or to them—or what we can do to distance ourselves from them

or diminish their presence—and we gain this kind of information through our emotional

experiences.

�eories of emotion from James to cognitivism

I should note that the primitivist theory wasn’t conceived from nothing. Rather, it is the

product of a research project that is roughly equal parts historical and systematic.�e ma-

jor claims of the primitivist theory derive from those espoused byWilliam James, especially

in his 1884 paper on emotion and his 1890 mammoth text,�e Principles of Psychology.�e

general idea that emotions are bodily feelings, per primitivism, is the same claim for which
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James is most well-known in the history of emotion research. (But, we will see, how to

understand the nuances of that claim will di�er markedly between James’s theory and prim-

itivism.) Primitivism also shares with James’s theory the claim that emotions proper cannot

be taxonomized into discrete psychological kinds such as anger or fear or joy.

For James, the conscious mind is a direct product of the dynamic body. Whenever an

organism experiences a change in its mental state, this is necessarily due to some change in

its bodily state. And the body is armed with an inde�nitely large range of instinctual be-

havioral reactions to di�erent stimuli; even more reactions can become habituated through

association and training throughout the organism’s life. James identi�es emotions, or what

he calls emotional experiences, as feelings caused by emotional reactions, those changes in

bodily state that are triggered by interesting stimuli: features of the external environment

(and in adult life, also features of one’s concept of self) that promise to harm or bene�t one’s

embodied, conscious, nuclear self. In fact, as Chapter 1 will demonstrate, James understands

emotionality as central to both one’s perceptual states and one’s nuclear self.

Unfortunately James’s theory of emotion is not paid much serious attention these days.

A major reason for this is a series of tidal shi�s in Anglo-American psychology since the

early years of the twentieth century. During the Dark Age of Behaviorism (approximately

the �rst half of the century), emotions o�en are conceived merely as patterns of behavioral

and physiological responses to external stimuli; in extreme iterations, feelings are banished

from the behaviorists’ ontology. Take Carl G. Hempel’s description of the general method

of behaviorism:

Its principal methodological postulate is that a scienti�c psychology should

limit itself to the study of the bodily behavior with which man and the ani-

mals respond to changes in their physical environment, and should proscribe

as nonscienti�c any descriptive or explanatory step which makes use of terms

from introspective or “understanding” psychology, such as ‘feeling’, ‘lived expe-
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rience’, ‘idea’, ‘will’, ‘intention’, ‘goal’, ‘disposition’, ‘representation’. (Hempel, 1980,

16)

JohnWatson’s behaviorism champions the principle that all psychological explanation must

be grounded in objective measurements and observations. Applying this to emotion re-

search, the behaviorist “could simplify the problems of emotion and apply objective experi-

mental methods to their solution” (Watson, 1930, 140).

�at solution, asWatson sees it, is necessitated by the damagewrought by James’s theory:

“Nearly 40 years ago James gave to the psychology of the emotions a setback from which it

has only recently begun to recover” (Watson, 1930, 140). James’s theory—and his general

approach to psychology—relies on introspection, the turning of one’s attention inwards and

analyzing one’s own mental states. But as Watson’s compatriot B. F. Skinner writes on be-

half of behaviorism: “Introspective psychology no longer pretends to supply direct informa-

tion about events which are the causal antecedents, rather than the mere accompaniments,

of behavior. It de�nes its ‘subjective’ events in ways which strip them of any usefulness in

causal analysis.�e events appealed to in early mentalistic explanations of behavior have re-

mained beyond the reach of observation” (Skinner, 1953, 30). James’s theory of emotion, as

a psychological theory, is problematic to the behaviorists because it relies on, and describes,

subjective events that cannot be directly measured or objectively observed. �erefore, the

Jamesian conception of emotion does not o�er anything of use in causal analysis.�at’s the

setback Watson sees. Feelings have no place in a respectable, “scienti�c” theory of emotion.

So what is the behaviorists’ solution? To reconceptualize emotion according to what

can be observed in human and animal behaviors. Watson developed an empirical project

to examine and de�ne emotions as patterns of behavioral responses to stimuli. You may

be familiar with the story of Little Albert, a wee infant who was enlisted by Watson and

his labmates to be traumatized in the name of respectable science. Watson gives a brief

biography:
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We chose as our �rst subject Albert B., an infant weighing twenty-one pounds,

at eleven months of age. Albert was the son of one of the wet nurses in the

Harriet Lane Hospital. He had lived his whole life in the hospital. He was a

wonderfully “good” baby. In all the months we worked with him we never saw

him cry until a�er our experiments were made! (Watson, 1930, 159)

�ose experiments entailed handing Little Albert cute, �u�y animals to befriend (a white

lab rat, a rabbit, a dog) before bashing a steel bar with a carpenter’s hammer right behind the

boy’s head, and then seeing how many repetitions it would take to condition Albert to be-

come apprehensive of cute, �u�y animals (Watson, 1930, 158-164). Understanding “emotion”,

in this case, entails predicting and di�erentiating the patterns of behavior a subject produces

in response to di�erent kinds of stimuli: stimulus–response pairings, for short. And that’s that

for the behaviorist: “It seems fair to call all of this group emotional without further de�ning

the word at the present time” (Watson, 1930, 146).

In fact, Skinner was uneasy about using the term response to describe subject’s behav-

iors following stimulus onsets since the term carries some conceptual baggage. Labelling

a behavior “a response” denotes that it is necessarily elicited by the stimulus (to which it is

a response). But this assumption oversteps the objective observations of the scienti�cally

respectable psychologist. Skinner writes:

It is customary to refer to any movement of the organism as a “response.” �e

word. . . implies an act which, so to speak, answers a prior event—the stimulus.

But we may make an event contingent upon behavior without identifying, or

being able to identify, a prior stimulus. We did not alter the environment of

the pigeon to elicit the upward movement of the head. It is probably impossible

to show that any single stimulus invariably precedes this movement. Behavior

of this sort may come under the control of stimuli, but the relation is not that

of elicitation.�e term “response” is therefore not wholly appropriate but is so
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well established that we shall use it. . . (Skinner, 1953, 64, original emphasis).

It makes sense that hard-line behaviorists like Skinner would prefer a di�erent term. Af-

ter all, their principles discourage invoking any concepts pertaining to agency, as evidenced

by the quotation from Hempel a few pages above. Rather, their psychology explains the

behaviors of organisms much like physics explains the “behaviors” of physical substances.

A physicist wouldn’t describe an eight-ball’s movement toward the corner pocket as a “re-

sponse” to the cue-ball’s hitting it.

Later into the twentieth century it became apparent that despite their noble ambition of

physicalizing psychological explanation, the behaviorists had instead given the sciences of

the mind another setback. To quote an audience member at a cognitive science conference

I attended a few years ago: “�ere was nothing wrong with behaviorism except that it was

incomplete”. What was missing was an account of the fact that our behaviors truly are re-

sponses to the world. Psychologists cannot ignore that fact and claim to make real progress

in understanding the human psyche.1 But in order to respond to something, subjects ar-

guably require a capability to interpret that something as something to be responded to. Re-

searchers started to realize that there must be some sort of information processing involved

between stimulus onset and manifestation of behavioral responses, and that accounting for

those processes is integral to explanations of their phenomena.

�e so-called cognitive revolution promised to rescue internal psychological mecha-

nisms from the behaviorists’ abyss by describing psychological events (qua responses) in

computational terms. Its seeds were sewn at the end of World War II with certain develop-

ments in computational science. Psychological explanations saw stimulus–response pairings

replaced with stimulus–process–response sequences. Regarding emotion, psychologists be-

1A small subset of moderate behaviorists agree with this point and thereby reject the more extreme posi-
tions advocated by the likes of Hempel, Watson, and Skinner. Edwin Holt, for instance, pushes a behaviorism
that involves notions of agency and intention (e.g., Holt, 1914, 1931). His student, Edward C. Tollman, devel-
oped a position called purposive behaviorism whose explanations include descriptions of the purposes and
goals of the behaviors examined (Tollman, 1932).
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came interested not just in determining the range of stimuli that will trigger a given pattern

of behavior, but also in describing the internal processes by which subjects interpret that

range of stimuli relative to their behavioral responses.

�is cognitivist approach sees theorists prioritize information processing in their ac-

counts of emotion. Today, cognitivist theories dominate the �eld of emotion research. Nat-

urally, being so popular as a general approach to emotion research, cognitivism comes in a

few di�erent �avors.

In American psychology since about 1960 a mainstream approach is to postulate that

emotions—whatever their nature—must be responses to evaluative appraisals of their ob-

jects (e.g., Arnold, 1960a,b; Lazarus, 1982, 1991, 2001; Scherer, 1993, 1999). Internal discus-

sions among appraisal theorists focus on the means by which emotions are di�erentiated

according to their antecedent appraisals, and how best to analyze what is represented by an

evaluative appraisal when it triggers one emotion rather than any other (Scherer, 1999). If

you experience fear a�er seeing a spider, it’s probably because you appraise that spider (espe-

cially its venom-injecting fangs) as dangerous, a threat to your well-being. If you experience

anger a�er someone insults you, it’s probably because you appraise that person (or her ut-

terance) as o�ensive, a threat to your reputation and dignity. Since this approach prioritizes

inquiries into the causes and origins of emotions, Andrea Scarantino (2010) calls this species

of cognitivism Etiological Cognitivism.

A corresponding movement in philosophy sees the revival of a Stoic idea: emotions are

constituted by evaluative judgments. Martha Nussbaum explains:

�is view holds that emotions are appraisals or value judgments, which ascribe

to things and persons outside the person’s own control great importance for that

person’s own �ourishing. It thus contains three salient ideas: the idea of a cogni-

tive appraisal or evaluation; the idea of one’s own �ourishing or one’s important

goals and projects; and the idea of the salience of external objects as elements in
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one’s own scheme of goals. Emotions typically combine these ideas with infor-

mation about events in the world; they are our ways of registering how things

are with respect to the external (i.e., uncontrolled) items that we view as salient

to our well-being. (Nussbaum, 2001, 4, original emphasis)

�is approach is di�erent than Etiological Cognitivism since emotions “are not responses to

what happens but evaluations of what happens. And they are not responses to those evalu-

ative judgments but rather they are those judgments” (Solomon, 1976, 127, original empha-

sis). Instead of being triggered by the evaluative outputs of appraisal mechanisms, emotions

themselves are those evaluations. Scarantino calls this approach Constitutive Cognitivism.

Constitutive Cognitivists typically emphasize more than do Etiological Cognitivists the

centrality of the self in a description of emotion. Robert Solomon, for instance, writes: “�e

ultimate object of our emotional judgments is always our own sense of personal dignity and

self-esteem. Whatever its particular object and strategy, . . . an emotion is ultimately con-

cernedwith personal status, self-respect, and one’s place in his or her world” (Solomon, 1976,

129). Nussbaum echoes this point: “Emotions, I shall argue, involve judgments about impor-

tant things, judgments in which, appraising an external object as salient for our own well-

being, we acknowledge our own neediness and incompleteness before parts of the world that

we do not fully control” (Nussbaum, 2001, 19).�is is not to say that Etiological Cognitivists

neglect the position of self, however. Richard Lazarus, a �ag carrier for appraisal theory,

stresses that “ego-identity. . . is involved in every emotion” (Lazarus, 1991, 100), where the

concept of ego-identity “encompasses the person-in-the-world, which includes roles, rela-

tionships, and functions in society” (Lazarus, 1991, 101).

Overall, then, we can characterize a cognitivist theory of emotion as a theory in which

emotions are de�ned either as responses to judgments (Etiological Cognitivism) or as judg-

ments themselves (Constitutive Cognitivism), and according to which emotions are inti-

mately related to a sophisticated, socially involved concept of self.
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Although psychology was in better shape following the decline of behaviorism, it had

not yet done justice to phenomenology. For a long stretch of the twentieth century, main-

stream psychology and philosophy of emotion in the Anglosphere either neglected the felt

aspects of emotion or tossed them aside as epiphenomenal by-products of otherwise func-

tional processes. Moreover, theorists saw little reason to invoke the body in explanations of

emotion. A�er all, if emotions (and other mental states) are explained as computations over

information, physiological and phenomenological accounts are unnecessary and certainly

insu�cient: at best they are luxuries, at worst they are complications.2

Nowadays, thankfully, most theorists pay the body and its feelings more attention than

they used to. But these considerations still don’t take priority when it comes to de�ning emo-

tion. For example, Solomon has shi�ed his opinion quite dramatically since he published

his book in 1976. He now acknowledges that bodily feeling is “the ‘missing’ element in the

cognitive theory of emotions” (Solomon, 2004, 88). While still maintaining that emotions

are judgments, he makes clear that his understanding of the term judgment accommodates

phenomenological concerns: “the judgments that I claim are constitutive of emotion may

be nonpropositional and bodily as well as propositional and articulate.�ey manifest them-

selves as feelings” (Solomon, 2004, 88). For the later, a�ectively enlightened Solomon, emo-

tional feelings are important, but only because they are the means for keeping his claim that

emotions are judgments on the table following the criticisms of anti-cognitivist theorists (cf.

Scarantino, 2010). Nussbaum (2001) similarly conceptualizes the “feelings” of emotions as a

species of judgment. On the other hand, she also states that any felt aspect of emotionality

is a contingency due to the fact that we happen to be embodied minds: hypothetically, a

disembodied mind could have an emotion absent any feeling at all.

In fact, feelings remain a big problem for cognitivist theories, as Chapter 2 demonstrates.

2�is general attitude towards physiology’s uselessness to psychological explanation is evident in Jerry
Fodor’s in�uential paper “Methodological solipsism considered as a research strategy in cognitive psychology”
(Fodor, 1980).
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Cognitivists of either camp don’t usually try to banish feelings from their theories as the be-

haviorists do, but they struggle to �nd a functional role for them in their computational

or propositional explanations. While progress in psychology and philosophy of mind since

behaviorism has led to the resuscitation of mental states as internal computations, the phe-

nomenological side of the mind waits impatiently for its turn under the spotlight.

�e primitivist theory advocated here is a direct response to cognitivist theories of emo-

tion. It revives the Jamesian claim that emotions are bodily feelings without thereby render-

ing emotions epiphenomenal. It maintains, against Etiological Cognitivism, that an emo-

tion does not require an antecedent mental state (such as an evaluative appraisal or an in-

formationally rich perceptual state) as its cause. It also holds, against Constitutive Cogni-

tivism, that emotions are not judgments even though they are intentional by their nature,

functioning to relate an organism to its world. What emotions do require as their cause

is a body complete with interoceptors (intrabodily monitoring systems) and exteroceptors

(sensory systems sensitive to the extrabodily environment). And while, as the cognitivists

maintain, they are intimately related to one’s self, that self is manifested by the body and

its feelings—not contingently, but necessarily.�e primitivist theory is a theory of actually

embodied emotions: emotions that originate in, function in service of, and re�ect the needs,

concerns, and capabilities of the body and the self that it comprises.

In this sense the primitivist theory is a noncognitivist theory: emotions are neither nec-

essarily responses to judgments nor judgments themselves. Importantly, however, the prim-

itivist theory is not an anticognitivist theory of emotion. While a noncognitivist theory de-

nies the necessity of antecedent mental states, it nonetheless allows that emotions may be

triggered by events like perceptual and cognitive representations. We humans o�en pro-

duce emotional reactions when imagining being insulted, or remembering that we le� the

stove on, or upon learning that our friends are expecting a child. An anticognitivist theory,

contrarily, denies that any such cognitive events can trigger an emotional reaction.�e be-
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haviorist view outlined above quali�es as an anticognitivist theory. (But note the di�erence

between an anticognitivist theory and an anti-cognitivist theorist, a term I used in the last

paragraph and one that Scarantino (2010) uses also. �is latter term refers to an emotion

theorist who opposes cognitivist theories. One can be an anti-cognitivist theorist without

endorsing an anticognitivist theory!)

Nor does the primitivist theory deny that emotions contribute to cognitive processes.

In fact many theorists will shudder at the quite narrow sense of the word cognitivist as it

applies to cognitivist theories of emotion. �e fact of the matter is that cognition is a bit

like emotion: no two theorists agree precisely on what it is. Chapter 1 (subsection 1.2.2)

demonstrates the danger of misinterpreting another theorists’s understanding of the term.

�roughout the dissertation you’ll see quotations regarding cognition from theorists who

bolster arguments in favor of the primitivist theory (especially from the works of embodied

cognition theorists). I invite thosewithmore liberal understandings of cognition to interpret

cognitivist theory of emotion as a conventional term. When I use the term cognition in the

text, I use it in the conventional sense per cognitivism about emotions.

Overview of chapters

Chapter 1 is devoted to detailing and analyzing James’s theory of emotion. It introduces the

theory’s major premises and describes their components according to the broader psycho-

logical theory James developed throughout his Principles of Psychology (James, 1890). �e

objective is to demonstrate that James’s theory of emotion, properly understood, o�ersmuch

of theoretical value to contemporary emotion research.

�e chapter compares this contextualized reading against two common misreadings

found in extant commentaries. First, it disentangles James’s theory from the James-Lange

theory. �e James-Lange theory is an ugly hybrid of James’s and Carl Lange’s super�cially
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similar but independently developed theories of emotion. �ere are a few reasons to keep

these two separate. As well as disagreeing over how to de�ne emotion (James says they’re

feelings; Lange says they’re patterns of physiological activity), they di�er in their accounts

of the physiology underlying emotion. Moreover, while Lange’s theory dri�s very close to

a behaviorist account, James’s emphasizes the centrality of the self in conscious experiences

such as emotions.�e second misreading attributes to James’s theory full-blown, world di-

rected behaviors (such as running away from a bear) as necessary causes for emotions.�is

is a strawman fallacy, rendering James’s theory wildly implausible when in fact he means

something much subtler by the “stirrings of the body” that trigger emotional experiences.

�e second part of Chapter 1 investigates whether Jamesian emotions perform some

sort of psychological function. Contemporary cognitivists demand that emotions perform

a functional role in the mind; a charitable, cognitivist reading teases out of James’s theory an

appraisal mechanism whose operation helps to ground emotion’s intentional character. A

closer look at James’s writings not just on emotion, but on perception and cognition, shows

that this cognitivist interpretation is inaccurate. In fact, Jamesian emotions are noncognitive

since they do not require priormental states as triggers. But they are intentional: they inform

the organism of the current state of its body and how that state relates to stimuli registered

by the senses. In this way, Jamesian emotions import an a�ective, intentional character to

perceptual states.

Chapter 2 explores some of the theories that have arisen since the decline of behaviorism.

It begins by discussing the tenets of cognitivism and three prominent challenges cognivists

struggle to overcome. One problem is that while cognitivism may work well enough for

describing human emotions, it fails to accommodate the emotions of many other species.

Another problem is accounting for emotional feelings in cognitivist accounts, as mentioned

above. And a third problem regards how to de�ne an emotion: is it a single thing—a judg-

ment, perhaps—or is it a number of di�erent events (perhaps physiological, probably a�ec-
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tive, de�nitely cognitive) grouped together somehow? If the latter, then what makes that

collection an emotion?

A�er raising these issues for cognitivism, the chapter turns to an in�uential attempt to

marry cognitivism with the Jamesian theory. According to this cognition-arousal theory, an

emotion is a function of vague bodily feelings consciously interpreted according to a stock

of available emotion concepts. But the cognition-arousal theory inherits from its cognitivist

roots those very issues the cognitivists are yet to overcome. A major issue is that it demands

that any organism properly capable of experiencing emotion must have an explicit concept

of self to which it can attribute its own emotions during metacognition.�is is an unneces-

sarily anthropocentric construal. Nor, as the chapter argues, is possessing a concept of self

required for an emotional experience to be about one’s self. In contrast with a concept of self,

primitivist emotions realize and intend towards an embodied feeling-self.

�e third section of Chapter 2 then looks at two more recent attempts to revive approx-

imations of Jamesian theory in contemporary neuroscience and philosophy of mind.�ese

so-called neo-Jamesian theories, as it turns out, are closer in spirit to the James-Lange pos-

tulate than James’s actual theory. Both accounts see emotions as responses to prior mental

states, namely perceptual states. But just as this assumption is challenged in Chapter 1 re-

garding James’s theory, so too can it be challenged from a contemporary standpoint. Chapter

2 closes with a suggestion that a contemporary theory can allow for emotions that are logi-

cally prior to perceptual and cognitive representations.

Chapter 3 sets the stage for, and then introduces, the primitivist theory of emotion.�is

chapter is split into two sections. �e �rst describes the concept of a�ect: how it is char-

acterized across qualitative dimensions, how it is caused by the body, and how it functions

for the conscious organism. While a�ective states carry information about the organism’s

bodily state and motivates the organism to act according to their characters, this alone is

insu�cient to explain the nature of emotional experiences (or emotional feelings). In the
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second section, emotion is described as the product of a general a�ective system respond-

ing to activity of the body’s exteroceptive systems. Emotion is therefore intimately connected

to perception. To understand the relationship, this second section explores accounts of the

evolution of perceptual systems, and discusses how a species’s general a�ective systemmight

have guided its perceptual development throughout generations.

In exploring the emotion–perception relationship, Chapter 3makes a case for a�ordances

as the primary contents of perceptual states. �e notion of a�ordances originates in the

works of James J. Gibson (1979). But the description of a�ordances o�ered in this chap-

ter deviates somewhat from Gibsonian orthodoxy—depending, that is, on how one parses

Gibson’s own theory.�e primitivist theory of emotion introduces a particular type of a�or-

dance, here namedΨ-a�ordances, that arise via an organism’s emotional experiences while it

perceives its environment.�at is, emotions partly constitute the contents of perception by

importing into them an a�ective quality re�ective of the organism’s bodily needs, concerns,

and capabilities. �is reverses the assumption, present in each of the theories explored in

Chapter 2, that an emotion is necessarily a response to some prior mental state (such as a

perceptual state or a cognitive state).

While the primitivist theory described in Chapter 3 can account for emotions in a huge

spread of Earth’s creatures, Chapter 4 narrows its focus to human emotionality. More specif-

ically, it explores how human subjects come to identify and label their own emotion states.

�e chapter opens by detailing the challenges the primitivist theory must overcome in order

to succeed as a comprehensive theory of human emotions. In doing so, it revisits and up-

dates the cognition-arousal theory discussed in Chapter 2. It argues that typical human cases

involve not merely introspectively analyzing one’s emotional experiences, but also contextu-

alizing them using a dynamic range of resources.�at is, rather than attending to emotional

experiences alone, we attribute emotions to ourselves by metacognizing over our emotion

episodes. One resource for metacognition is the body: we learn to map out our emotional
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experiences according to activity in di�erent bodily regions. Another is using external cues

that help to determine the onset and extinction of an emotion episode. A third is one’s stock

of emotion concepts, some of which may be embodied in nature. And a fourth resource

comes in the form of objects of emotion: those features of the world that we attend to while

we are experiencing emotions and that we interpret as signi�cant to us in some way.�ese

may be informed through ecological concerns (such as threats and bene�ts to one’s bodily

constitution) or social andmoral norms (such as insults to one’s dignity and deviations from

ethical protocols). When emotions are self-re�ective (such as guilt and shame and pride)

they take one’s concept of self as their objects. Overall, this chapter demonstrates that the

cognition-arousal theory, with all its cognitivist promises, can succeed as a theory of emotion

self-reports, but not as a theory of emotion tout court.

Chapter 5 then discusses two questions that are o�en confused as asking the same thing.

First: Is emotion a natural kind? And second: Are discrete emotions natural kinds? �e

answers are yes and no respectively.�e chapter opens by detailing what is meant by calling

something a natural kind. �ere are three major positions on the matter: conventionalism,

essentialism, and the homeostatic property cluster (HPC) view. Setting conventionalism aside,

the chapter distinguishes between natural kinds as the kinds dealt with by essentialism, and

their metaphysically looser counterparts, investigative kinds, as the kinds central to the HPC

view.

Under primitivism, emotion quali�es as an investigative kind because every instance is

explained by a common underlying mechanism: the interaction between the general a�ec-

tive system and exteroceptors. At the same time, emotion quali�es as a natural kind be-

cause every emotion is de�ned according to a speci�c essence: emotions are a�ective states

that carry information about the organism–environment relationship. However, things are

di�erent when it comes to classifying discrete emotions as natural and investigative kinds.

Some emotions may be investigative kinds, because evidence suggests that at least some
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emotional experiences are triggered by reliably reoccurring emotional reactions (i.e., pat-

terns of bodily change). But that does not license a claim that those emotions also are natural

kinds, since (per essentialism) there is no principled means of distinguishing one emotion’s

a�ective quality as unique to its category. And if no unique essence can be found, then that

category does not qualify as a natural kind.



Chapter 1

What is a Jamesian emotion?

Introduction

It is widely acknowledged that William James helped to shape the course of psychology as

an autonomous discipline, one distinct from both biology and metaphysics. Moreover, his

theory of emotions is also recognized as historically signi�cant. Still, his claim that emotions

consist in feelings of bodily changes (James 1884; 1890, II: ch. 25; 1992, ch. 24; 1894) is

typically discarded by contemporary emotion researchers.�is chapter seeks to reverse that

trend and to make a case for rehabilitating James on emotion.

As regards his critics, the physiologically inclined disagree that the parts of the body

James identi�ed as contributing sensations to emotional experiences can operate in the way

he claims. And yet, they seem unable to agree on exactly which parts of the body James was

talking about in di�erent iterations of his theory.�ey also seem to miss James’s distinction

between mere “stirrings of the body” and an organism’s behaviors.�ese contribute di�er-

ently to our emotional experiences, yet this point of James’s is paid little attention today.

Psychological obstacles also stand in the way of his rehabilitation. Appraisal theorists

complain that his theory is anticognitivist when in fact emotions clearly involve cognitions:

18
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Magda Arnold, the �rst theorist to explicitly posit an appraisal mechanism as responsible for

emotional experience, states that “James faced the problem that some such recognition or

appraisal is necessary between the cold perception [of a stimulus] and the physical changes

[of an emotion], but did not solve it” (Arnold, 1960a, 107; cf. Averill, 1992, 223). Such criti-

cisms take aim at James’s story of how emotions are triggered and experienced.

�e problems don’t end there. Philosophical issues surround the intentionality of emo-

tions on any given picture; on James’s theory, his critics claim, emotions lack intentional

content and are, therefore, rendered functionally useless to the organism (“merely epiphe-

nomenal”), contrary to our intuitive acquaintance with them in everyday life. (It’s not just

that we feel fear when some danger looms, they say; it’s that we’re scared of that looming

danger.) Contemporary emotion theorists gravitate towards accounts that posit cognitive

causes (such as appraisal mechanisms) for emotional experiences, since those causes pro-

vide a means of securing emotions’ intentional aspects. James thus comes under attack from

all sorts of angles. It’s hardly surprising, then, that his theory of emotions has faced a rather

cold reception since its initial publication more than a century ago.

Although the centenary of his magnum opus, the Principles of Psychology, occasioned

a number of celebratory papers revisiting his theory,3 their collective impact has not fully

reinvigorated theoretical interest in Jamesian emotions. I think that James is treated unfairly

these days.�is conviction motivates this chapter, which is to examine whether commenta-

tors actually analyze James’s theory of emotion when o�ering assessments of it. I will argue

that commentators typically misunderstand James’s theory because they fail to analyze ade-

quately the concepts fromwhich it is built. In particular, they tend to interpret James’s terms

perception and cognition as they are described in current parlance.�is leads commentators

to put forward, o�en prematurely, one of three general conclusions regarding the Jamesian

3See for instance Margaret Donnelly’s (1992) edited collection Reinterpreting the Legacy of William James,
and the papers comprising volume 1, issue 3 of Psychological Science (1990). Several of these commentaries are
discussed below.
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theory of emotion:

(C1) it is incompatible with our current (mainstream, presumably more accurate)

understanding of the mind and therefore false;

(C2) it is compatible with our current understanding of the mind and we just need

to tease out of it the implied elements that render it so; or

(C3) it can be made compatible if we tweak it a bit and supplement it with psycho-

logical mechanisms identi�ed in our current scienti�c theories.

To follow the �rst path is rather imperious: it classi�es James’s theory as unacceptable from

the standpoint of contemporary conceptual demands, without the bene�t of a detailed com-

parative assessment.�e second route brings with it the danger of reading the present into

the past in the process of “teasing out” what is valuable in James, thereby misrepresenting

and misapprehending his place in the history of the discipline of psychology. And the third

move overly treats present theories as saviors of the past; it assumes that the history of psy-

chology simply progresses linearly, towards accuracy of explanation, with a general tendency

for concepts and conceptual frameworks to endure (with permutations) rather than being

replaced or challenged by alternatives. But anyone who buys that a “cognitive revolution”

dragged psychology out of the Dark Age of Behaviorism should be disinclined to espouse

such approaches without having very carefully examined the overlap of ontologies between

contemporary theories and their historical counterparts. Cognitive psychology is the prod-

uct of a conceptual revolution, just as is behaviorism, and James’s psychology was, too. One

cannot neatly track concepts across these three distinct ontological periods without �rst do-

ing some solid conceptual and contextual analysis.4

4James’s theory of psychology generally relies on introspection to ground descriptions of mental and other
cognitive events. Behaviorism, in contrast, favors explanations of behavior based on observable correlations
with varied extraorganismic stimuli. For behaviorists such as James Watson (1930) and B. F. Skinner (1953),
the inner workings of the human mind are at best secondary to stimulus–response pairings in psychological
explanations; just as o�en they are shunned from the behaviorists’ vocabulary. Early cognitive psychologists
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Of course, it may turn out that one of these three conclusions is correct.�e aim of this

chapter is not to prove that James’s theory of emotion is right. It would be utopian to assume

that current psychological science is in a position to rule on such a matter. Rather, this

chapter aims to gather maximal evidence of internal consistency. Historians of philosophy

and psychology tend to promote charitable, complete understandings of important works

prior to deeming them either plausible, implausible, or necessarily incorrect. And if it turns

out that James’s theory of emotion, properly understood, is plausible, then it might guide

empirical investigation. For these reasons, James deserves a fair trial.�erefore, the question

to be answered is this: once we situate it within his broader theory of psychology, what does

James’s theory of emotions claim?

�is chapter, in elucidating the theory, o�ers cases in which commentators misconstrue

it and so prematurely conclude of James’s theory either (C1) or (C2). Since (C3) involves

modifying rather than clarifying James’s theory, I delay considering it until Chapter 2. Sec-

tion 1.1 gives an overview of James’s theory, making note of his ambitions and the larger

project from which the theory is developed. It then highlights two common ways in which

James’s theory is misconceived: by treating it as identical with the so-called James-Lange

theory, which in fact has never existed as a uni�ed theoretical proposal; and by failing to

recognize the way in which the bodily changes productive of emotional experiences relate to

James’s account of instincts. Both of these misconceptions invite us to conclude that James’s

theory is incorrect: the �rst strips Jamesian psychology of its personalist foundation; while

the second ignores a crucial distinction between bodily changes and world-directed behav-

iors. When delivered from these twomisconceptions, James’s theory is secured against those

who would quickly dismiss it on conceptual grounds. Section 1.2 discusses an interpretation

of James that requires a cognitive appraisal mechanism to be at work in triggering the bodily

changes responsible for our emotional experiences.�is interpretation is incorrect because

revived explanatory interest in the internal machinations of organisms’ cognitive systems and incorporated
concepts of mental representations into causal descriptions of psychological phenomena.
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it requires accounts of perception and cognition that are contrary to James’s own. Instead,

Jamesian emotions can satisfy common demands made of a theory of emotion without hav-

ing to resort to the sorts of cognitivemachinery typical of contemporary theories. I conclude

the chapter by pointing out some practical bene�ts of a faithful reading for present-day the-

orizing.

1.1 Standard interpretations and misinterpretations of

James

�is section presents what may be called the “standard interpretation of James”. It begins

by outlining the key claims and hypotheses of James’s theory of emotions (section 1.1.1).

Section 1.1.2 discusses two ways in which James’s theory is o�en misconstrued, and why

these misconstruals are harmful to understanding his project.

1.1.1 James’s theory of emotion: key claims and hypotheses

While the most widely cited iteration of James’s theory of emotions appears in a stand-alone

article titled “What is an Emotion?” published in 1884, this article was composed as part of

a much larger andmore complete project: the two-volume opus the Principles of Psychology,

eventually published in 1890 (James, 1890, I & II; herea�er Principles). James developed this

project to account for psychology as a discipline: to map out the classes of psychological

phenomena in terms of their relationships to one another and to other domains, including

brain science. He o�en outlines his formal understanding of key concepts before employing

those concepts in his treatment of subsequent topics.�e fundamental view I adopt in this

chapter is that James’s theory of emotions is most clearly understood when situated within

the larger conceptual framework in which it was composed. His theory of emotions can-

not neatly sit alongside a contemporary ontology informed by the information processing
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models of mind proposed or motivated by traditional cognitive psychology of more recent

times. Conversely, it can succeed quite well within its proper environment.

�e version of the theory typically cited in literature on emotions takes a very simple

form. James argues that emotions are feelings arising when the mind perceives changes

across the body due to the body’s being excited by some perceived stimulus (James, 1884;

1890, II: ch. 25; 1992, ch. 24).�is claim reverses what he calls the “common sense” view of

the emotion sequence, which holds that emotional feelings lead to behavioral changes: “we

lose our fortune, are sorry and weep; we meet a bear, are frightened and run; we are insulted

by a rival, are angry and strike” (James, 1884, 190; 1890, II: 449-450; 1992, 352). Instead,

James writes, it’s the physiological changes that bring about the feelings of emotion:

�e hypothesis here to be defended says that this [common sense] order of se-

quence is incorrect, that the one mental state is not immediately induced by the

other, that the bodily manifestations must �rst be interposed between, and that

the more rational statement is that we feel sorry because we cry, angry because

we strike, afraid because we tremble, and not that we cry, strike, or tremble, be-

cause we are sorry, angry, or fearful, as the case may be. (James 1884, 190; 1890,

II: 450; 1992, 352)

We can grossly characterize his preferred causal schema like this:

stimulus→ perception of stimulus→ bodily excitement→ emotional feeling

At least, this characterization covers what James calls the “standard” (1884) or the “coarser”

(Principles onwards) emotions: “cases in which a wave of bodily disturbance of some kind

accompanies the perception of interesting sights or sounds, or the passage of the exciting

train of ideas” (James, 1884, 189). �e three cases mentioned above are representative of

these coarser emotions. James considers coarser emotions to be paradigmatic of the whole

class andmost in need of explanation.�e above characterization captures only the broadest
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details of James’s theory. Each element therein requires careful analysis and enrichment so

that James’s overall position is accurately understood. �e remainder of this chapter o�ers

exactly these analyses.

Note that what James proposes is a theory according to which an emotion is a conscious

feeling. Emotions do not include bodily changes; they are caused by those changes. �e

excited body nomore constitutes the emotion itself than does the stimulus that triggered that

excitement—be it a �nancial loss, or a bear, or an insult, or whatever.�e most important,

immediate cause of an emotional feeling is a set of bodily changes, and “our feeling of the

same changes as they occur is the emotion” (James, 1884, 190-191, original emphasis).

1.1.2 Misinterpretations and confusions

James o�en uses the term emotional reaction to refer to the set of bodily changes that produce

an emotional experience, the feeling of an emotion. Moving forward, this chapter employs

these two terms discretely to refer to their respective phenomena: emotional reactions are

physiological, while emotional experiences are subjective feelings. Although James consid-

ers only emotional experiences to be emotions proper, he is aware that a complete scienti�c

picture of emotions must take into account their antecedent causes. Emotional reactions

earn their label by virtue of their direct relationship with emotional experiences. Nonethe-

less, it is important to keep these two concepts distinct from one another. �e next sub-

section o�ers two cases of common misinterpretations that ignore this di�erence, to their

detriment. Once we clear away these misconceptions, James’s theory becomes a more plau-

sible guide to empirical research.

1.1.2.1 James but not James-Lange

In the year a�er James’s article appeared, Danish physiologist Carl Lange published Om

Sindsbevaegelser (Lange, 1885), a psychophysiological study of the emotions. James notes
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signi�cant similarities between his own and Lange’s theories. He quotes the latter at length

in his chapter in the Principles, citing Lange’s physiological claims as evidence in his favor.

And in his 1894 article “�e Physical Basis of Emotion” he says that he and Lange developed

“the same theory of emotional consciousness” (James, 1894, 516). Ever since John Dewey

formally con�ated the theories in 1894, and especially since Walter Cannon’s forceful criti-

cism of the con�ated view in 1927, James has become known as one half of the contributing

force behind the “James-Lange theory”.

Here I am concerned with James’s theory but not the James-Lange theory.�e reason is

simple: despite James’s academic grace in acknowledging a like-minded theorist, there are

signi�cant di�erences between his and Lange’s theories of emotion.

One point of departure is in the physiological details of either theory. James and Lange

hold distinct beliefs regarding which parts of the body are involved in emotional reactions,

the changes that cause emotional experiences in consciousness (see also Izard, 1977, 55;Man-

dler, 1984, 20; and Prinz, 2003, 70). Lange’s descriptions of emotions involve clear physio-

logical details—farmore so than do James’s. Hewrites: “We owe all the emotional side of our

mental life, our joys and sorrows, our happy and unhappy hours, to our vasomotor system”

(Lange, 1922, 80), whose disturbances serve as “the only primary symptoms” of emotions

(Lange, 1922, 60). �is tight circumscription of physiological factors at play in emotions is

central to Lange’s theory of emotion, but, as we will see below, it did not sit well with James.

Lange also o�ers physiological and physiognomic descriptions of speci�c emotions. Like

James, he is amenable to the idea of discounting common-sense emotion concepts: phys-

iological observation should inform our understanding of speci�c emotions as much as it

guides our understanding of emotionality more generally. Accordingly, he describes the

physiological events that best represent numerous emotions we readily identify in life. Sor-

row is readily observable in its “inhibitory e�ect upon the motor apparatus” and hypoemia

throughout the body (Lange, 1922, 40-41), with a lack of blood supply to the brain account-
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ing for “mental lassitude, dullness, a feeling of mental fatigue and e�ort” (Lange, 1922, 43).

Fear or “fright” is “closely related to sorrow”, sharing most of the physiological characteris-

tics but manifesting them in “a more intense or acute form”, with some added convulsions

of the voluntary muscles (Lange, 1922, 48). Anger and joy, one would think, are easily dis-

tinguishable from one another—at least from the �rst-person perspective. Lange, however,

notes that observing physiological manifestations in either case o�ers far fewer means of

distinguishing between the two than one might expect: save for some widening of the blood

vessels in the face during anger, distinguishing symptoms are opaque (Lange, 1922, 49-50).

Anger and joy, in contrast with sorrow and fear, see an increase of blood to the brain where

it facilitates speedy mental functioning (Lange, 1922, 45). For Lange, then, emotions are

physiologically discrete events.

�is contrasts with James, who emphasizes the variability and dynamism of emotional

reactions (see Gendron & Barrett, 2009, 323-325). James is critical of Lange’s claim that

anemia in the brain is principally responsible for feelings of grief (James, 1890, II: 446), and

of his rigid explanation of grief ’s other constituent bodily changes (James, 1890, II: 444). He

further criticizes Lange’s overreliance on “the vaso-motor factor in his explanations” while

defending himself against WilhelmWundt’s attack on the James-Lange theory (James, 1894,

517).

�ough James clearly disagrees with Lange about the physiology underlying emotional

experiences, there is little consensus in the secondary literature on which parts of the body

he identi�ed as key contributors to emotional experiences. Richard Davidson (1994, 237)

and Jesse Prinz (2003, 70) state that Jamesian emotions involve skeletal muscles; Antonio

Damasio (1999, 288) says James gave skeletal muscles “short shri�”; while Phoebe Ellsworth

(1994, 225) accuses James of wavering on the issue. Most commentators point out James’s

emphasis on visceral organs as sources of felt bodily changes, but they interpret di�erently

the extent to which he emphasizes the viscera (see, e.g., Ellsworth, 1994; Izard, 1977, 55-56;
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and Lang, 1994). Other commentators (e.g., Freeman, 2000, 215; Gri�ths, 1997, 80) o�er a

looser, more contemporary description of James’s identi�ed bodily changes, couching them

in the autonomic nervous system—which is de�ned by bodily functions, not by anatomical

regions.5 And we’ve just seen that James includes only limited vasomotor activity. I will

not attempt to clarify James’s physiological claims in this chapter. As received interpretation

goes, this lack of physiological clarity on James’s part makes mediating between James and

Lange more di�cult, but it also renders illegitimate an assumptive con�ation of the two

theories.

From amore abstract perspective, however, one could argue that their physiological dis-

putes areminor empirical disagreements, and that James and Lange still agree on the grander

theoretical claim regarding the relationship between bodily changes in general and emo-

tional experiences. Nonetheless, Peter Lang argues that Lange’s position on emotions “seems

to have a separate emphasis” from James’s: while James is interested in explaining emotional

consciousness (remember, emotions are feelings), Lange takes emotions to be constituted by

physiology; conscious experiences thereof are of secondary interest (Lang, 1994, 212). Af-

ter detailing the physiological characteristics of the particular emotions mentioned above,

Lange asks:

Is it possible that vasomotor disturbances, varied dilation of the blood vessels,

and consequent excess of blood, in the separate organs, are the real, primary

e�ects of the a�ections, whereas the other phenomena,—motor abnormalities,

sensation paralysis, subjective sensations, disturbances of secretion and intelli-

gence—are only secondary disturbances, which have their cause in anomalies

of vascular innervation? (Lange, 1922, 58, emphasis added)

His answer, stated a few pages later, is a�rmative: “the emotion consists exclusively of these

5�e autonomic nervous system was named by J. N. Langley in 1903, so James didn’t have access to this
term in his writings on emotions.
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functional disturbances of the body” (Lange, 1922, 64). For Lange, emotions are physiologi-

cal, not psychological, phenomena. Emotional experiences take the back seat in his explana-

tory project as downstream e�ects of emotions proper.

Distinguishing the two theorists’ projects brings forward the implications of taking phys-

iological or psychological phenomena as central to one’s theory. In James’s case, understand-

ing emotions as feelings invites scienti�c inquiry into subjective experience. Jamesian psy-

chology is fundamentally personalist, meaning that a notion of self is central to an under-

standing of the mental. In fact, Hazel Markus has �agged the self as “perhaps the basic prob-

lem” of interest to James (Markus, 1990, 181, original emphasis). His hundred-page chapter

on consciousness of the self, in the Principles, is by far the longest across the two volumes.

�erein he describes the self as felt. He o�ers an introspective report of his own feeling of

self, describing it in much the same way as he does emotional experiences:

In the �rst place, the acts of attending, assenting, negating, making an e�ort,

are felt as movements of something in the head. In many cases it is possible to

describe these movements quite exactly. In attending to either an idea or a sen-

sation belonging to a particular sense-sphere, the movement is the adjustment

of the sense-organ, felt as it occurs. I cannot think in visual terms, for example,

without feeling a �uctuating play of pressures, convergences, divergences, and

accommodations in my eyeballs. (James, 1890, I: 300)

A�er describing the phenomenality of remembering, re�ecting, consenting, negating,

and exerting e�ort, he draws his conclusion about the physiological cause of these self-

experiences: “In a sense, then, it may be truly said that...the ‘Self of selves,’ when carefully

examined, is found to consist mainly of the collection of these peculiar motions in the head or

between the head and throat” (James, 1890, I: 301, original emphasis).�is “Self of selves” is

the phenomenological experience of one’s self as a probing, attentive agent. And although

these feelings might be quite easily located or identi�ed in the body, James also speculates
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that the experience of one’s “spiritual” or “inner” subjective self “is really a feeling of bodily

activities whose exact nature is by most men overlooked” (James, 1890, I: 301-302, emphasis

removed).

Conscious experiences are thus intrinsically related both to the self and to the body. A

theorist cannot explain them in purely objective terms—at least, not nearly as neatly as she

can physiological changes. James is no eliminativist about psychology; in fact he even ar-

gues that his theory of emotions should not be considered “materialistic” (James, 1890, II:

453; 1992, 356-357). Yet the personalist feature of Jamesian psychology seems to be lost in

contemporary readings of James’s emotion theory. James Averill o�ers an autopsy of James’s

“dead end” theory of emotions that in fact reverses James’s considered view of the relation

between emotion and felt experience: “. . . by focussing attention on bodily changes during

emotion, [James’s theory] has led investigators to ignore. . . [that] emotions are intimately re-

lated to a person’s sense of self, both in terms of eliciting conditions and consequences. . . ”

(Averill, 1992, 222).�is claim is directly contradicted by James’s own writings on the sub-

ject. In James’s theory, one’s emotional experiences and one’s feeling of self both �ow from

the same spring.

If the personalist side of Jamesian psychology is too o�en overlooked when reading

James alone, then confounding his theory of emotion with Lange’s theory scuttles the self

entirely. Neither an explanatory framework nor a particularly fruitful guide to empirical in-

vestigation is likely to derive from our treating James’s and Lange’s theories as uni�ed in any

rich sense.

Instead, when James’s and Lange’s theories are erroneously equated a strawperson be-

comes available for critics. Kurt Ko�ka, for instance, notes that “the only real achievement

of the [James-Lange] theory is its insistence upon the fact that emotions are more than just

contents of consciousness” (Ko�ka, 1935, 401). Worse still, William Lyons writes James’s

legacy in a behaviorist’s ink when he says that John Watson’s account of emotion “is really
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William James’s account shorn of any reference to feelings or any other sort of conscious

state” (Lyons, 1999, 32).6 Explicitly or implicitly, both of these comments take James’s def-

inition of emotion to include bodily changes. �is misrepresents James thoroughly. His

theory holds that if you take away the conscious feeling you eliminate the emotion entirely.

One cannot use James’s theory to explain emotional reactions, since the constitutive bodily

changes are antecedent to the emotions proper (see also Mandler, 1984, 18). Even if Ko�ka

and Lyons were to defend themselves in saying that they employ the term emotion accord-

ing to their own de�nitions (and not James’s), in attributing these views to James they strip

Jamesian emotions of their personalist bases. In conceptual cases such as these, con�ation

leads to confusion: “�us, the James-Lange theory is cited variously both in support of and

against physiological reductionism, as the precursor of the behavioral analysis of emotion,

and as the starting point for cognitive theories of a�ect” (Lang, 1994, 212).

Collectively, these disagreements over the physiological minutae underlying emotions,

alongwith howone identi�es a phenomenon of interest, weigh heavily in favor of disbanding

the James-Lange theory and focusing on each theorist individually. At themost general level

of analysis the distinctionsmay seem super�cial, and this is probably the level at which James

himself was equating the two theories in his 1894 discussion. But for the sake of both histor-

ical veridicality and progression of an empirical research program—speci�cally, in guidance

of experimental investigations to test hypotheses—such details are crucial.

1.1.2.2 “Afraid because we run”: emotional and instinctual reactions

Having disentangled James’s theory from the James-Lange postulate, we are now in a better

position to examine the nature of emotional reactions, the physiological changes triggered

by stimuli. Given the lack of consensus regarding James’s position on the physiology of emo-

tional reactions, it is not surprising that there is confusion regarding how to read James on

6Watson himself made no such mistake in interpreting the spirit of James’s theory before scathingly at-
tacking its introspectionist foundations (see Watson, 1930, 141-142).
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this topic. Nonetheless, James does provide a principled means of distinguishing emotional

reactions from other kinds of actions according to their functional aspects and their down-

stream psychological e�ects.

Unfortunately, this distinction is consistently overlooked by James’s commentators.�ey

o�en paraphrase incorrectly James’s positive claim that we are “afraid because we tremble” as

the very di�erent claim that we are “afraid because we run”—the latter a claim James never

endorsed.�is was a problem James noticed in his own time, and, despite the burden being

placed on the shoulders of the careful reader, James took responsibility for it wholeheartedly:

“I admit that my own text set a bad example when it said ‘we are frightened because we run’”

(James, 1894, 519). In fact, this is the solitary instance, throughout his corpus, in which he

writes the problematic phrase. He then clari�es what he meant: we should “let the word

‘run’ but stand for what it was meant to stand for”, namely certain patterns of changes across

the body, many of which may be “invisible” and visceral, that are felt as the emotion (James,

1894, 519). It’s interesting that James would misquote himself (by suggesting he had used the

phrase elsewhere), but it demonstrates that his original ambitionwas to overturn thoroughly

the “common sense” theory prevalent in his era. Forceful, somewhat hyperbolic language

was his means of emphasizing the novelty and radicalness of his theory. Such sentiments

are echoed in a retrospective paper by Edmund Delabarre, one of James’s students (and a

contributor to the Principles: see James, 1890, II: 13-27), who writes:

We appreciated fully his [James’s] remarkable genius for felicitous, clear and

picturesque expression; although occasionally this led to complete misunder-

standing of his meaning,—as when he said, in expounding his famous theory

of emotions, that “we are sorry because we cry, afraid because we run,” not the

other way round. Evidently, we can be sorry without crying, afraid without

running. (Delabarre, 1943, 125-126)

James’s self-defense o�en goes ignored—further evidence that commentators fail to en-
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gage properly with his corpus. He is still read as saying that we’re afraid because we run.

Within the contemporary literature, guilty parties include Robert Plutchik (1970, 3), James

Laird and Charles Bresler (1990, 641), Robert Zajonc (Zajonc et al., 1993, 209), Tim Da-

gleish (2004, 582), Asher Koriat (Koriat, 2006; Koriat et al., 2006, 37), Bruce Friedman (2010,

384), and Gerald Clore and Andrew Ortony (2013, 338). Joseph LeDoux is a repeat o�ender

(LeDoux, 1996, 84-85; 2002b, 201; 2007, 395-396; 2008, 86; Fellous et al., 2003, 398; Fel-

lous & LeDoux, 2005, 80).�is false attribution can now be found throughout a number of

psychology and psychiatry textbooks, as well as in online encyclopedia entries on James.

Getting James right on this point is important. Running and trembling are very di�erent

actions with distinct functions: they represent di�erent ways of interacting with the world.

�us, their relations to emotions dictate what kinds of functional roles emotions play in

Jamesian psychology. To class the di�erence in Jamesian terminology, running is an instinc-

tual reaction while trembling is an emotional reaction. �e latter “fall short of instincts, in

that the emotional reaction usually terminates in the subject’s own body, whilst the instinc-

tual reaction is apt to go further and enter into practical relations with the exciting object”

(James, 1890, II: 442, emphasis added).�e emotional reaction is so named because it is that

subset of instinctual bodily changes that cause a “di�usive wave” of nervous activity, thereby

giving rise to the characteristic feeling of an emotion. �us, the trembling itself is not fear

proper, but its cause.

Yet the trembling can serve as a catalyst for a world-directed response such as �eeing

from or �ghting o� the perceived threat. Following Herbert Spencer’s (1855) and Charles

Darwin’s (1872) leads, and in line with many ecologically minded, evolutionary theorists of

emotion today (e.g., Ekman 1992b, 1999; LeDoux 1996; Gri�ths 1997), James sees the bodily

stirrings of emotional reactions as re�exes typically operating in service of the well-being

of the organism (James, 1890, II: 477-483; 1992, 362-365). Recent empirical evidence favors

this ecological view of emotional function: for instance, changes to the facial expressions
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during a fear reaction cause an enhancement of the upper visual �eld and increased nasal

respiratory capacity, while the feature changes of disgust show the opposite ecological e�ects

(Susskind et al., 2008). As I’ll explain shortly, the best interpretation of the relationship

between emotional reactions and instinctual reactions is that the latter are o�en triggered by

the former. If, however, we cannot �nd a nice teleological story ofwhy certain bodily changes

occur during instinctual responses to stimuli, nothing is lost by acknowledging that such

responses occur. �ose “purely idiopathic e�ects of the stimulus” that cannot be explained

by appeal to teleofunctional principles can instead be described as “purely mechanical or

physiological” permutations (James, 1890, II: 482).7

Moreover, overt behavior such as running is not a necessary e�ect of emotional reactions,

and emotional reactions can be entirely unobservable (hence “invisible”) to anyone but the

emoter: consider howwell a deer canhide its fear by staying perfectly still upon encountering

a predator. Another way to put James’s point is that emotional reactions can extend into

instinctual behaviors. In terms of causal history, their distinction is not of kind, but of degree.

James tells us as much when he states that it is “quite arbitrary from the scienti�c point of

view” whether the physiology of fear be described as an instinct or an emotional reaction

(James, 1992, 350); elsewhere, he writes that emotional reactions and instinctual reactions

“shade imperceptibly into each other” (James, 1890, II: 442).

James also o�ers reason to distinguish between emotional and instinctual reactions on

phenomenological grounds. To return brie�y to his position on the feeling of self, James asks

us to consider an implication that would follow from his theory, as outlined above in sec-

tion 1.1.2.1, if it were true. We can make a conceptual division between two kinds of physio-

logical acts: adjustments and executions. Feelings of adjustments ground a felt “nuclear self ”,

while feelings of executions—actions performed by the body toward the world—contribute

to the phenomenality of “the less intimate, more shi�ing self, so far as it [is] active” (James,

7Darwin o�ers a similar principle in his Expressions of the Emotions, according to which excessive nerve-
force is generated when the sensorium is strongly excited (Darwin, 1872, 35).
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1890, I: 302).�is distinction between physiological adjustments and executions looks to be

identical to his distinction between emotional and instinctual reactions. If so, then both

emotional experiences and the endurant, intimate experience of one’s self are caused by

emotional reactions. Conversely, performances of instinctual reactions contribute less phe-

nomenal character to one’s sense of self.�erefore, emotional and instinctual reactions are

di�erentiated by both their functions and their psychological consequences.

In the sense that he failed, in his 1884 article, to draw the distinction between emotional

reactions limited to bodily stirrings (adjustments) and world-directed instinctual reactions

(executions), James is to blame for bringing this general interpretative problemuponhimself.

�ough he never claimed that we are frightened because we run, he did say that we are angry

because we strike. Here, he should have said that we are angry because we feel the changes

our bodies make in preparing to lash out. With that said, one cannot rule out that running

due to a fear reactionwould add to or reinforce that fear reaction, and subsequentlymaintain

and amplify one’s felt emotion of fear. Nor can we rule out that actually striking out would

produce or strengthen a feeling of anger (cf. Laird & Bresler, 1990, 641-642).�e important

point here, again, is that overt behavior is unnecessary for emotional experience. Emotional

reactions and downstream behavioral responses are intimately connected, but it is only the

stirrings of the body that are the direct, necessary, and su�cient triggers of emotions proper.

�is section has described two misconceptions of James’s theory that have damaged its

perceived plausibility. When read into his theory, they invite its swi� dismissal.�at is, these

misconceptions provoke the conclusion labeled (C1) in the introduction: James’s theory of

emotions is incompatible with our current understanding of themind, and is therefore false.

I have argued that James’s claims are quite di�erent than these readings would lead us to

believe. Having rebutted them, we cannot be so quick to reject his theory.
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1.2 Are Jamesian emotions epiphenomenal?

Probably the most common dismissal of James’s theory of emotions comes from philoso-

phers and psychologists who take emotions to be cognitively richer phenomena than James

has proposed. Emotions are described variously as intentional, evaluative, perhaps even

propositionally constructed cognitive states whose causes and experiential characteristics

cannot be exhausted by physiology or sensations. In reducing emotions to mere sensations

arising as the outputs of a process involving perception and re�ex responses, it seems that

such qualities, which other theories build into emotional phenomena, are necessarily miss-

ing from James’s picture (Damasio, 1994, 129-130).�at is, it looks as though James renders

emotions epiphenomenal (Deigh, 2001, 1252; 2010, 20-21). If they are understood as such,

John Deigh tells us, “the importance of emotions as an object of study diminishes consider-

ably” (2001, 1252; see also Solomon, 2003, 12). And it’s easy to understand why. According to

both ordinary intuition and the vast majority of theories past and present, emotionsmust be

understood as information-bearing, intentional, and motivational phenomena.8 If Jamesian

emotional feelings are epiphenomenal then they fail to provide any of these three crucial fea-

tures. Little wonder, then, that a contemporary commentator like Robert Solomon would

think it is “pathetic” that the likes of James have convinced members of the �eld to embrace

non-cognitivist positions (Solomon, 1980, 271).9

Cognitivist theories of emotion are engineered to incorporate into their explicanda those

psychologically impactful functions mentioned above. Recall that cognitivists understand

emotions either as judgments or responses to judgments. Versions of cognitivism far pre-

date James (e.g., Aristotle and the Stoics) and have not much loosened their grips on the

8�is set of three desiderata for a theory of emotion is an identi�able trend throughout the history of the
literature, at least inWestern scholarship. Barring the stripped-down conception championed by behaviorism,
emotions are always conceived of as responses to something—a feature of the world or of the self—and as such
they involve an intentional aspect and a motivational aspect.�e idea that emotions are information-bearing
is found at least as early as the Stoics, who conceived of them as judgments.

9By the way, the word pathetic originally means “arousing the emotions”.
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�eld since—especially given the birth of cognitive psychology in the mid-twentieth century.

An extreme iteration of cognitivism is o�ered by Martha Nussbaum (2001; 2004), who ar-

gues that emotions are judgments about our well-being (hence cognitions) that need not

include a�ective qualities such as the emotional experiences James describes. Although we

humans do have such feelings when we have emotions, this fact is merely a contingency due

to our being embodied minds. On the other hand, “a thinking being. . . could care deeply

about something in the world, and have the thoughts and intentions associated with such

attachments. And that’s all we really require for emotion” (Nussbaum, 2001, 60; cf. 2004,

28).

In this section I explore one way in which emotion theorists have attempted to con-

strue James in light of some of the demandsmentioned above. According to this appraisalist

interpretation, James was a cognitivist all along—he just didn’t make that clear given his old-

fashioned use of the term cognition.�is reading generates a version of (C2) as characterized

in the introduction: the idea that we canmake James’s theory compatible with contemporary

views by reconstructing it using contemporary terminology.�e appraisalist interpretation

is outlined in section 1.2.1. Section 1.2.2 provides evidence that it is interpretively incor-

rect, and section 1.2.3 shows that James’s theory need not employ an appraisal mechanism

in order to possess those three features demanded of emotions: the bearing of information,

intentionality, and motivation.

1.2.1 An appraisalist interpretation

Some interpreters attempt to clarify James’s position by elaborating on aspects they believe

the author himself neglects. Phoebe Ellsworth (1994), for instance, dresses James’s theory

up in more contemporary terms, teasing out of it a process of appraisal at work in the early

stages of an emotion sequence. Laird and Bresler (1990, 646), Richard Lazarus (1991, 39-

40), E. Virginia Demos (1992, 212), Klaus Scherer (1996; 1999; 2001), and Jenefer Robinson
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(2010; cf. 2005, 28-29) also read James as covertly positing an appraisal mechanism. Ap-

praisals, according to appraisal theory generally, are evaluative judgments of one’s situation

that provide information about a potential or actual alteration of one’s well-being.10

�ere is much debate over an appraisal mechanism’s status as a cognitive system. Nu-

merous proposals for how such judgments are formed describe cognitively simple mecha-

nisms, such as Arnold’s instinctive “sense judgment” view (Arnold, 1960a, 170-177). �ese

can be compared with Lazarus’s more sophisticated dimensional appraisal system, whereby

perceptual content is assessed according to the criteria of “goal relevance, goal congruence or

incongruence, and type of ego-involvement” (Lazarus, 1991, 133, original emphasis). All such

views take appraisal processes to evaluate stimuli in relation to the self. Lazarus illustrates

this point:

What would transform sensory states into emotions? �e transformation nec-

essary to produce an emotion out of sensory states is an appraisal that those

states are favorable or damaging to one’s well-being. When we cognize an event

as pleasant or unpleasant, we are not experiencing an emotion. However, when

we further cognize that we are or may be personally bene�ted or harmed, the

cognitive transformation has gone beyond the mere registration of discomfort,

and the experience becomes an emotion. (Lazarus, 1984, 126)

For the most part, appraisal theorists are cognitivists about some aspect of an emotional

episode, though they might disagree over where meaning enters the picture: psychologists

o�en propose cognitive causes for emotions, while philosophers take cognitivism about

emotions to imply that emotions themselves are cognitions—that is, they are intentional,

information-bearingmental states directed at the environment (Reisenzein &Döring, 2009,

199). Regardless of one’s conception of where cognition enters in, appraisalists agree on the

10For a good introduction to the general claimsmade by appraisal theorists, see Ellsworth& Scherer (2003);
for a brief history of appraisal theories, see Schorr (2001).
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idea that sensory information is processed in some way, inside the organism, to produce a

value judgment about what is sensed with respect to that organism. Fear, on this picture,

might result from a looming object’s being appraised as dangerous. �is idea imbues an

episode of fear with meaning.

Ellsworth and others o�er an appraisalist interpretation of James’s standard theory. Her

aim is to show that James did not leave various gaps in his explanation, as Arnold would

have it (as quoted on page 19). If James is an appraisal theorist, then, the appraisal of danger

is what triggers a set of bodily changes that provides the sensation of fear.

Ellsworth reads James as implying that the kind of stimulus perception usually involved

in triggering emotions is just a form of cognitive appraisal; she thinks that there is “no ques-

tion” that this is the case (Ellsworth, 1994, 224). Lazarus thinks the same, stating that James

made a mistake in using the word perception instead of appraisal (Lazarus, 2001, 39). Laird

and Bresler even say that James took one of themerits of his theory to be its shi�ing attention

to the question of why “particular appraisals might induce” particular kinds of emotional re-

actions (Laird & Bresler, 1990, 646). To Ellsworth, James’s thought that cognitive appraisal is

at work in triggering emotions “is so obvious that it needs no special emphasis” (Ellsworth,

1994, 223); instead ofmentioning it, James focused his reader’s attention on “what he thought

was his most original idea—the role of bodily processes” (Ellsworth, 1994, 224).

Note that this rendering signi�cantly complicates the simple picture of James seen

throughout the literature on emotions (and characterized on page 23).�e immediate causes

of an emotional experience are still bodily changes, so Jamesian emotions (qua conscious

feelings) remain noncognitive phenomena. But what causes those changes is explained ac-

cording to a mediative, cognitive perceptual mechanism and not a re�exive, automatic re-

sponse system.�is gives us the following appraisalist construal of James’s theory:

stimulus→ cognitive appraisal of stimulus→ bodily excitement→

emotional feeling
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Ellsworth actually goes further than this and claims that the feeling of bodily changes

combines with the perception (appraisal) of the object to form an emotion (Ellsworth, 1994,

223). �is further complicates the sequence, and indeed makes a Jamesian emotion more

thanmere feeling of bodily changes (but still, contraKo�ka’s reading, notmore than the con-

tents of consciousness), since the emotion is now simultaneously a perception of the stim-

ulus object and a perception of one’s bodily reaction. In this way, emotions come to possess

a world-directed intentional aspect, thereby satisfying one of the intuitive desiderata. But

this interpretation runs counter to James’s explicit statement, repeated in triplicate (James,

1884, 189-190; 1890, II: 449; 1992, 352; quoted on page 24) and reworded in the opening

paragraph of his 1894 discussion article: emotions just are feelings of bodily changes as they

occur. Ellsworth’s rather radical interpretation of James, which posits cognitive appraisals as

both initiators and constituents of emotions, has been convincingly refuted (see Reisenzein

et al., 1995). I will therefore refocus on Ellsworth’s more restrained (yet still contentious)

interpretation that sees appraisals as catalysts for the bodily changes that produce emotional

feelings.

Before assessing Ellsworth’s reading, we should consider what it implies should it be

correct. What work does the purported appraisal mechanism do for James’s theory? At a

�rst pass, it appeals because it helps to safeguard those features of emotion that intuition

demands. Firstly, the appraisal mechanism provides information about the current state of

a�airs with respect to the organism’s ecological concerns. An appraisal of a looming, growl-

ing bear-shape will inform the organism of a present danger to which it must react by, say,

running away. In providing information about a danger, the appraisal generates an evalua-

tive judgment. Secondly, since this judgment is about the present scenario, it possesses the

requisite feature of environmentally directed intentionality. Finally, the intentional infor-

mation is likely responsible for triggering the bodily changes that motivate the behavior of

running away. In short, it looks as though building an appraisal mechanism into the Jame-
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sian emotional sequence would see emotions satisfy the three intuitive desiderata.

However, the appraisalist interpreter should not celebrate too quickly. In fact all of these

feature manifestations precede the emotion itself. Remember James’s words: the emotion

just is the bodily feeling. Deigh’s charge of epiphenomenalism stands, since the appraisal-

ist James still doesn’t provide us with a function for emotional experiences. Of course, this

issue is really about what counts as “an emotion”, and whether the episodic events causally

preceding an emotional experience count as constituents of the emotion itself. We’re faced

with two choices if we accept Ellsworth’s interpretation: either we accept that emotions (qua

conscious feelings) are potentially epiphenomenal and therefore psychologically uninterest-

ing, or we diverge from James’s use of the term emotion, widening it to apply to the whole

episodic sequence formulated on page 38.

Note that the �rst choice only forces us to accept that emotionsmay be epiphenomenal.

Wewould need an independent argument, from James ormade on his behalf, that emotional

experiences perform some function.11 Yet whether James’s theory is correct should not bear

on whether one’s interpretation of James is correct. �erefore, we should assess Ellsworth’s

interpretation according to the degree of accuracy with which it rebuilds James’s theory.

Section 1.2.2 argues that Ellsworth’s reading should be rejected. Section 1.2.3 o�ers some

reasons for thinking that James’s theory can satisfy the intuitive desiderata.

11Such an argument would come less easily for James than for proponents of the common sense view he
targets. Darwin, for instance, assumes that “most of the expressions and gestures involuntarily used by man
and the lower animals”—that is, what I’ve been calling emotional reactions—are brought about “under the
in�uence of various emotions and sensations” (Darwin, 1872, 33). Following Herbert Spencer (1863, 138), he
uses the words emotion and sensation to refer to classes of feelings (Darwin, 1872, 33fn). For Darwin, who we
can take as a major �ag carrier for the common sense view James identi�es, emotional feelings maintain an
important causal role in emotional episodes. Conversely, for James, the emotional experience is much more
obviously an e�ect than a cause.
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1.2.2 “Perception of the exciting fact”: sensation, perception, and cog-

nition

�e central component of Ellsworth’s appraisalist interpretation of James is that term cog-

nition. Ellsworth does not say what constitutes cognition; she merely deems Jamesian per-

ception a cognitive act. In fact, she makes no mention of whether the appraisal process she

holds James to imply is a special form of perception, or whether all perception (for James)

involves appraisal. However, one can assume that James was aware of how he was using his

own terms, so one can then assume that his de�nition of perception does not vary throughout

the Principles. If Ellsworth is right that, for James, emotional reaction-triggering perceptions

are cognitive appraisals, then all instances of perception are instances of cognitive appraisal.

To assess this conclusion we might answer this question: is Jamesian perception a cog-

nitive act? Super�cially, at least, the answer is yes: James himself describes perception as

cognitive, as well as sensation (James, 1890, II: 1). We need not look past his writings on

the emotions to see this statement: “Without the bodily states following on the perception

[of the stimulus], the latter would be purely cognitive in form, pale, colorless, destitute of

emotional warmth” (James, 1884, 190; 1890, II: 450; 1992, 352). So, it looks like Ellsworth has

some solid textual evidence supporting her appraisalist interpretation.

But James’s use of the term cognition is very di�erent than the variations employed in

contemporary philosophy of mind and psychology. Indeed, appealing to James’s employ-

ment of cognition as a means of rendering his theory of emotions cognitivist is to be misled

by the scent of a red herring. James builds his theory of perception in a way that undercuts

the demands of appraisalism.

In his 1885 paper “On the Function of Cognition”, James argues that any feeling (or any

thought) can be cognitive provided it resembles some external “reality”—a thing outside the

mind—and helps the organism in acting towards that thing in some fashion. (In modern

lingo, this makes James a representationalist of sorts.) He elaborates on this in the Princi-
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ples, particularly in chapters 8 and 9 when discussing the distinctive functions of two forms

of cognition: knowledge of acquaintance and knowledge about. A�er having described the

distinction in terms of the degree to which a feeling suggests relations between itself and

other feelings, he explains that some feeling is rendered knowledge about once the mind has

“operated” on it, subjected it to some sort of analytic treatment (James, 1890, I: 221-222).

�is spectrum between knowledge of acquaintance and knowledge about overlays James’s

spectrum between sensation and perception. An examination of the latter spectrum elu-

cidates the former. Sensation di�ers from perception “only in the extreme simplicity of its

object or content”; it functions to provide knowledge of acquaintance while perception pro-

vides knowledge about (James, 1890, II: 1-2). But this distinction is of degree rather than

kind:

�e nearer the object cognized comes to being a simple quality like ‘hot,’ ‘cold,’

‘red,’ ‘noise,’ ‘pain,’ apprehended irrelatively to other things, the more the state

of mind approaches pure sensation.�e fuller of relations the object is, on the

contrary; the more it is something classed, located, measured, compared, as-

signed to a function, etc., etc.; the more unreservedly do we call the state of

mind a perception, and the relatively smaller is the part in it which sensation

plays. (James, 1890, II: 1)

Early in life we encounter many kinds of objects with many kinds of properties, and our

experiences of them are not sophisticated. �us, most of our earlier experiences will fall

close to the sensation pole. But fewwill sit right at the edge of the spectrum; very rarely, even

in early life, will we experience a “pure sensation”. Instead, as our brains form associations

between di�erent sensations and the contexts within which they are encountered, recurring

sensations become increasingly rich in information: knowledge about emerges, and we cease

to be epistemically blind as to the intentionality of our experiences. In adult life, we never

experience pure sensations that convey merely knowledge by acquaintance. Instead, every
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conscious experience is intentional and bears some information.

So, Jamesian perceptual states are indeed “cognitive” mental phenomena—as are those

states we more readily call sensations. But this conclusion is super�cial when viewed under

the spotlight of appraisal theory. What is of relevance to an appraisalist interpretation is not

whether James calls the components involved in triggering emotions “cognitive” (according

to his de�nition), but whether he proposes that the bodily changes preceding emotions are

triggered directly by internal psychological means (appraisals) rather than by external stim-

uli. What is relevant, that is, is whether there is any intermediate processing of meaning, on

the part of the organism, between a stimulus and the bodily changes that follow.

It does not appear, for James, that perception �ts the bill of intermediate mental pro-

cessing. While perception provides knowledge about its objects rather than mere knowledge

of acquaintance, it does so without any episodic inferential machinery.12 Instead, knowledge

about arises from associative mechanisms that build complexity intomental representations

over time, through repeated experiences. �e kinds of relations that an object of the mind

comes to possess are those we have stumbled across in previous encounters with objects in

the world. Since we perceive objects embedded in situations, the more kinds of situations

in which we encounter a given object kind, the more opportunities we have to acknowledge

relations between that object kind and other aspects of reality. �us, when James says that

knowledge about results from feelings being “operated” upon by the mind, he merely means

that those feelings are situated within a network of related feelings by way of the brain’s as-

sociative mechanisms.

A perceptual representation can be informationally rich, providing plenty of knowledge

about. For such a representation to become informationally rich, it must be trained through

repetition over time. We come across objects within environmental contexts and those con-

texts link objects to other objects in particular ways. We experience those relationships and

12See James’s discussion, and rejection, of Helmholtz’s argument that perception involves unconscious in-
ference (James, 1890, II: 111-113).
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they are combined (by the laws of habit and association) with one another in the brain: fa-

miliarity with an object enriches its neural representation. Again, though, this occurs byway

of association, not inference.�e associative mechanisms underlying perception, in fact, do

not get much of a psychological description. James instead describes association in terms of

brain physiology (see, e.g., James, 1890, II: 111-113). When the sense organs are stimulated,

there is a direct route of activity towards a region of the brain (presumably de�ned function-

ally rather than anatomically) that serves as a representation of what stimulated the sense

organs.�ere is no inference made over the sensory inputs in the moment in order to trig-

ger the representation; it is triggered directly as a result of sensory input. So, a perceptual

representation results not from episodic mental work, but from gradual, environmentally

informed, psychophysiological training.�erefore, Jamesian perception is epistemically di-

rect even if it is representational at base.

How does this conclusion impact the appraisalist interpretation of James’s theory of

emotions? Recall that the crux of the matter is whether emotional reactions (i.e., bodily

changes responsible for producing emotional experiences) are triggered by cognitive pro-

cessing of sensory information. If the kind of perception that triggers emotional reactions is

the kind of perception described above, then regardless of how near to either end of the sen-

sation–perception spectrum it sits, that state need not be in�uenced by immediately prior

mental processing in order to do its work. In James’s words, “particular perceptions certainly

do produce wide-spread bodily e�ects by a sort of immediate physical in�uence, antecedent

to the arousal of an emotion or emotional idea” (James, 1992, 352-353, emphasis removed).

�is is true regardless of how informationally rich and “full of relations” it is: for James,

any stimulus-triggered representation counts as an intentional sensation or perception, pro-

vided its contents include some sort of interjection (“lo! there! ecco! voilà!”), article, or

demonstrative pronoun (James, 1890, I: 222)—anything designating that the perceived ob-

ject has a spatiotemporal index relative to the perceiver’s body.�us, when James talks about
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the perceptions involved in triggering emotional reactions, these need not be information-

ally rich; the sensation or perception merely needs to be attuned to the present situation

in a rudimentary fashion. As Gary Hat�eld points out, a fear reaction can result from reg-

istration of a simple bear-shape or bear-motion rather than from perception of a detailed,

multifaceted object (Hat�eld, 2007, 420).

�e appraisalist could push back here, objecting that even if sensations and perceptions

immediately trigger bodily changes, James owes us an account of the mechanism by which

this occurs. To this end James appeals to Darwinian adaptation: emotional reactions, qua

instincts, result from innate associations between certain sense organ activities and sets of

bodily changes (see James, 1890, II: 678-686; summarized in Hat�eld, 2007, 417�; see also

James, 1890, I: ch. 2).�ismove has remained popular throughout the literature on emotions

and instincts since James and it �nds support from empirical investigations. For example,

Luc Arnal and colleagues (Arnal et al., 2015) have shown that acoustic roughness (heard in

natural alarm signals such as screams, and in arti�cial alarms such as smoke detectors) se-

lectively activates the amgydala, which is heavily involved with producing fear responses.13

Relatedly, James points out that neonates are alarmed by any sudden sound, and only grad-

ually learn to distinguish innocuous from suspicious sounds (James, 1890, II: 78fn).

Moreover, he explains that instincts are trainable by way of association. Much less eco-

logically obvious stimuli (such as awkward social interactions or wistful imaginings) can

become associated with emotional reactions even if their downstream instinctual behaviors

would provide little ecological bene�t for the individual (James, 1890, II: ch. 24). �e pro-

cesses by which such associations are formed is complicated, and I can only brie�y describe

them here. �ey will typically involve deliberately attending to ideas and cognizing, say,

their social relations, but the result will be the same kind of association as those formed due

to our bodily ecological concerns (such as bear–fear associations): “A nervous tendency to

13�anks to Michael Kaplan for pointing me towards this source.
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discharge being once there, all sorts of unforeseen things may pull the trigger and let loose

the e�ects. �at among these things should be conventionalities of man’s contriving is a

matter of no psychological consequence whatever.�e most important part of my environ-

ment is my fellow-man” (James, 1884, 195). Humanminds, he continues, are extraordinarily

sensitive to others’ attitudes of them; we can perceive the intentions in one’s gestures, looks,

and actions (James, 1884, 195-196). �ough we may require complex cognitive processing

to associate socially determined stimuli with appropriate emotional reactions, those asso-

ciations then can be triggered directly by perceiving such actions repeated therea�er. �e

episodic processes that cause a fear response to a bear or an anger response to an insult are

causally analogous.

�is point appears to have beenmissed by Laird and Bresler (1990, 645), who take them-

selves to “part ways” with James: while they provide empirical—though “indirect and in-

ferential”—evidence that socially contingent situations can trigger emotions, the Jamesian

picture (as they see it) relies on innate mechanisms only. In fact the evidence they cite is

quite friendly towards James’s actual claims. Damasio (1994, 129) is similarly mistaken in

attributing to James an “in�exible” emotion-triggering mechanism. Clearly, certain innate

stimulus–response pairings are more plastic than others.

Unfortunately, this response will not convince those who demand that emotional ex-

periences themselves, and not merely their perceptual prerequisites, include an intentional

aspect. Ellsworth’s appraisalist revision of James initially appeals because its implied cogni-

tive machinery makes it easier for emotions to be about their stimuli: we are scared of the

spider, happy that our team won, angry at the person who insults us. But it too fails to im-

bue emotions proper with intentionality. Furthermore, although a given perception may be

informationally rich, we are yet to see from James an explanation of the mechanisms by way

of which perceptions lead to bodily changes. Appeal to innate and trainable associations

between stimuli and responses can only provide us with reliable predictions about which
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perceptions cause which changes—a powerful resource in itself—but such associations do

notmuch informa thorough psychological explanation of the intentionality of emotional ex-

periences and the mind–world relationship.14 Nor do they help us to see satis�ed the three

intuitive desiderata of emotions mentioned on page 35. We are yet to defeat Deigh’s charge

of epiphenomenalism.

1.2.3 Meeting the three intuitive desiderata

In a paper titled “William James on Emotion and Intentionality”, Matthew Ratcli�e argues

that James rejects the distinction between a�ect (i.e., emotional experience) and cognition

that is typically taken for granted (Ratcli�e, 2005, 179). �is distinction is assumed by ap-

praisal theorists, as shown in the quote from Lazarus on page 37 in which he distinguishes

the broader category of cognition from speci�cally emotional cognitive appraisals. It also

grounds criticisms of James. According to Ratcli�e, however, James claims that not only are

cognitive states a�ective states; a�ect is also “inextricable from intentionality” (2005, 180).

What he ends up with is a reading of James’s theory according to which one’s intentional

perceptual content is dependent upon one’s emotional state: James’s view “incorporates a

phenomenological conception of [intentionality], according to which the experiential pre-

sentation of things is essentially bodily and a�ective” (Ratcli�e, 2005, 184, original emphasis).

Ratcli�e’s claim relies on textual evidence from James’s later writings (from the early

1900s), a�er he has articulated his metaphysical theory of radical empiricism. Not every

reader will be convinced that the earlier and later programs James builds are compatible

in the way Ratcli�e’s interpretation presupposes. However, Ratcli�e does point out some

important implications of James’s theory regarding emotion and perception.�ese features

can also be found in the Principles, thereby sidestepping questions about weaving the later
14In fact, any theorist who proposes that perceptual or other cognitive states trigger emotional reactions

owes such an explanation, unless we are happy to concede to the behaviorists’ pragmatic limitations, namely,
that psychology is in the game of prediction and control of behavior (see Watson, 1930, 11). �e Jamesian is
not alone in her need to solve this puzzle.
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James into his earlier works.

Ratcli�e’s reading can be summarized as follows (Ratcli�e, 2005, 184-186). Human

nervous systems, like those of other organisms, are evolutionarily pre-tuned to ecological

niches: our perceptual systems are sensitive to certain features inherent in the kinds of ob-

jects that can impact our well-being.�us, we respond selectively to environmental features

that are relevant to our potential behaviors. �is tuning is seen at the physiological level

rather than at the level of perceptual content (i.e., what we might today call the “cognitive

level”). In other words, it is not the features of the object as perceived that elicits a reaction,

but stimulation of the physiological mechanisms (e.g., retinoneural pathways) that consti-

tute perceptual systems. As patterns of excitation in sensory systems occur, they summon

“good” or “bad” feelings.�ese feelings help to structure and motivate behavior by prompt-

ing us towards objects that feel “good” and away from objects that feel “bad”. And since

the “good” and “bad” feelings are triggered by objects occupying our ecological niches, the

behaviors they structure systematically conform to our needs.

We should pause at this point; an objection looms. James’s original claim is that a�ect

is due to bodily changes, but Ratcli�e’s reconstruction apparently has feelings leading to

bodily changes, namely approach or avoidance behavior. And that looks like a position James

would wish to avoid, given its similarity with the common sense theory of emotion. In fact

this objection can be met quite easily. Recall James’s rule that any change in the body is

accompanied by a change in feeling.�is rule must apply not only to emotional feelings, but

to all feelings in general. Emotional reactions are largely due to e�erent nerve signals, such as

those that trigger muscular contractions across the body. Yet excitation of sensory systems

by an external stimulus is just as legitimate a bodily change as is, say, an emotional reaction

such as crying or laughing. More formally: bodily changes occur due to both e�erent and

a�erent nervous signals. As James writes: “Any object, if immediately exciting, causes a re�ex

accommodation of the sense-organ, and this has two results—�rst, the object’s increase in
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clearness; and second, the feeling of activity in question. Both are sensations of an ‘a�erent’

sort” (James, 1890, I: 435, original emphasis).

With these bodily feelings causally accounted for by way of physiological stimulation

rather than perceptual content, we avoid converting James’s theory into a version of the

common sense view he explicitly sought to overturn. Normust we concede to an appraisalist

reading, since themeans bywhich our bodily changes relate to stimuli is re�exive rather than

cognitive.

�e picture we have so far is, however, rather unsatisfying. We are yet to see how the

microscopic feelings produced during a�erent sensory stimulation contribute to the expe-

riential presentation of perceptual objects. Ratcli�e’s answer is that the bodily changes felt

during an act of perception contribute to the phenomenal structure of the percept by shaping

the way things appear to us.�e quotation from James at the end of the previous paragraph

helps us make sense of this.�e physiological act of perceiving—sequenced nervous activ-

ity between the sensory organs and the brain—triggersmicroscopic, re�ex-like physiological

responses. Because of this, Ratcli�e argues, any perceptual representation will have woven

through it an a�ective re�ection of our bodily concerns: “�e experienced world is always

a re�ection of our capacities, needs and concerns. Emotions are indeed reports of bodily

states, but, as the structure of experience is inextricably tied up with needs, concerns and

bodily capabilities, such feelings are not wholly ‘internal’ to the subject but world-orienting

and, indeed, ‘world-making’” (Ratcli�e, 2005, 190).

What does Ratcli�e mean by this term world-making? Once more, we come back to

James’s notion of the self at play in his general psychological theory. He takes it as a “funda-

mental psychological fact” that a mind takes interest in anything that can impact it (James,

1890, I: 289). And, as we saw throughout section 1.1.2, the feeling of self is a product of bodily

activity.�erefore, the physiological activity underlying perception is in�uenced not just by

stimulus objects, but simultaneously by the current states of the body and the brain within
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it. It is only logical that the corresponding mental representation of the perceived object

should be interesting to the individual, given its content involves some quality or report of

the “capacities, needs and concerns” of the embodied self. As James explains:

. . . every creature has a certain selective interest in certain portions of the world,

and. . . this interest is as o�en connate as acquired. Our interest in thingsmeans

the attention and emotionwhich the thought of themwill excite, and the actions

which their presence will evoke.�us every species is particularly interested in

its own prey or food, its own enemies, its own sexual mates, and its own young.

�ese things fascinate by their intrinsic power to do so; they are cared for for

their own sakes. (James, 1890, I: 320, original emphasis)

�e intentionality of a perceptual state thus depends upon the intentionality of an emo-

tion that is inextricably bound upwith that episode of perceptual processing. It is not that an

object is perceived and then assessed for its impact upon the individual; rather, the object is

perceived as related to the individual, since the concerns of the self guide the perceptual ca-

pacities of the organism to begin with. Contrary to the demands of the appraisalists, a Jame-

sian emotion need not rely upon prior transformation of sensory information into mean-

ingful, evaluative judgments. Instead, Jamesian emotional experiences, as intentional states,

help to determine the intentional content of perceptual states. When an organism’s sensory

system produces a pattern of activity correlating with ecologically interesting things, this

activity triggers microscopic emotional reactions that present the object registered through

the senses as something that can impact the organism. In short, the emotions themselves do

most of the work that appraisalists claim to be prerequisite for them to occur. James’s the-

ory thus satis�es the three intuitive desiderata while maintaining its noncognitivist status.

Emotions neither reduce to nor causally depend upon judgments or appraisals.
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1.2.4 Micro-emotions and macro-emotions

�e previous subsection gives us the following account of an episode of Jamesian emotion:

1. First, a stimulus object stimulates the organism’s sensory organs (say, a bear-shadow

projected on to the retinae).

2. Activity of the organs, and of the nerves leading from them to the brain, produces ob-

scurely felt sensations that re�ect their sources’ physiological status, thereby re�ecting

the organism’s natural bodily concerns and contributing to the content of the percep-

tual representation of the stimulus.

3. If the sensory stimulation is part of an associative pathway that correlates with the or-

ganism’s ecological interests, that pathway will lead to further andmore severe activity

across the body, constituting the emotional reaction.

4. �e emotional reaction is then felt acutely as an emotional experience.

Note that step 2 displays the same relation between physiological activity and phenomenal

experience as does the now-familiar relation between emotional reactions and emotional ex-

periences. In otherwords, activation of sensory systems produces experiential states that can

legitimately be categorized as emotional experiences; these occur simultaneously with, and

partly constitute, perceptual representations. �erefore, on James’s theory properly recon-

structed, emotional states are omnipresent in consciousness. �is claim is consistent with

his conception of the self, as well as with his claims about the “intellectual” emotions—those

that are experienced without an explicit bodily expression—in the second half of his 1884

article and his chapter on emotions in the Principles.

However, there is yet room to raise an issue with this reconstruction. Even if feelings of

microscopic bodily changes during a�erent sensory stimulation (mentioned in step 2 above)

are in themselves emotional, properly speaking, they are certainly not experienced as emo-
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tions (unlike those mentioned in step 4). Indeed, we seem perfectly able to experience per-

ceptual states that do not carry with them any obvious emotional quality. And the idea that

perceptual states are disinterested (thus unemotional) by default is what motivates appraisal

theorists such as Arnold and Lazarus to develop their positions. Generally, emotional ex-

periences are of a much more vividly felt quality than the microscopic feelings at work in

perceptual processes.

We can characterize the distinction of importance here as that betweenmicro-emotions

and macro-emotions. While micro-emotions are not felt as emotions—they are felt as el-

ements of perceptual processes, and typically felt obscurely rather than acutely—macro-

emotions are those states we distinctively feel as emotional experiences. Such macro-

emotions include the “standard” or “coarser” emotions described in section 1.1.1. How do

macro-emotions come to be felt as emotional experiences, if micro-emotions do not? Call

this the problem of phenomenological scale.

An answer lies in the kinds and degrees of bodily changes occurring in either class.�e

bodily changes underlyingmicro-emotions are those involved in accommodation of the sen-

sory systems. We saw this in the quotation from James on page 49: objects that excite the

sensory organs cause those organs to accommodate so to gather more sensory information

from those objects. A clear example is occular accommodation: if you voluntarily defocus

your eyes while gazing at an object, and then ‘let go’, so to speak, of your occular muscles

(speci�cally the ciliary muscles and the pupils), you will notice your eyes ‘snap’ into focus on

the object, increasing its clarity in your visual �eld.�is is an automatic, re�exive activity on

the part of the body that relies on stimulation of the retinae. (If you struggle to defocus your

eyes, you can see the same result by playing with the autofocus function on your camera.)

�e bodily changes involved in macro-emotions can be thought of as accommodation

on a much larger scale, distributed and coordinated across the body. Such changes will be

triggered by the patterns of changes determined during the physiological act of perceiving
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the stimulus (such as retinal stimulation and occular accommodation).�ese might include

changes in orientation of the body (or some of its sensory organs), say, towards the stimu-

lus so to gather more sensory information about it—a widening of the eyes, a turning of

the head, and so on. Or the body may be turned away or shielded so to minimize harmful

impact, such as we see when a �nger is quickly thrust towards the eyes. And the e�ects on

the internal parts of the body may include a quickening of the pulse, release of adrenaline

into the blood, and a general tensing of the skeletal muscles, thereby constituting the char-

acteristic emotional reaction of fear. As we saw above in section 1.1.2.2, these bodily changes

prepare the organism to carry out some instinctual behavior in response to the ecological

signi�cance of the stimulus. It is such downstream bodily changes as these that involve ac-

tivity of, and coordination between, more of the body’s muscles and organs (and larger ones

at that). Wholesale changes across the body bring wholesale, immediate di�erences in the

body’s “sounding-board”, as James puts it (1884, 202), such that larger-scale changes under-

lying macro-emotions are felt as emotions themselves.

�is solution to the problem of phenomenological scale raises two secondary problems.

�e �rst is the problem of evaluative scale: even if we concede that micro-emotions convey

‘good’ or ‘bad’ feelings in response to stimuli, this does not imply that macro-emotions too

possess any sort of evaluative quality. Julien Deonna and Fabrice Teroni address this prob-

lem in their recent defense of Jamesian emotion theory, arguing that emotional experiences

are states of felt action readiness (Deonna & Teroni, 2017, 59). To summarize their argument

(2017, 61-62): When we are experiencing an emotion, our attention is directed outward, at

the environment. When this is the case, the body feels di�erently than when we are intro-

specting.�us, states of action readiness “appear in consciousness as ways of being engaged

with the environment” (2017, 61). So, states of action readiness are outward-looking; emo-

tions are experienced as one’s potential reaction to the ecologically impactful features of one’s

environment. In this sense, Deonna and Teroni’s solution to the problem of evaluative scale
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(or what they call the “Objection From Evaluation”) helps to emphasize the personalist cur-

rent running through James’s general psychological theory. Emotional experiences involve

a felt self as one participant in a two-sided relationship.

�e other issue is the problem of restricted stimuli: how can we reconcile the idea that

emotions originate in sensory accommodation with the plainly obvious fact that emotions

can be triggered by objects of thought? It’s very possible to feel anxious at the idea of losing

one’s job. But there is arguably no perceivable stimulus available to trigger such an emo-

tional experience. James’s view as presented appears to ignore that emotional stimuli can be

triggered by a wide range of phenomena. Although we saw section 1.2.2 that the range of

stimuli to which an organism can become emotionally sensitive will widen through asso-

ciative learning, couching micro-emotions in sensory organ accommodations restricts the

range of bodily causes of macro-emotions to those involved in sensory perception. �us,

emotions cannot be triggered directly by thoughts. And this looks contrary to James who

allows for emotions to be triggered by “the passage of the exciting train of ideas” (James,

1884, 189).

James himself can provide the solution to this problem. In the opening chapter of the

Principles he gives us a rule regarding the mind-body relationship. �is is best presented

verbatim:

Mental phenomena are not only conditioned a parte ante by bodily processes;

but they lead to them a parte post. �at they lead to acts is of course the most

familiar of truths, but I do not merely mean acts in the sense of voluntary and

deliberate muscular performances. Mental states occasion also changes in the

calibre of blood-vessels, or alteration in the heart-beats, or processes more sub-

tle still, in glands and viscera. If these are taken into account, as well as acts

which follow at some remote period because the mental state was once there,

it will be safe to lay down the general law that no mental modi�cation ever oc-
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curs which is not accompanied or followed by a bodily change. (James, 1890, I: 5,

original emphasis)

And later in the same volume he writes more speci�cally of thoughts about objects:

. . . there are good grounds for believing that even intellectual attention, atten-

tion to the idea of a sensible object, is also accompanied with some degree of

excitement of the sense-organs to which the object appeals. (James, 1890, I: 434,

original emphasis)

�us, provided that ideas trigger stimulation—even if very faint and microscopic—in some

parts of the sensory systems, micro-emotions will occur, which may eventually lead to

macro-emotions in response to (and about) nonpresent stimuli.

�roughout this section I have o�ered a reading of James that renders Jamesian emo-

tions as intentional, information-bearing, and motivational states. Not only is Ellsworth’s

appraisalist interpretation of James incorrect; it is also an unnecessary augmentation of the

theory that, of its own resources, can satisfy the three intuitive desiderata. Cognitivist revi-

sions of James’s theory of emotions are unnecessary in general, because James is innocent of

the charge brought against him: that he takes emotions to be epiphenomenal, unintelligent

feelings. A major outcome of the reconstruction o�ered in this section is that we need not

accept the conclusion ((C2) in the introduction) that we must tease out of James’s theory

implicit cognitive machinery in order to render it compatible with today’s cognitivist the-

ories of emotion. Instead, James’s theory of emotion is informative in large part because it

can stand independently of, even in contention with, cognitivism.

Conclusion

�e aim of this chapter has been to demonstrate that James’s theory of emotions is com-

monly misunderstood by contemporary commentators. �ese misconceptions invite pre-
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mature conclusions regarding the theory’s relevance today. �ey should be eliminated in

favor of a faithful portrayal. Understanding the theory requires contextualizing it: namely,

recognizing that James employed an unorthodox terminology throughout his psychological

framework. Once one properly appreciates that, for James, emotions are nothing more than

sensations (now properly cashed out in Jamesian terms) caused by bodily changes (section

1.1), and that those bodily changes are caused not by internal processing of stimuli but by

direct, re�exive sensory-neural systems (section 1.2), one can grasp themost important con-

tribution of his theory. �at is the idea that we need not appeal to a complicated cognitive

architecture in order to account for an organism’s sophisticated emotional reactions to the

world and its corresponding experiences.

Of course, our emotional tendencies mature as we individuals develop, and cognition

will undoubtedly play a formative role in shaping our emotional lives. But that is not to

say that we need cognitive processes that operate over sensory information in order to react

emotionally to a situation. An emotion is a bodily sensation, and its triggering conditions

are not di�erent in kind or psychologically unique compared to other means of responding

to the world. Since emotions’ triggers are re�exive and automatic, James’s theory can ex-

tend out of human psychology and across a broader range of organisms regardless of their

cognitive limitations. �at is, it helps to explain how cognitively simple creatures such as

human infants and nonlinguistic animals—for whom the world is experienced primarily as

“one great blooming, buzzing confusion” (James, 1890, I: 488)—can experience emotions.

On the other hand, as those triggering conditions (in humans at least) are trainable and

developmentally plastic, we can describe why a person can feel similarly emotional during

drastically di�erent situations, and why two individuals can feel di�erently under similar

circumstances. James’s theory is thus doubly fecund: it spreads across species, and it scales

across situations of greater or lesser cognitive complexity. �at promise makes his theory

well worth comprehending.
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A major way in which a serious treatment of James’s theory of emotion can bene�t us

is in investigating the interactions between emotion and perception. �e general idea that

emotional experiences, or a�ects, can in�uence perceptual states is not exclusive to Jamesian

theories. In an article inNatureNeuroscience, RalphAdolphs describes a neuropsychological

study that provides evidence in favor of the hypothesis that “emotion can directly in�uence

sensory processing, and can do so at surprisingly early stages” (Adolphs, 2004, 1167). Lisa

Feldman Barrett and Moshe Bar argue for the same hypothesis from distinct empirical evi-

dence, claiming that “the brain’s ability to see in the present incorporates a representation of

the a�ective impact of those visual sensations in the past” (Barrett & Bar, 2009, 1325). Re-

latedly, Simona Ginsburg and Eva Jablonka appeal explicitly to Jamesian emotion theory in

an article on the evolutionary nature of experience (Ginsburg & Jablonka, 2010a),15 a topic

that will be explored in Chapter 3.

Properly understood, James’s theory of emotion has the potential to in�uence contem-

porary theorists looking to develop fruitful approaches to studying the humanmind and the

world to which it reacts. It o�ers more than mere re�exivity, while relying on less sophisti-

cated psychologicalmachinery thanmost researchers think is necessary. Based on the above,

there is simply no need to replace a mentally simplistic Scarecrow with a hyperintellectual

Tin Man, for James is neither.

15�anks to Peter Godfrey-Smith for informing me of this source.



Chapter 2

James’s legacy: alternatives and

alterations

Introduction

�e previous chapter introduced and analyzed William James’s theory of emotion. It also

examined how the theory has been received and interpreted—and misinterpreted—since

its initial publication in 1884. While the intent was to defend James’s theory against naïve

dismissals and inaccurate presentist reconstructions, a third trend went unexamined: the

idea that the theory can be made compatible if we tweak it a bit and supplement it with

psychological mechanisms identi�ed in our current scienti�c theories.

�is chapter picks up this thread and examines contemporary theories of emotion that

sprouted from Jamesian seeds. Mainstream psychology in the US has seen plenty of growth

and conceptual change over the past century: the personalist, introspectionist strand of

James’s and others’ psychological approaches gave way to various species of behaviorism

in the 1910s and ’20s; a pattern of paradigm shi�s brought mental representations, “inter-

nal” cognitive mechanisms, and the in�uence of social factors on thought and behavior into

58
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focus around the 1960s and ’70s; and the development of brain imaging technologies fa-

cilitated the rise of social, a�ective, and (most prominently) cognitive neuroscience from

around the mid-1980s.�e massive conceptual andmethodological shi�s in the general do-

main of psychologymean James’s theory in its original form does not neatly �t into an extant

ontology of the mind. Hence, those researchers who take James’s theory seriously today en-

deavor to revisit and revise its elements using the tools of social and cognitive psychology,

neuroscience, and updated philosophies of mind.

�ree theories stand out as developments of a broadly Jamesian approach to explain-

ing emotion. Each is examined below. Before they are discussed, however, it is important

to see what the Jamesian program contends with. �erefore, the chapter opens with a dis-

cussion of cognitivist theories of emotion and the problems they face (section 2.1). Chief

issues for cognitivist theories are their hyperintellectual demands: if emotions depend, as

cognitivist theories claim, on complex, self-referencing or conceptual cognitive machinery

to make them manifest, then these phenomena are inaccessible to creatures other than hu-

mans. Although each, or at least some, of these problems may turn out to be surmountable,

the aim here is to show that cognitivism is not straightforwardly a preferable alternative to

Jamesian theories.

�e two sections following that introduce and analyze the three aforementioned theo-

ries inspired by James. Section 2.2 reviews an in�uential attempt to update James’s theory in

light of the rise of social psychology during the years either side of World War II: a kind of

marriage of cognitivist and Jamesian principles developed to account for emotions as intrin-

sically interpersonal phenomena. Unfortunately, this cognitivist alteration of the Jamesian

theory is insu�cient in scope to explain the ranges of emotion expressed and experienced by

most creatures—that is, the cognitivist alteration brings with it the cognitivists’ headaches.

Section 2.3 then outlines and scrutinizes two so-called neo-Jamesian theories of emotion:

theories which purport to be faithful both to the spirit of James and to the progresses of
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recent psychology, neuroscience, and philosophy.

Attempts to progress the Jamesian program should be celebrated. But these three theo-

ries all share an assumption that the previous chapter worked to dispel: namely, the assump-

tion that emotions depend causally on other psychological processes such as cognition and

perception. Section 2.4 questions this assumption: Do emotions requiremental causes?�is

�nal section o�ers a brief overview of the argument that will form the basis of Chapter 3.

According to this argument, emotions are logically prior to other kinds of mental states.

�erefore, emotions do not require mental causes.

2.1 Problems with cognitivism

Onemight wonder what value is to be gained in pursuing a noncognitivist theory of emotion

such as James’s.�e dominant position in contemporary emotion research, cognitivism, as-

serts that emotions are, or are the results of, certain operations of an organism’s cognitive

machinery (judgments or appraisals). While few authors o�er solid de�nitions of cogni-

tion, a general theme in the camp sees the term pick out any processes whose outputs are

representational and meaningful in nature and not merely re�exive. Emotions then are the

products of cognitive processing of some kind of information, whether perceived, conceived,

or imagined.

In advocating the idea that an organism’s emotions are necessarily dependent upon its

cognitive capacities, the cognitivist faces three major challenges. Firstly, by taking humans’

experiences as prototypical of emotions, cognitivist theories are biologically narrow in scope

(2.1.1). Secondly, by reducing emotion to evaluative judgments, cognitivists struggle to ac-

commodate feeling within their explananda, despite the demands of common intuition

(2.1.2). Finally, the cognitivist’s preferred solution to this second problem commits her to

a messy conception of an emotion as a cluster of psychophysical events rather than a single
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psychological phenomenon (2.1.3).

2.1.1 Cognitivism is biologically narrow

Cognitivism is the dominant approach throughout the cognitive sciences, and it generates

many fruitful lines of investigation into human emotionality. But cognitivism is restrictively

anthropocentric: it takes as its paradigm cases the various emotions described by humans,

o�en at the expense of other, psychologically simpler creatures. �e cognitivist takes for

granted that creatures whose neural and cognitive architectures do not support cognitive

evaluation of exteroceptive stimuli, or of mental representations, cannot experience emo-

tions (e.g., Lazarus, 1984). And those animals that can experience them will manifest them

through far less complex and symbolic cognitions thanwill humans (Lazarus, 1982). Richard

Lazarus is also skeptical about the potential of investigating animal cognition at all:

. . . themethodological di�culties of evaluating cognitive activity in infrahuman

animals should make us wary of accepting statements about what animals can

or cannot accomplish cognitively. I am doubtful that any statement about the

absence of cognitive appraisal processes in an animal, even a simple evaluative

perception studied experimentally or in the �eld, could be made without sub-

stantial doubt. (Lazarus, 1984, 127)

By extension of cognitivist logic, then, we should assume that (some) non-human animals

possess cognitive appraisal mechanisms and therefore can experience emotions. Perhaps a

Fodorian language of thought is available to emotional animals.16

�e cognitivist’s other option is to propose a conceptual split between two senses of emo-

tion: those experiences had by concept-lacking organisms that we call “emotions” are at best

some sort of rudimentary a�ective state; whereas only more sophisticated minds, such as

16�anks to Gary Hat�eld for this point.
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those of humans, can experience emotions in an intellectually tractable or “philosophically

rich” sense. Lisa Feldman Barrett—not quite a cognitivist, but whose constructivist theory

of emotion demands the operation of emotion concepts—argues that discussions of animal

emotionality cannot resemble discussions of human emotionality due to humankind’s ex-

clusive access to emotion concepts (Barrett, 2017). Humans have human emotions, animals

have animal emotions, andnever the twain shallmeet. (Exceptmaybe in somehuman-raised

great apes who learn human languages.�ere the twain may meet.)

Consequently, researchers across philosophy and the cognitive sciences favor the latter

conception: theories of emotion deal with human phenomena exclusively. Since cognitivism

de�nes emotions in terms of evaluative judgments, emotions are theoretically reduced to

(that is, redescribed as) variations or subspecies of the phenomena that the information-

processing models of the cognitive sciences are built to examine and explain. Too bad for

any creature who reacts to the world through exclusively re�exive or nonconceptual means:

if the cognitive sciences cannot describe its experiences, it is expelled from the scienti�c

realm of emotionality.

Even within the human domain, this commitment to a narrow conception raises prob-

lems. Certain human emotions, such as shame and guilt, intimately connect to normative

judgments and therefore appear well placed for explanations using cognitivist resources.

However, some of our more urgent and spontaneous states—fear and startle responses, for

instance—evade such approaches. Robert Solomon, for one, is simply not interested in ac-

counting for the re�ex-like responses that characterize such “emotions”. He writes:

. . . I am interested, to put it polemically, in processes that lastmore than�vemin-

utes and have the potential to last �ve hours, �ve days, or �ve weeks, months, or

even years. I am interested, in other words, not in those brief ‘irruptive’ distur-

bances but in the long-term narratives of Othello, Iago, Lily Bart and those of

my less drama-ridden but nevertheless very emotional friends. I am interested
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in the meanings of life, not short-term neurological arousal. (Solomon, 2003,

2)17

Peter Goldie (2000) similarly de�nes emotions as complex, long-lasting states with narra-

tive structures, though he is also interested in accounting for the “emotional episodes” that

contribute feelings to such narratives.

�at said, the idea that emotions are temporally extended like this is not a central tenet

of cognitivism. �e more pressing issue regards the ways in which emotions are triggered.

�is o�en leads theorists to another split between notions of emotion, with varyingly ex-

clusionary attitudes towards the less sophisticated phenomena. Solomon’s most important

claim is that “short-term neurological arousal” does not satisfy the triggering conditions for

an emotion (qua phenomenon of theoretical interest). Yet there is little consensus on what

might be theminimal triggering conditions for emotions. For instance, there has beenmuch

ink spilled in the debate over whether startle quali�es as an emotion due to its seemingly di-

rect, re�ex-like manifestations (see, e.g., Landis & Hunt, 1939; Ekman et al., 1985; Robinson,

1995). �e underlying issue of whether emotion designates a uni�ed class of phenomena

can, in principle, be informed by the criteria determined by cognitivist theories. In practice,

however, drawing such boundaries even within human psychology has proven a burden-

some task (see, e.g., Cowie & Cornelius, 2003, and Chapter 4, section 4.3.1).

By contrast, noncognitivist theories can deal with themore urgent, unsophisticated phe-

nomena (such as fear and startle) fairly well, allowing for them to qualify as legitimate emo-

tions alongside guilt, shame, and the like. Where noncognitivist theories typically struggle,

however, is in accounting for those socially in�uenced emotions (see also Damasio, 1994,

17Solomon �nds himself in very good company among emotion theorists who turn to Shakespeare for in-
spiration. A quick search throughmy personal library of emotion literature �nds Shakespeare’s works referred
to in the following publications: Darwin (1872); Damasio (1994, 1999); de Sousa (2017); Deigh (2004); Ek-
man (2003); Ellsworth (2013); Evans (2002); Goldie (1999, 2000, 2002, 2004); Gottfried & Jow (2003); Gri�ths
(1997); Irons (1894); Johnson-Laird&Oatley (2008); Kieran (2010); Larsen et al. (2008); Lazarus (1991); LeDoux
(2002b); Neu (2010); Nussbaum (2001); Ortony et al. (1988); Robinson (2005); Scarantino (2010); Solomon
(1976). It’s unlikely this list is exhaustive.
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130-131; Gri�ths, 1997). Guilt and shame require access to social and moral norms: they

are triggered by perceived deviations from contingent expectations. However, one should

bear inmind that noncognitivism about emotion does not imply anticognitivism about emo-

tion. An anticognitivist position denies that emotions ever are triggered through cognitive

means (such as judgments of deviation from expectations). A noncognitivist position, to

repeat, simply denies the necessity of the principle that all emotions are caused by cognitive

processes. �us, noncognitivist positions can potentially allow for a signi�cantly wider set

of triggering conditions for emotions than can either cognitivist or anticognitivist accounts.

Psychological continuity therefore can exist across numerous species: my dog and Imight be

alike in our experiences of fear or elation. How far this continuity spreads can be determined

only by looking at individual species. Whether a given species has emotional capacities is

better determined through empirical investigation than through a priori reasoning.

2.1.2 Where do feelings �t in?

Aquote fromMarthaNussbaum exhibits the strongest demands of cognitivism: “. . . it makes

sense to imagine that a thinking being, whether realized in matter or not, could care deeply

about something in the world, and have the thoughts and intentions associated with such at-

tachments. And that’s all we really require for emotion” (Nussbaum, 2001, 60). Nussbaum’s

theory is a particularly strong version of cognitivism, but her fundamental claim echoes

throughout the camp: emotions are or are caused by the organism’s rich intentional mental

states. Assuming emotions to be so reducible, researchers turn their attention to the puzzle

of di�erentiating or characterizing emotion as somehow unique among cognitive phenom-

ena. While emotion may reduce to cognition, it remains a discrete subspecies due to certain

properties—properties whose identities are, to date, opaque to investigation and di�cult to

track through formal analyses.

If prompted, most people (including o�-the-clock philosophers) will probably acknowl-
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edge their present emotional states by attending to some feeling. Could this be an essen-

tial property that demarcates emotions from other cognitive states? Not necessarily. For

Nussbaum, even “feelings” qualify as identity conditions for emotions only provided those

states carry “rich intentional content – feelings of the emptiness of one’s life without a cer-

tain person, feelings of unhappy love for that person, and so forth” (Nussbaum, 2001, 60).

Understanding “feelings” in this way, Nussbaum continues, leaves us without a way to di�er-

entiate them from the evaluative judgments themselves (Nussbaum, 2001, 60). Furthermore,

other, nonintentional bodily feelings that frequently accompany emotions (such as feelings

of muscle tensions and increased heart rates) are not conceptual components of emotions.18

As is hinted above, Nussbaum is happy with the idea that a bodiless, feelingless organism

can nonetheless entertain legitimate emotions. If we follow Nussbaum’s construal, we can

characterize a state as an emotion absent any phenomenality whatsoever; in fact, emotions

can even occur unconsciously (Nussbaum, 2001, 60-61). I can be angry at someone without

experiencing any psychic heat and without accessing through metacognition the judgment

that constitutesmy anger (that is, without consciously entertaining the propositional attitude

I am angry at that person).

Since Nussbaum’s theory denies that feelings are necessary features of emotions, the

cognitivist is faced with another conceptual commitment: either (i) emotions are not in-

trinsically related to feelings; or (ii) a token of the term emotion denotes not a single phe-

nomenon, but a cluster of causally and temporally linked psychological and physiological

occurrences.19 Nussbaum explicitly argues for the �rst option: emotion reduces to a form of

value judgment. Let’s look now at the alternative for cognitivism.

18Goldie (2000; 2002; 2009) also theorizes that the kinds of feelings involved in emotions are intentional;
he calls these feelings towards, distinguishing them from mere bodily feelings.

19In fact, these two options are notmutually exclusive. However, treating themas such allows the cognitivist
to maintain the centrality of evaluative judgments in her conception of emotion.
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2.1.3 Emotion as a cluster concept

Many, if not most, cognitivists today prefer the second option. While Solomon, for instance,

proposes a view similar to Nussbaum’s in his 1976 book�e Passions, he has since become

increasingly concerned with the role of the body and feelings in emotions (Solomon, 2003,

2004). Nonetheless, his updated theory remains cognitivist in nature despite his dislike of

the label. While I take it as a given that any theory of emotion must account for the way in

which we experience our episodes of fear, joy, guilt, and the like, I am remain unconvinced

that cognitivist theories are well placed to satisfy that demand.

A cluster concept of emotion might deem a sequence of events an emotional episode (or

just an emotion) if it involves certain necessary and su�cient constituents. Phoebe Ellsworth

and Klaus Scherer describe a commonly proposed cluster concept: “[One] view, held by

many appraisal theorists, is that appraisals are components of emotions—that the subjective

experience of fear, for example, is the feeling of high attention, negative valence, high uncer-

tainty about what is happening or one’s ability to cope with it, and so on (in addition to the

physiological and motor reactions elicited by these appraisals)” (Ellsworth & Scherer, 2003,

575). Moreover, an emotional episode like this may (in fact probably will) involve numerous

reappraisals: an emotional episode can be inde�nitely long and can undergo various meta-

morphoses. “Of course,” the authors continue, “when all the requisite appraisals occur, what

the person feels is fear, not a collection of identi�able elements” (Ellsworth & Scherer, 2003,

575). On the cluster concept view, an emotion is a sum of its parts, but only some of those

parts may be experienced.

Jesse Prinz asks the following question of cluster concept theories: “Typical emotion

episodes. . . contain a number of components. �ere are thoughts, bodily changes, action

tendencies, modulations of mental processes such as attention, and conscious feelings. But

which of these things is the emotion? . . . Can any given part be subtracted without losing

the emotion, or are some parts essential” (Prinz, 2004, 3-4)? �is is a dilemma for cluster
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concept advocates. Prinz calls it the Problem of Parts.

If we cannot answer the Problem of Parts—if we cannot isolate that one essential com-

ponent of our cluster concept that makes it an emotion (or makes the whole episode emo-

tional)—then perhaps all of the components are essential. Prinz calls this counterpoint to

the Problem of Parts, the Problem of Plenty:

�e Problem of Parts asks: What components of an emotion episode are really

essential to its being an instance of some particular emotion? �e tempting

answer is that all parts are essential.�e Problem of Plenty then asks: If all parts

are essential, how do they hang together together into a coherent whole? Put

di�erently, the Problem of Parts asks for essential components, and the Problem

of Plenty asks for an essential function of emotions in virtue of which they may

have several essential components. (Prinz, 2004, 18).

Again we see a lack of consensus in the cognitivist literature. For every Martha Nussbaum

who believes emotions need not include conscious experiences, there is a Magda Arnold

who claims that emotions are felt action tendencies that must have evaluative appraisals as

their direct causes (Arnold, 1960a). �ere is simply too much incongruity throughout the

cognitivist camp to settle this dilemma by appeal to consensus.�at is not at all to imply that

the cognivist cannot solve the Problem of Plenty, but it does present a conceptual roadblock

to empirical investigation of emotion. Without settling on the set of phenomena to look for,

we will continue to struggle to �nd anything concrete.

Conversely, Jamesian theories de�ne an emotion as a simple, unitary mental phe-

nomenon. An emotion is a feeling, with speci�c qualities, that functions in speci�c ways

with respect to an organism’s ecological concerns. It can have various causes and it can vary

in its temporal extension. By identifying a single type of entity as emotion, the Jamesian

approach avoids the analytic issues Prinz brings to attention. (Indeed, Prinz’s own view, as

we’ll see, derives from broadly Jamesian inspirations.)
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But James’s program in its original form lacks precision and detail. �e previous chap-

ter presented James’s theory of emotion as an appropriate guide to contemporary emotion

research. �e next two sections show some more recent e�orts to progress the Jamesian

program and build towards comprehensive theories of emotion.

2.2 An unsuccessful union: cognition-arousal theory

One of the more celebrated attempts to build upon James’s insights is Stanley Schachter and

Jerome Singer’s (1962) study on cognitive and physiological cues. Schachter and Singer pre-

dicted that a state of physiological arousal, while necessary, is on its own insu�cient to in-

duce an emotion; a cognitive interpretation of one’s physiological state, along with other

factors such as one’s circumstance and a dearth of alternative explanations, is also needed.

�ey hypothesized that (i) if an individual is in a state of physiological arousal and he20 has

no immediate explanation for it, he will label and describe it in terms of cognitions available

to him; (ii) if an alternative explanation for physiological arousal is available (e.g., injection

of a drug), he will be unlikely to label it in emotional terms; and (iii) given the same circum-

stances, he will deem himself emotional only to the extent that he experiences physiological

arousal (Schachter & Singer, 1962, 381-382).

To test their hypotheses, the authors designed a suite of scenarios to induce test sub-

jects to experience either anger or euphoria. �e experimenters recruited 184 male college

students and told them they’d be injected with a vitamin that may a�ect their vision. In

fact, the experimenters injected half of them with epinephrine (also known as adrenaline),

the other half with a saline placebo. Epinephrine, of course, has an arousing e�ect across

the body: “Shortly a�er injection systolic blood pressure increases markedly, heart rate in-

creases somewhat, cutaneous blood �ow decreases, while muscle and cerebral blood �ow

20While I typically designate “she” as the generic pronoun, the use of “he” is more appropriate here since
the experimenters tested males exclusively.
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increase, blood sugar and lactic acid concentration increase, and respiration rate increases

slightly. As far as the subject is concerned the major subjective symptoms are palpitation,

tremor, and sometimes a feeling of �ushing and accelerated feeling” (Schachter & Singer,

1962, 382). Saline provides none of these e�ects.

�ese two groups were further divided into smaller groups and variously informed, mis-

informed, or le� ignorant of the potential physiological e�ects of their injections. Each sub-

jectwas thenplaced in a room for 20minuteswith a stoogewhowould behave in increasingly

euphoric or angry ways. Subjects in the euphoric condition were engaged by the stooge to

play some ad hoc games. (Say, scrunching bits of paper into makeshi� basketballs to play

hoops, or constructing paper airplanes.)�ose paired with the anger-condition stooge were

asked to complete an inappropriate questionnaire. (Questions ranged from slightly irritat-

ing—“What is your father’s average annual income?”—to highly unprofessional by 1960s

standards—“With how many men (other than your father) has your mother had extramar-

ital relationships?”) Following the sessions with their stooges, all subjects were asked to

complete a questionnaire that would betray their self-reports of mood and physical condi-

tion.

�e authors’ interest in this case was the subjects’ interpretations of their subjective phys-

iological symptoms in light of their experiences with the stooges and scenarios. If indeed

physiological arousal is insu�cient to induce particular emotions, then epinephine-injected

subjects in both the anger and euphoria conditions should interpret the same set of drug-

caused physiological arousal as symptoms of either euphoria or anger, depending on context.

(�at is, provided they didn’t have an alternative explanation for these symptoms, such as

that they were typical side e�ects of the vitamin injection.)

Results of their study appeared to concord with their hypotheses. Placebo subjects re-

ported themselves less euphoric or angry than did uninformed epinephrine-injected sub-

jects (i.e., subjects who did not expect side e�ects). Subjects who had been told to expect
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side e�ects (from the “vitamin”) reported themselves less emotional again.�e authors con-

sequently present these results as strong evidence in favor of the cognition-arousal theory of

emotion: “emotional states may be considered a function of a state of physiological arousal

and of a cognition appropriate to this state of arousal” (Schachter & Singer, 1962, 398).21

What do these �ndings imply for Jamesian theories of emotion?

2.2.1 Implications for the Jamesian program

Note that Schachter and Singer’s theory grates against two key tenets of the Jamesian pro-

gram: the speci�city and constitution of emotion.

James’s speci�city claim holds that di�erent types of emotional experiences “are associ-

ated with speci�c types of bodily feelings” (Deonna & Teroni, 2017, 55).�at is, for a given

emotion episode, the extents and locations of bodily change will exhaustively determine

the phenomenal character of that episode. Conversely, Schachter and Singer’s experiment

design re�ects their assumption that di�erences in patterns of physiological arousal “are at

best rather subtle and that the variety of emotion, mood, and feeling states are by no means

matched by an equal variety of visceral patterns” (Schachter & Singer, 1962, 380).22 If indeed

di�erent instances of emotion are underspeci�ed, or not at all speci�ed, by di�erent patterns

of bodily arousal, then Jamesian theories appears unable to help us distinguish between two

seemingly distinct emotional experiences. Other factors (most likely cognitive ones) then

must be involved in the speci�cation of emotion.

�e constitution claim is that emotional experiences “are constituted by patterns of bod-

ily feelings” (Deonna & Teroni, 2017, 55).�is claim is logically distinct from the speci�city

claim: even if the latter is false, and there is no phenomenal distinction between two emo-

tional experiences caused by two distinct patterns of physiological arousal (as Schachter and

21See Reisenzein (2017) for overviews of varieties of the cognition-arousal theory.
22Let us ignore, for now, that Schachter and Singer erroneously constrain James’s physiological account to

visceral activity. See Chapter 1 for more on this.
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Singer allow), a theorist could hold that those two phenomenally identical states nonetheless

constitute emotion in its entirety.�at is, one could identify only a single phenomenal char-

acter for all (pre-re�ective) instances of emotion, with any acknowledgement of variation

accounted for by post-experiential self-reporting. But then the formal concept of emotion

would lose much of its explanatory value: it would lack correspondence with historical and

lay understandings of emotion that motivate the scienti�c project of explaining them; and

it would be stripped of much of its normative force (such as variation of contributions to

behavioral impulses). In short, denying the speci�city claim leads to the redundancy of the

constitution claim. Schachter and Singer’s theory avoids so diminishing the concept of emo-

tion by denying the constitution claim, instead positing a cluster concept: the term emotion

refers to a function of both detailed cognitive and vague physiological cues. Robert Gor-

don points out that, although Schachter had, in earlier work, questioned whether emotions

should or should not be equatedwith self-reports, “by the time of the Schachter–Singer study

such doubts have been resolved, forgotten, or suppressed” (Gordon, 1978, 129). He charac-

terizes their assumption: “If a subject reports that he feels very angry, then it is assumed

that he is undergoing an emotional experience, and one that is distinct from that of fear or

joy. And if by manipulating the subject’s cognitions you can in�uence his verbal report of

emotion, then it is assumed you are also in�uencing what he feels or experiences” (Gordon,

1978, 129).

Jamesian theories subscribe to both the speci�city and constitution claims. Advocates

must respond to the challenges raised by Schachter and Singer. �e next two subsections

defend the speci�city and constitution claims against the Schachter-Singer experiment (2.2.2)

and theory (2.2.3).
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2.2.2 Issues with Schachter and Singer’s experiment

Schachter and Singer’s study has in�uenced a huge portion of the scholarship on emotion.

It has also attracted criticisms. Some of them are directed at its treatments of physiologi-

cal contributions to emotion self-reports. Rainer Reisenzein reviews empirical replication

attempts and nearby inquiries over the two proceeding decades: he declares that evidence

holds up only for the �rst hypothesis, that “misattributed arousal from an extraneous source

intensi�es emotional reactions” (Reisenzein, 1983, 239). As Paul Gri�ths points out, one

would expect subjects to confabulate explanations of their abnormal, epinephrine-induced

physiological arousal; therefore, Schachter and Singer’s results “do not discriminate between

this null hypothesis and the hypothesis that subjects were observing the normal arousal as-

sociated with the emotions they reported” (Gri�ths, 1997, 82-83). In fact, proponents of

Jamesian theories would predict this, since the Jamesian speci�city claim does not disallow

shared patterns of arousal between phenomenally distinct emotional episodes.�at speci�c

patterns of bodily activity trigger phenomenologically speci�c experiences does not imply

that such states cluster into discrete a�ective kinds. James himself argued against rigidly

taxonomizing discrete emotions based on overt physiological activity, pressing that such

endeavors are futile—one emotion shades into another—and, therefore, that any divisions

made between kinds of emotions must be arbitrary.23

�e speci�city claim is therefore le� unharmed by the experiment’s �ndings. Although

we can expect situations in which unspeci�c bodily arousal will be misattributed to a self-

reported emotion, nothing in Schachter and Singer’s �ndings suggests that di�erent emo-

tional experiences are not speci�ed by di�erent emotional reactions in normal circum-

stances (i.e., emotion episodes that aren’t arti�cially induced in a laboratory setting). �e

speci�city claim is revisited in Chapter 4, wherein evidence and arguments in support of it

23James (1890, II: 449) writes: “�e trouble with emotions in psychology is that they are regarded toomuch
as absolutely individual things”. Phoebe Ellsworth (2014) discusses this point with respect to contemporary
treatments of James. I also raised the issue in Chapter 1, section 1.2.1., and defend a similar claim in Chapter 5.
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are presented.

�e experiment’s design has also come under scrutiny. Martha Nussbaum (2001, 98fn)

states that the authors confuse emotional contagion between stooge and subject with shared

emotional responses. She also criticizes the execution of the experiment insofar as it ismeant

to capture states of euphoria via ad hoc play time in a room with a stranger. (Should we

expect di�erent emotional responses between introverted and extroverted subjects?) On

top of all that, we can debate the merits of generalizing toward a universal theory from data

on exclusively male undergraduate subjects till the cows come home.

Overall, then, we have numerous reasons to doubt the explanatory strength of the ex-

periment’s �ndings. Indeed, in their analysis, Julien Deonna and Fabrice Teroni say that

“few now believe that [Schachter and Singer’s] results can be taken at face value” (Deonna &

Teroni, 2017, 57).

We can also question the extent to which Schachter and Singer’s experiment engages

with James’s theory (and, by extension, the primitivist and other neo-Jamesian theories).

JosephLeDouxmarks out the distinction between the explananda of Jamesian/neo-Jamesian

projects and Schachter and Singer’s project: “[Schachter and Singer] tried to explain how we

deal with emotional responses once they occur. . .but did not give an account of what gener-

ates the responses in the �rst place. . . . �e brain’s emotional business is. . .well underway by

the time Schachter and Singer’s mechanism kicks in. So what happens �rst” (LeDoux, 1996,

49)?�e job of a Jamesian theory of emotion is to answer that more fundamental question.

2.2.3 Issues with Schachter and Singer’s theory

Regardless of the numerous reasons for skepticism regarding the interpretation of the ex-

periment’s �ndings, we should not prematurely give up on Schachter and Singer’s cognition-

arousal theory itself unlesswe �nd convincing counterarguments or counterevidence. In fact

their theory still holds sway over much of the �eld of emotion research despite widespread
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acknowledgement of the experiment’s shortcomings.24 A�er all, just as a successful exper-

iment does not de�nitively prove a theory, an unsuccessful experiment does not disprove

a theory. While I cannot provide de�nitive evidence to disprove the theory’s major claims,

I do propose that we have good reason to believe that it does not adequately capture the

essence of emotion. �e problem, as I see it, is that the cognition-arousal theory is at once

too cognitively demanding, yet too vague, to enable us to track and describe emotion.

Let’s start with the issue of vagueness. Emotions, on the Schachter-Singer view, are con-

stituted largely by emotion concepts. At least some, if not all, of these concepts will vary

between cultures, languages, and generations. While the Japanese can sincerely and gen-

uinely report experiences of amae, non-Japanese speakers cannot (Doi, 1971). Some words

describing emotions or phenomena closely related to them are relative newcomers to En-

glish: empathy was introduced by psychologist E. B. Titchener as late as 1909; schadenfreude

started appearing in English texts a few decades prior. And concepts are arguably better

grasped by an individual as that individual develops and gains knowledge of those concepts.

Perhaps, then, the peoplemost capable of experiencing emotions (qua self-reports) are those

who graduate with degrees in literature and foreign languages. (But then, Imajored in litera-

ture and Japanese, yet here I am trying to work out what emotion is.)�e point here is that if

our emotions depend upon our understandings of emotion concepts, and if we only vaguely

understand some emotion concepts, then we can only vaguely experience the emotions that

depend on those concepts.

Furthermore, if emotion concepts vary across cultures, languages, and generations, then

any attempt to understand biological or physiological contributions to emotion will be

pushed in one of two directions: it will be restricted to explaining the role of bodily arousal

(which Schachter and Singer downplay), or it will be forced into a framework of either evo-

lutionary psychology, conceptual nativism, or embodied cognition so as to ground explana-

24See for example the recent special edition of Emotion Review (volume 9, number 1) devoted to the
cognition-arousal theory.
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tions of (some) emotion concepts in terms of pan-cultural innateness.25 As yet, none of these

approaches has produced a compelling account of concept acquisition or generation that can

fully explicate a Schachter-Singer-type cognition-arousal theory of emotion. For those who

already accept that theory, they also must concede that emotion research will play second

�ddle to research into the nature of concepts. �is situation renders the cognition-arousal

theory insu�ciently detailed at present to provide a thorough explanation of emotion.

Now let’s look at the demands. Schachter and Singer’s theory relies on the emoter’s abil-

ity to metacognize: to re�ect upon one’s own mental states, both a�ective (e.g., feelings of

physiological arousal) and conceptual (e.g., beliefs), and subsequently label one’s current

emotion episode according to one’s stock of emotion concepts (however they’re acquired):

anger, joy, sadness, and so on. Again, it’s the event of labelling (i.e., generating a self-report

of emotion state) that Schachter and Singer consider an emotion proper. Putting to one side

the issues surrounding emotion concepts, two headaches remain with this conception: the

problem of metacognition and the problem of the concept of self.

2.2.3.1 �e problem of metacognition

Firstly, the cognition-arousal theory apparently denies emotions to any creatures that lack

the capacity or resources to metacognize: to analyze and label their mental states. Pre-

linguistic infants and almost all non-human animals are likely to be cast out of the realm

of emotionality.�is is a general issue for cognitivist theories, as I explained in the previous

chapter; the cognition-arousal theory is one version of cognitivism. It’s also a thoroughly

undesirable consequence for any respectable theory of emotion. Indeed, the idea that beasts

and babies don’t experience emotions “has long since been reduced to an historical curios-

25For a sample of perspectives from evolutionary psychology, see Al-Shawaf et al. (2016), Panksepp (1998),
and Tooby & Cosmides (2008). �e most notorious proponent of conceptual nativism is undoubtedly Jerry
Fodor (1975); for discussions see Carey (2009) and Laurence & Margolis (2002). Recent attempts to ground
emotion concepts in embodied cognition theories include Barsalou (1999), Niedenthal (2008), Niedenthal et al.
(2014), and Prinz (2002, 2004).�e notion of embodied emotion concepts is explored in Chapter 4, subsection
4.3.1.
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ity” (Deigh, 2010, 27).�ose of us who plainly see joy expressed in a dog’s pricked ears and

wagging tail know that a theory of emotion must account for that dog’s experiences along-

side our own. Let’s call this the problem of metacognition.

�is ismuch less of a problem ifwe distinguish between emotions proper and self-reports

thereof. If we grant that emotions logically and causally precede emotion self-reports, then

we can accept that non-linguisitic creatures may experience emotions even if they can’t pub-

licly acknowledge that they do. Whenmydogwags his tail atme arounddinner time orwhen

I motion towards his leash, he experiences joy in anticipation. (On a Jamesian account, his

feelings of his tail wagging partly causes his emotional experience of joy.) But he probably

isn’t deliberately telling me so by wagging his tail. It’s not the equivalent of a verbal report of

his joy, since presumably he lacks the capacity to metacognize.

�e problem of metacognition disappears if we restrict the scope of the cognition-

arousal theory: it does not account for emotions, but only reports thereof. It’s absolutely �ne

to say that onemustmetacognize to provide a report of one’s emotion state. (Indeed, that will

be the focus of Chapter 4). However, con�ating emotion with reports thereof renders the

former too cognitively demanding, and too theoretically loose, to account for cross-species

similarities. Claiming that metacognition constitutes emotion sees the tail wag the dog.

�e Jamesian approach, in contrast, does not face the problem of metacognition since it

does not require any re�ection upon one’s emotional experiences to ground emotions. As

James argued, emotions just are the feelings of bodily changes—albeit those changes that

come about under certain situations re�ecting organism–environment relationships. �e

next chapter will o�er a theory of how such emotions come about.

2.2.3.2 �e problem of the concept of self

�e second, and stronger, reason for skepticism toward the Schachter-Singer theory (qua

theory of emotion) is that apparently only creatures possessing a concept of self can qualify
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as emoters. Consider what must happen in order to generate an emotion on this picture.

An organism perceives (or imagines, or recalls) its situation. It forms a cognitive judgment

(belief) about its situation with respect to its well-being—a belief that its life is at risk, or that

it’s about to receive some bene�t, or that it has just lost something important. It also feels

a general, vague sensation of arousal in its body. Noticing both of these mental events at

the same time (or near enough to one another), it forms a second cognition: a belief that (i)

both the evaluative judgment and the sensation of arousal are attributable to the external cue

(i.e., the emotion stimulus), and (ii) identifying one’s self as the subject of both the evaluation

and the arousal (see also Gordon, 1978). Encountering the bear in the woods, I will judge

that it is a threat to my well-being and feel a shock of arousal throughout my body. When I

attend to both mental events, I link them together and label my overall state as an instance

of fear. If this is a general picture of emotion, then access to a concept of self—one that can

be employed as the subject of a belief—is a prerequisite for a capacity for emotion. �ese

demands for rich cognitive capabilities, including an explicit concept of self, force further

restrictions on the range of creatures that can experience emotions. Again, this looks grim

for beasts and babies (unless, perhaps, they can pass themirror test). If such creatures cannot

attribute their mental states to themselves, then they cannot be said to experience emotions.

Let’s call this the problem of the concept of self.

But perhaps the problem of the concept of self is arti�cial, an exaggeration of the

Schachter-Singer account. Indeed, the clearest evidence suggesting that the authors take

a concept of self to be necessary for emotions is found in their experimental design. Data

derives from subjects’ answers to crucial questions: “How irritated, angry or annoyed would

you say you feel at present?” and “How good or happy would you say you feel at present?”

(Schachter & Singer, 1962, 387, my emphasis). One could argue that this limitation of the

experiment should not similarly limit the theory it seeks to support. Maybe the theory could

allow for emotions grounded in metacognition but lacking an explicit concept of self. Peter
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Carruthers (2009; 2011) has developed an empirically informed theory that sees metacogni-

tion dependent upon mindreading capabilities. Brie�y, metacognition results from reading

one’s own mind. Certain dissociative conditions may lead to an inability to identify one’s

concept of self whilemindreading capabilities remain intact. One could, then, performmin-

dreading operations upon one’s own mind without attributing the outcomes to an internal

agent. Imagine an embodied organism whose cognitive architecture includes states such as

beliefs, desires, and a�ects, but that lacks access to a concept of self, i.e., a non-external agent

to whom its cognitive, sensory, and a�ective states can be attributed. Such a creature could,

on this loosened cognition-arousal theory, label a cognition-sensation pair as an emotion

without thereby claiming that it is experiencing an emotion: not subjectively “I’m sad”, but

objectively “�at’s sad”, or even “�at’s a sad state of a�airs”. In English we reserve a small

list of emotion concepts for such use in describing situations rather than agents. In Japanese

the distinction between agent- and situation-describing emotion terms is even fuzzier: the

word kanashii (sad), like most other emotion terms, is more commonly heard as a lone ut-

terance than within a sentence predicated to oneself.�e degree to which such language is

metaphorical is up for debate.�at humans can and do refer to an explicit concept of self in

their emotion reports does not entail that every instance of emotion must involve a concept

of self.26

2.2.4 How to feel yourself

On the other hand, there is a strong sense in which all emotions—even the most primi-

tive—do involve the self. It’s one thing to have a concept of the self, but it’s another to feel

one’s self.�e notion of a pre-cognitive feeling-self is present in James’s works: as Chapter 1

highlighted, James’s psychology is intrinsically personalist. At the core of all mental states,

for James, is a “nuclear self ” made manifest by the permutations of the body at any given
26None of this is to deny that emotion concepts aren’t crucial to self-reports of emotions. Again, self-reports

of emotions are not themselves emotions. A positive analysis of emotion concepts is o�ered in Chapter 4.
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moment.

Similar notions of an implicit self also pop up in various contemporary philosophical

and psychological theories. For instance, in writing about mindreading, Marc Jeannerod

sits the concept of self (narrative self ) and the feeling-self (embodied self ) at di�erent levels

of consideration:

One of these levels is that of the narrative self. As a narrator, we obviously know

who we are, where we are, what we are presently doing, and what we were do-

ing before. Unless we become demented or amnesic, we have a strong feeling

of continuity in our conscious experience. We rely on declarative memory sys-

tems where souvenirs (albeit distorted) can be retrieved and used as material

for verbalization or imagination. (Jeannerod, 2005, 148)

Variations of the concept of self as narrator can be found throughout philosophy and psy-

chology. I won’t dwell on it here, and will instead attend to Jeannerod’s notion of embodied

self. He continues:

At variancewith the narrative self, the type of self-consciousness that is linked to

the experience of the embodied self is discontinuous: it operates on a moment-

to-moment basis and is bound to particular bodily events, like actions. . . .

In other words, the embodied self mostly carries an implicit mode of self-

consciousness, whereby self-consciousness is around but becomes manifest

only when required by the situation. �e related information has a short life

span and usually does not survive the bodily event for very long. (Jeannerod,

2005, 148)

John Perry articulates a similar idea and attributes to the feeling-self an epistemic func-

tion that he calls primitive self-knowledge:
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Primitive self-knowledge is what we get when Nature harnesses information;

that is, when the processes of evolution result in a system that (a) has a repertoire

of actions that can promote a natural value, such as survival or reproduction,

and (b) has the capacity to pick up information about the circumstances of suc-

cess of this action, and (c) has an architecture that harnesses that information.

(Perry, 2017, 9)

Perry nicely illustrates primitive self-knowledge by describing a chicken a looking at a

piece of food. �at the food is nourishing to the chicken, that such information is picked

up by the chicken’s visual system, and that the chicken is hungry (apparently they almost

always are, Perry says), sees the chicken in a state that leads to its digesting the food.�us,

the “architecture of chickens harnesses information for the end of survival of the chicken in

question” (Perry, 2017, 10). Enter primitive self-knowledge:

�e chicken has what I call primitive self-knowledge.�e information that the

chicken detects is information about itself—using self in a perfectlymodest way,

and not as a hidden metaphor for selves or souls or complex minds of the sorts

that humans have that allow them to admire themselves, hate themselves, and

have identity crises. It is information about the the direction and distance of the

kernel of corn from the very chicken who sees it that is harnessed. And it is har-

nessed for the bene�t of that very chicken—it is the one which gets nourished

as a result of pecking in that situation. So the chicken does have information

about itself. It has primitive self-knowledge. �is does not require mastery of

the �rst-person, or some special inner version of ‘I.’ It just requires an architec-

ture that allows pick up of information about the chicken, and harnesses that

information to cause actions by that chicken, that promote the relevant values.

(Perry, 2017, 10, original emphasis)

As we will see in the next chapter, primitivist emotions �t this description perfectly. Trig-
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gered during information pick-up (via sensory registration), an emotional experience func-

tions to motivate the organism to respond to its environment in a way proportional to its

internal status. It is precisely by way of an emotional experience that creatures—chickens,

dogs, humans—are able to feel themselves (or feel their selves). Primitivist emotions yield

primitive self-knowledge.

Coming back to our �ctional self-less emoter (above on page 77), we can now see that it

would inevitably experience a feeling of self woven through its emotional experience. Given

the capacity to metacognize, it would analyze its own phenomenal and cognitive states and

produce a sincere statement of what it �nds therein. However, lacking an explicit concept

of self, it would still produce an objective, externalized emotional report: “�at’s a sad state

of a�airs” or similar. Such an utterance would fail to convey the feeling-self quality of the

event it represents. Its intentionality would be misdirected if not missing. �at quirk does

nothing to deny the involvement of a feeling-self in the underlying emotion, however. �e

self merely gets lost in translation.

�is gives us further reason to divorce emotion from self-reports thereof. Our self-

reports can be limited in unique ways while our phenomenal experiences are unrestrained.

Cognitively unsophisticated creatures—beasts and babies—can still feel emotions, and those

emotions can carry information about their selves as embodied agents, despite their lacking

explicit concepts of self.

�e problems faced by Schachter and Singer’s cognition-arousal theory of emotion are

demonstrative of the general tension between Jamesian and cognitivist projects. James’s the-

ory is fundamentally noncognitivist, and that is one of its major strengths. It allows for emo-

tions to exist as simple phenomena. And because it asserts that emotional experiences do

not require a stock of emotion concepts, James’s theory enables creatures of drastically dif-

ferent psychological capacities to experience them. But by insisting that the term emotion

tracks something neatly articulated by linguistically capable humans, Schachter and Singer
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deny emotion’s status as a fundamental element of a psychological ontology.

Schachter and Singer’s cognition-arousal theory, then, is psychology’s equivalent of a

mule: a hybrid of two disparate theories that manages to pull some weight but ultimately

cannot reproduce.

2.3 What is a neo-Jamesian theory of emotion?

As Imentioned earlier, my theory derives from James’s claim that an emotion is the feeling of

bodily changes as they occur in response to somepresent stimulus (see the previous chapter).

I also mentioned, though, that I’m not the �rst person to propose a neo-Jamesian theory of

emotion. �e next two subsections (2.3.1–2.3.2) discuss two recent attempts to revive the

Jamesian approach. Section 2.4 shows where they both fall short of a faithful reconstruction

of James’s theory.

2.3.1 Antonio Damasio

In 1994 neuroscientist Antonio Damasio published his bookDescartes’ Error.�is book has

become immensely popular even among nonacademic readers. (I bought my copy at an

airport bookstore. It was sitting on the “bestsellers” shelf.) It has been hugely in�uential

within academia as well: according to a cursory Google Scholar search, to date (August,

2018) it has been cited just shy of 27,000 times. Around the half-way point of the book

Damasio introduces a couple of William James’s claims from his chapter on emotions in the

Principles, and cites them as describing “the mechanism essential to understanding emotion

and feeling” (Damasio, 1994, 129). In doing so, Damasio sets himself up to be regarded as a

neo-Jamesian regarding emotions.

�ough he sees in James the fundamental pathway to explaining emotions, he nonethe-

less takes issue with aspects of James’s theory as he interprets it.�e �rst issue is that James
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“gave little or no weight to the process of evaluating mentally the situation that causes the

emotion” (Damasio, 1994, 129-130). His implication is that, though James’s theory can ex-

plain some of the emotions we experience in early life (and, presumably, many of the ranges

of emotions experienced by other animals), it cannot explain the kinds of emotions triggered

by the contemplative and convoluted situations that the typically developed adult undergoes.

(�is echoes the complaints of the cognitivists described in section 2.1.1.)

�e second issue Damasio highlights is that James did not leave room for anything other

than actualized, extraneural bodily changes to stand as causes of the felt quality of an emo-

tion. In our terminology, Damasio disagreeswith James’s claim that an emotional experience

is necessarily dependent upon a whole-body emotional reaction.�e combination of these

issues, on Damasio’s reading, leaves James’s theory insu�ciently nuanced to account for the

range of phenomena that demand explanation. Damasio presents James’s theory in a simple

characterization:

In short, James postulated a basic mechanism in which particular stimuli in the

environment excite, by means of an innately set and in�exible mechanism, a

speci�c pattern of body reaction.�ere was no need to evaluate the signi�cance

of the stimuli in order for the reaction to occur. Matters were not made more

clear by his lapidary statement: “Every object that excites an instinct excites an

emotion as well.” (Damasio, 1994, 130)

Damasio’s interpretation of James is hardly immune to scrutiny. Indeed, the picture

painted in the previous chapter is a far cry from an in�exible re�ex mechanism: Jamesian

emotional reactions are trainable andmalleable (see alsoHat�eld, 2007, 421; Barbalet, 1999).

And in the same year that Damasio’s words here saw print, Ellsworth published her paper in

which she presents James as an appraisal theorist (Ellsworth, 1994; discussed in the previous

chapter). While Ellsworth pushes James too far towards cognitivism, Damasio, conversely,

is quick to pigeonhole James’s noncognitivist stance on emotions into a rigid, lever-and-
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pulley-like mechanism.

Despite his misinterpretations of these key features of James’s theory, Damasio builds his

own theory on the most general foundations James had laid down a century prior. He splits

the range of phenomena called emotions into two kinds: primary emotions and secondary

emotions. Primary emotions, he explains, should be thought of in the sense that James (per

his reading) describes them (Damasio, 1994, 131-132): many animals, including humans,

may be wired to respond to certain features of stimuli that they perceive in the world, such

as size, span, type of motion, ranges of sounds, and certain bodily states such as physical

pain.�e brain’s limbic system (the commonly postulated but variously demarcated system

responsible for producing emotions) would process these perceptual signals and trigger a

pattern of bodily changes constitutive of an emotional reaction (e.g., a fear reaction) which

would subsequently be felt as an emotion.

Of the perceived stimuli, Damasio writes:

Note that in order to cause a body response, one does not even need to “recog-

nize” the bear, or snake, or eagle, as such, or to know what, precisely, is causing

pain. All that is required is that the early sensory cortices detect and categorize

the key feature of a given entity (e.g., animal, object), and that structures such as

the amygdala receive signals concerning their conjunctive presence. (Damasio,

1994, 131-132; original emphasis)

As far as consciousness is concerned, Damasio states that one feels one’s emotion “in con-

nection to the object that excited it”, such that an emotional experience is “the realization of

the nexus between object and emotional body state” (Damasio, 1994, 132). (�is is not far

from themore radical position Ellsworth (1994) attributes to James.) And the function of an

emotional experience is to buy the organism time: as attention is diverted to the cause of the

emotion, the conscious organism is better placed to control its subsequent behaviors than

it would be were it merely to respond in a rigid, re�exive manner. Emotional experiences
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can also lead us to associate stimuli in such a way that we can extend our dispositions to

react with an emotion to repeated exposures to a stimulus kind (Damasio, 1994, 132): for

instance, one encounter with a snake resulting in a fear reaction may be su�cient to dictate

fear reactions upon subsequent encounters with snakes.

Damasio presents the above as a plausible explication of what he calls a “Jamesian emo-

tion”, a kind of emotion that is innate and preorganized (Damasio, 1994, 132). He o�ers

this mechanism to account for primary emotions—the range of emotional phenomena that

do not have cognitively or socially complicated antecedent causes—but goes on to argue

that secondary emotions, namely those unique to cognitively sophisticated creatures such

as adult humans, require a di�erent set ofmechanisms. Secondary emotions emerge through

the following sequence (Damasio, 1994, 136-138). To begin the episode, the organism con-

sciously deliberates over its state of a�airs. Damasio explains this in terms of a sequence of

mental images, grounded in multiple sensory modalities, that constitute a “cognitive evalu-

ation” of the situation.�e evaluation then triggers a representation of how such a situation

has been responded to previously in the organism’s individual history.�at is, the evaluation

is associated with prior emotional responses to similar situations, and these associations are

ultimately informed by episodes of primary emotions. Simultaneously, certain areas of the

limbic system trigger the kinds of bodily changes stereotypical of corresponding primary

emotional reactions (such as visceral changes and release or inhibition of hormones and

neurotransmitters).

�us, the body makes its way into the picture as producer of the feeling of a secondary

emotion. However, it is primarily the changes in levels of various neurotransmitters that

directly accounts for the feeling of an emotion. Of course, the extraneural body contributes

plenty of important neural signals to the brain that manipulate the quality of the feeling, and

it alsomanipulates the way in which neural signals are communicated on a slower timescale,

when the hormonal glands release their chemicals into the bloodstream and those chemi-
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cals penetrate the blood-brain barrier. In fact, Damasio takes the brain to be primary in

monitoring what is going on inside both the brain and the rest of the body, along with mon-

itoring what is going on in the world (Damasio, 1994, 90). A feeling is the manifestation in

consciousness of the state of the body:

As body changes take place, you get to know about their existence and you can

monitor their continuous evolution. You perceive changes in your body state

and follow their unfolding over seconds and minutes. �at process of contin-

uous monitoring, that experience of what your body is doing while thoughts

about speci�c contents roll by, is the essence of what I call a feeling. (Damasio,

1994, 145; original emphasis)

As for speci�cally emotional feelings, he continues:

If an emotion is a collection of changes in body state connected to particular

mental images that have activated a speci�c brain system, the essence of feeling

an emotion is the experience of such changes in juxtaposition to the mental images

that initiated the cycle. In other words, a feeling depends on the juxtaposition of

an image of the body proper to an image of something else. . . (Damasio, 1994,

145; original emphasis)

Here we see an interesting feature of Damasio’s theory: intentionality. Given that emotional

feelings result from a relationship between the body (or state thereof) and the stimulus ob-

jects mentally portrayed, Damasio takes it that such feelings are about their stimulus objects

(Damasio, 1994, 147-148). At the same time, feelings are informative of the state of the organ-

ism’s body, and thereby carry a secondary intentional character. In other words, the feelings

of “Damasioan” emotions are at once about both stimulus and body.

Damasioan emotional feelings therefore satisfy the �rst two of the three desiderata that

we might fairly expect of a proposed theory. Do they also satisfy the third criterion: moti-
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vation? Perhaps. Recall that the function of Damasioan emotional feelings is to allow the

organism to take control of its behavior with respect to the stimulus situation. If we are

compelled to understand motivation in the sense that the organism is prompted to consider

its options, then yes, emotional feelings are motivating. However, if we understand motiva-

tion as prompting world-directed behavior, then it does not appear that emotional feelings

are motivational since they are disruptive, not irruptive, with respect to our innately deter-

mined behavioral responses to stimuli. Conscious feelings buy us time to reconsider our

options rather than blindly act according to our instincts. One might consider this their

demotivating quality. On the other hand, the fact that feelings prompt us to think means

that they motivate an internal change of mental state; even if this is not an externally ex-

pressed behavior, technically it results from feelings’ motivational aspect.

Finally, note that Damasio disagrees with James on what we should identify as the emo-

tion proper. While for James an emotion is nothing more than the feeling of bodily changes,

Damasio identi�es an emotion as “a collection of changes in a body state”. What James calls

an emotional experience is approximately akin to what Damasio calls an (intentionally char-

acterized) emotional feeling. I’ll return toDamasio’s account of feelings again shortly, but this

is enough detail to demonstrate that Damasio’s position is an outgrowth of the James-Lange

theory, and not James’s theory proper.27 Now we can turn to another, similarly inspired the-

ory of emotion; one that �nds its roots planted not only in the James-Lange postulate, but

also in theories contrary to James’s own position.

27�e previous chapter detailed numerous distinctions between James’s and Lange’s theories and argued
that we should dispel the James-Lange postulate from our interpretations of James’s corpus. Lange took the
physiology to be primary in an explanation of emotional phenomena.�is feature carried over to the James-
Lange con�ation. James, however, explicitly denied this: again, he identi�ed the feeling as the emotion proper.
�us, since it emphasises neurophysiology for explanatory purposes, Damasio’s account is much closer to the
James-Lange account, or even just Lange’s theory.
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2.3.2 Jesse Prinz

A decade a�er Damasio’s book appeared, Prinz published his own “neo-Jamesian” emotion

theory in a book titled Gut Reactions (2004). Prinz explicitly cites “the writings of James

and Lange” as ancestors of his theory (Prinz, 2004, 224). But his theory o�ers a substantial

overhaul of its sourcematerial, bringing in a precisely de�ned cognitive element of appraisal.

�ough Prinz rejects Ellsworth’s appraisalist interpretation of James (Prinz, 2004, 5fn), he

also rejects the idea that appraisals need to be thought of in terms of propositional thoughts.

In attempting to �nd a theoretical middle ground between the James-Lange, body-�rst posi-

tion and the cognition-dependent appraisalist school, Prinz de�nes emotions as “embodied

appraisals”.

He derives his notion of appraisal from theories of emotions that developed as attempts

to comfortably sit emotions either alongside or within cognition. I gave a description of

some of appraisalism’s major features in the previous chapter.�e particular version of ap-

praisalism that Prinz relies upon is due to Richard Lazarus, a psychologist who developed

a cognitivist theory of emotions between the 1960s and 1990s. �e mature theory Lazarus

presents in his book Emotion and Adaptation (1991) is grown from ideas he presented a

decade prior in a debate with fellow cognitive psychologist Robert Zajonc. Zajonc was the

�rst to strike, claiming that preferences are immediately present to an organism by way of

a�ect; in fact the subtitle of the paper that catalyzed the debate reads “Preferences Need No

Inferences”. If an organism’s preferences drive its emotions, and preferences do not require

any inferences or “mental work” (read: cognitive processing) in order to come about, then

emotions need not rely on any cognitive causes (Zajonc, 1980).

Lazarus’s response sees emotions as underpinned by cognitive processing (Lazarus,

1982), and by 1991 he has articulated his theory of emotional appraisal. As Prinz reads him,

Lazarus “de�nes appraisals as evaluations of what one’s relationship to the environment im-

plies for one’s well-being” (Prinz, 2004, 14; cf. 52). Lazarus identi�es six dimensions at work
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in appraisals which can be sectioned into two groups: three dimensions whose function

is to “establish that something is emotionally signi�cant” (Prinz, 2004, 14), and three that

“pertain to the resources one has available for coping” (Prinz, 2004, 14). Each of these is an

evaluative judgment which, when collectively summarized, produce a core relational theme

(Prinz, 2004, 15). Core relational themes are representations of organism-environment re-

lations. For any given emotion, positive or negative, one can �nd (in theory) underlying it

a speci�c core relational theme (Lazarus, 1991, 121). �e core relational theme underlying

anger, for instance, Lazarus describes as “a demeaning o�ense against me and mine”; that

underlying guilt is “having transgressed a moral imperative”; and so on (see Lazarus, 1991,

122, table 3.4).

As Lazarus’s view stands, at least via Prinz’s reading of it, a core relational theme is at the

heart of the process underlying both an emotional reaction and an emotional experience.

In building his novel theory, Prinz takes Lazarus’s notion of appraisal as producer of core

relational themes but attempts to strip it of its cognitivist machinery.�e inner mechanisms

of the Prinzian appraisal mechanism do not operate over cognitive judgments of perceptual

content (contra Lazarus’s theory) but are themselves perceptual processes. More speci�cally,

Prinz replaces the propositions at work in cognitive appraisal with mental representations

that function to detect bodily changes (Prinz, 2004, 52). In registering changes in the body,

emotions represent core relational themes.

Here is an example he provides for how the sequence of an emotion plays out:

Consider the chain of events leading to fear. Something dangerous occurs.�at

thing is perceived by the mind.�is perception triggers a constellation of bod-

ily changes.�ese changes are registered by a further state: a bodily perception.

�e bodily perception is directly caused by bodily changes, but it is indirectly

caused by the danger that started the whole chain of events. It carries informa-

tion about danger by responding to changes in the body. �at further state is
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fear. (Prinz, 2004, 69)

One can compare this sequence with the standard interpretation of James’s view and �nd

fairly little in way of disagreement. But Prinz o�ers an elaboration on the standard Jamesian

(or James-Langean) picture when he claims that the experience of fear “carries information”

about the danger to which the body is reacting. On the Lazarus-style, cognitive appraisal

view, that information (the core relational theme) would come in propositional form, as an

evaluative judgment. �e crucial departure from cognitivism here is that the information

is carried not by propositional judgments but by feelings: “Feelings can obviate the need for

cognition, because feelings carry information. �e discrete motions of our bodies convey

how we are faring in the world” (Prinz, 2004, 78). In other words, the phenomenality of

an emotional experience does the work of representing the particular core relational theme

with which it co-occurs.

Prinz maintains that core relational themes can be represented in the mind without hav-

ing a propositional structure (Prinz, 2004, 65). Part of what is represented is something

external to the organism—the thing that is in some represented way related to it—and that

something need not be represented as what it is, per se: “By analogy one might say that a

state in the visual system registers a particular luminance discontinuity, but it represents an

edge” (Prinz, 2004, 58; original emphasis). In the sameway, a registration of a speci�c bodily

change represents a core relational theme of a speci�c kind—even if the nature of that core

relational theme remains opaque to introspection: “We can form the judgment that there

has been an irrevocable loss, but we seldom do. Sadness can occur without that judgment.

But sadness represents what that judgment represents. It has the same meaning but a dif-

ferent form” (Prinz, 2004, 65). Prinzian emotions, then, are mental representations, caused

by bodily changes, that function to represent a core relational theme depicting the present

organism-environment relation.�e bodily changes themselves follow from the perception

of a core relational theme—the perception of the relation the organism �nds itself in with
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respect to its surroundings.

�us, Prinz arrives at his claim that emotions are “embodied appraisals”. �ey are

appraisals in that they represent situations that concern the organism (its core relational

themes), and they are embodied in that they are caused by changes throughout the body.

But there is an issue to address in Prinz’s theory. Consider that block quotation from

Prinz, on page 89, which lists the steps underlying the experience of fear. “Something dan-

gerous occurs”, he writes, and the mind perceives that thing.�ere’s a gap in the explanation

here; one that requires quite a lot of work to �ll. Precisely what is perceived? And what is it

about that thing that triggers the bodily changes that inform a fear response? Prinz notices

this gap himself: “A slithering snake cannot cause one’s skin to crawl without a mediating

link in between.�ere must be some inner state that detects the snake and then causes the

physiological change to take place. Emotions must have inner causes” (Prinz, 2004, 74). He

doesn’t o�er an argument for why theremust be an inner state that triggers an emotional re-

sponse; he merely takes the assumption for granted. But as I showed in the previous chapter,

a legitimately Jamesian position can make do without invoking inner (mental) states in or-

der to bring about physiological change. Nonetheless, let’s grant him his claim and put aside

the issue of mental causes for now (but we’ll come back to it shortly). He continues, postu-

lating that snakes trigger fear in humans when we perceive them and activate “a primitive

visual representation of the snake”.�is representation then mediates “between the external

danger and the racing heart” (Prinz, 2004, 74). �e inner cause of one’s fear following the

perception of a snake is a perceptual representation of that snake.

While there is plenty of evidence that snake phobias are easily instilled or triggered in

primates, we cannot account for all of our emotional responses in this way. Prinz attempts to

alleviate this concern by o�ering associative learning as themechanismbywhich subsequent

interactions with situations warranting emotional responses come to invoke those emotions.

An instance of consuming noxious food (e.g., spoilt milk) can lead to a disgust response to
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that kind of food even if it’s not noxious (e.g., fresh milk). “Memory forges links between

emotions and representations of the particular objects that elicited them” (Prinz, 2004, 75).

�is appeal to association is similar to that seen in Damasio’s theory above (page 85), and in

James’s own (see the previous chapter).

Notice Prinz’s placement of an object at the center of emotion-inducing perceptual con-

tent. Fear of snakes comes from the detection of the snake, which triggers a mental repre-

sentation of the snake. It’s something about the object type (snakes, in this case) that triggers

the emotion (fear, in this case). Yet Prinz does not o�er us any story of the way in which per-

ception leads to bodily changes—especially the sorts of adaptively bene�cial, complex, and

coordinated bodily changes we could expect of our emotional responses! Without �lling in

those early details of an emotion’s causal story, we can’t arrive at a complete explanation.

To be fair, Prinz does in fact o�er the seeds of an explanation later in his book. In de-

fending emotions’ status as perceptual in nature, he reminds his readers that emotions are

perceptions of bodily changes, and further de�nes those bodily changes as “the body’s prepa-

ration for action” that “enable us to behave in appropriate ways”. “In this sense,” Prinz con-

tinues, “one might think of emotions in Gibsonian terms” (Prinz, 2004, 228). Here Prinz

is adopting James J. Gibson’s famous o�ering of a�ordances as the contents of perception

Gibson (1979). He gives us a brief, theoretically shallow description of a�ordances: “Gib-

son. . . says that in ordinary perception we perceive the actions a�orded by the objects in our

surround. We see that a chair a�ords sitting and a hammer a�ords wielding. Emotions are

perceptions of a�ordances in this sense. By registering bodily changes, emotions allow us

to literally perceive that situations a�ord a range of possible behavioral responses” (Prinz,

2004, 228).

It seems that Prinz is here equatingGibsonian a�ordanceswith the core relational themes

he adopts from Lazarus. I think that Prinz is correct to invoke Gibson, and in fact I will be

doing the same myself in Chapter 3. However, the ways in which Prinz and I arrive at our
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Gibsonian positions di�er markedly. Prinz is here appealing to Gibson out of theoretical

convenience: talk of a�ordances provides a nice heuristic for him to make his point about

the motivational feature of emotions. �at is, Prinzian emotions motivate us towards the

behaviors of which they inform us we are capable. My own position, meanwhile, logically

depends on Gibsonian ecological psychology in a stronger sense. In fact, I’ll go so far as to

argue that my theory’s dependence on Gibson’s contributions is a conceptual outgrowth of

its Jamesian roots.

Beforemoving onwe should assess Prinz’s theory against the three desiderata demanded

of a theory of emotion. Prinzian embodied appraisals are informative, in that they represent

how our bodies are faring in the world along with opportunities to act in response.�ey are

intentional, in that they represent a relationship between the stimulus object and the body.

And they are motivational, in the sense that they prompt us towards the possible reactions

of which they inform us.

2.4 Do emotions require mental causes?

Wehave just seen that bothDamasio’s and Prinz’s theories see emotional experiences as pos-

sessing intentionality: they are about relationships between the organism and features of its

environment. However, the way this intentionality is secured, on either picture, relies on its

being brought in via perceptual representations. Perceptual representations trigger changes

across the bodywhich are then represented in emotional feelings. So, while the body remains

the primary cause of emotional experiences, perceptual representations, we can say, are the

occasional causes of all emotions, at least on these accounts. Granted, Damasio’s suggested

list of world features that can trigger “primary” emotions ismore elemental, so to speak, than

is Prinz’s: Damasio talks of object features such as size and span as stimuli, while Prinz ex-

plicates the necessity of perceiving an object, such as a snake, in order to trigger an emotion.
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On the other hand, Damasio’s triggering mechanism only works given its ability to utilize

information stored in representations (“mental images”) of prior encounters with objects

displaying such features as he lists.�us, Damasio’s and Prinz’s accounts both require men-

tal causes for emotional responses.�e explanatory sequence on either view jumps between

descriptive levels: a psychological state causes physiological changes which cause another

psychological state. A necessary conclusion of this construal is that emotional experiences

are unique to creatures who have access to mental images or concepts. Put crudely: one

must have a perceptual mind before one can feel anything like an emotion.

One can question whether this psychological precursor is necessary for all emotional re-

actions.�emost commonly stated answer is yes: an a�ective state is not an emotion proper

unless it has some object and is about that object. Sometimes this point is made to distin-

guish emotions frommoods: where one has the symptoms (of fear, say) but cannot identify

(throughwhatevermeasures are available) an object or situation that stands as the occasional

cause of those symptoms, then one’s a�ective state is a mood, not an emotion. James, how-

ever, made no such distinction, and in fact took objectless emotions to be evidence in favor

of his claim that emotional reactions trigger emotional experiences. It matters not one bit to

the classi�cation of one’s mental state whether one can �nd an occasional cause: if one feels

the symptoms of fear, then one simply has the emotion of fear (James, 1890, II: 459). Since

bodily states are the direct causes of emotions proper (viz. emotional experiences), distin-

guishing between emotions and moods based on the presence or absence of a psychological

cause is both uninformative and arbitrary.

However, James does refer to objectless emotions as “pathological cases” (James, 1890,

II: 458), and indeed in most instances one will identify one’s emotional experience with

reference to some occasional cause (the spider scurrying across your desk, or the unexpected

presence of a loved one, or the like). So, there is nothing wrong, in principle, with claiming

that a capacity for perception (or, perhaps, cognition) must logically precede a capacity for
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emotion. But it’s not the only option, even if it is most intuitively obvious one.

Anotherway to think of the relationship between emotionality and perceptual capacity is

to reverse the order of constitution: the capacity to perceive the external worldmeaningfully

emerges out of emotionality. I will argue for exactly this position in the next chapter. Brie�y,

the argument will take the following form:

P1 A general physiological capacity for a�ect evolved before perceptual systems.

P2 �e development of mode-speci�c perceptual systems was guided by organ-

isms’ ecological concerns.

P3 �ese ecological concerns were (and are) tokened as a�ective experiences: they

are grounded in microscopic and macroscopic bodily changes (emotional reac-

tions) on the part of the organism.

P4 As physiological sensory systems developed greater modal specialities (e.g., so-

phisticated tactile, visual, and auditory pathways), correlative a�ective experi-

ences helped to (i) inform and maintain a self-other divide and (ii) relate the

ecological signi�cance of external stimuli to the organism.

P5 By enriching incoming sensory information with interoceptive information re-

garding the current state of the body (emotional reactions, e.g., hunger, thirst,

vulnerability), a general a�ect system can produce a world-directed feeling: an

emotional experience.

C �us, emotions need not depend upon prior perceptual or cognitive states to

evoke them; they need only rely on interoceptive monitoring of exteroceptive

activity.

�is argument will form the basis of the primitivist theory of emotion. A key feature of the

theory—one that derives from James’s insights—is that emotion is a psychological prim-
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itive: it is not reducible to other psychological events, including the physiological changes

(emotional reactions) that trigger instances of emotion. Rather, emotion contributes to other

psychological processes such as perception and cognition.

Conclusion

�is chapter has examined extant responses to James’s original theory of emotion. While

the cognitivist approach, currently dominating the �eld of emotion research, is a concep-

tual counterposition to James’s theory, some theorists have attempted to extend the spirit of

Jamesianism into the contemporary sciences of the mind. Although these approaches have

themselves furthered knowledge and guided empirical investigation into the nature and op-

erations of emotion, they all rest on an assumption that emotions are necessarily triggered

by some prior mental state: either a cognition or a perception. But this claim is not present

in James’s theory (see Chapter 1, section 1.2.2); and as the next chapter will argue in detail,

nor is it logically necessary or probable according to our current understanding of themind.

Indeed, James’s theory does require alteration in order to bring it in line with our current

knowledge.�e message underlying the present chapter is that we must be careful to make

the right kinds of changes if we are to protect and progress James’s legacy. With that inmind,

Chapter 3 will o�er a positive, contemporary take on the Jamesian theory of emotion.



Chapter 3

A primitivist theory of emotion

Introduction

�is chapter presents a novel theory of emotion. It is a primitivist theory of emotion. It

presents emotions as a�ective phenomena that are intrinsic to the consciousness of creatures

capable of sensing the world outside their bodies.

�e primitivist theory of emotion draws on the lessons of the previous chapters while

maintaining the spirit of James’s theory: it is a neo-Jamesian theory of emotion. Like James’s

theory, primitivism (i) understands emotional experiences (kinds of subjective feelings) as

emotions proper, (ii) identi�es bodily changes as the direct causes of emotional experiences,

and (iii) emphasizes the important causal and ecological relationship between emotions and

other mental states such as perceptual and cognitive representations. At the same time, its

major tenets are motivated by recent discoveries and theories from across the sciences of the

mind.

To foreshadow discussion, the following causal schema, derived from James’s theory (see

Chapter 1, page 23), represents the neo-Jamesian account developed here:

stimulus→ sensory registration→ bodily excitement (interoceptive

97
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monitoring)

→ emotional experience

Note that this portrayal replaces the notion of stimulus perception with sensory registra-

tion.�e di�erence is important. Sensory registration is not a mental process per se; it can

be examined and described at the level of sensory organ physiology and neural activity. Per-

ception, however, is a process that involves description of sensory registration at one level

but also the generation of intentional mental states at another.�is explanatory positioning

of sensory registration is a crucial feature of my primitivist theory: it does not require that

there be any prior perceptual processing in order for an emotion to be generated. Instead, as

the present chapter will argue, this emotional sequence itself contributes to the generation

of a perceptual state.28

�e chapter is comprised of two major sections. Section 3.1 explores a�ect: its experi-

ential characteristics (3.1.1), bodily causes (3.1.2), and ecological functions (3.1.3). It then

presents emotional experiences as species of a�ective states. Emotional experiences, which

are emotions proper, are distinguished from other a�ective states according to their inten-

tionality and the information they carry. While other a�ective states (such as hunger, thirst,

and pains) portray the state of the organism’s body, emotional experiences inform the or-

ganism of its possible behavioral responses to its environment.

In this respect, emotions contribute a certain a�ective quality to perceptual states: they

represent certain kinds of a�ordances (Gibson, 1979). �is idea is detailed in section 3.2.

Many contemporary theorists advocate for a theory of perceptual a�ordances, but I believe

the primitivist theory can bene�t from revisiting its key concepts.�is second section con-

sequently di�erentiates between physical a�ordances, de�ned and described in the abstract,

and psychological a�ordances, whose constitution requires the active involvement of the

emotive, sensing organism.
28I also want to remain silent for now on whether perception is direct or indirect (i.e., internally mediated).

�e current causal schema allows for this.
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A caveat before we dive in. �e primitivist theory demands a revisionist attitude to-

ward the concept emotion. As the �rst and second chapters demonstrated, James’s question,

“What is an emotion?” lacks a clear and universal answer. Primitivism is not proposed as a

resource for explaining all events that we humans dub “emotions”. Moreover, it is a theory for

psychological explanations of emotional phenomena, not universalist or folk explanations.

�erefore, it may look a little narrow or weird in scope to those who have not spent much

time working in the philosophy and the sciences of the mind. Some concerns that apply

speci�cally to human emotions will be addressed in the next chapter.

A major issue is that we readily apply the term emotion and its cognates to so many phe-

nomena thatwe struggle to identify anything thatmakes somephenomenon emotional by its

nature. One response from a scienti�c perspective is to eliminate emotion from a scienti�c

vocabulary (Gri�ths, 1997, 2004a,b). But this is heavy-handed: according to a primitivist

construal, emotion denotes mental phenomena that play important roles in explanations of

human and non-human psychology.�erefore, proponents of the theory introduced below

should revise, rather than eliminate, their use of the term.

Now let’s get started on the theory.

3.1 A�ect: its character, causes, and functions

A neo-Jamesian theory of emotion will adhere to James’s claim that emotional experiences,

the felt qualities of emotions, are directly caused by emotional reactions, the patterns of phys-

iological change that occur during emotion episodes. We see this in Antonio Damasio’s and

Jesse Prinz’s accounts in the previous chapter. It is also present (if in a more restricted way,

or relying on di�erent conceptual descriptions) in other theories such as those presented by

Joseph LeDoux (1996), Giovanna Colombetti (2014), and Lisa Feldman Barrett (2017). �e

body enters the picture in di�erent ways on all these theories: LeDoux, Barrett, and Dama-
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sio, for instance, all emphasize that the brain receives inputs from the body and produces

a�ective states that correlate with the interoceptive state informed by the body. (More on

this below.) Prinz seems to hold a similarly neurocentric view, according to his recent book

on consciousness (Prinz, 2012), though his story invokesmore talk of representation than do

the three scientists just mentioned. Meanwhile, Colombetti’s enactivist theory sees the body

play a much more direct role in the production of a�ective states; though what quali�es as

a�ectivity, for Colombetti, is drastically di�erent than what most a�ective scientists would

readily accept (see Colombetti, 2014, ch. 1).

All of these theorists agree that emotional experiences cannot reduce to mere a�ective

states: emotional experiences are something “deeper” or “richer” than a�ects, or perhaps

they necessarily have objects whereas a�ects can be free-�oating and intentionless. (�is

di�erence o�en grounds an explanatory distinction between emotions and moods, but see

Prinz (2004, 182-188) for analysis.) But the di�erences between these theorists’ accounts

prompt queries of what is an a�ective state (such as an emotional experience), how it comes

to be, and what are its functions. �ese three questions can be investigated more or less

simultaneously. Once we have a clear understanding of the possible relationships between

the body and a�ectivity, we can further explore the relationship between emotional reactions

and emotional experiences.

3.1.1 �e dimensions of a�ective qualities

�e term a�ect is commonly employed in the cognitive sciences to label “raw feelings” or

the experienced qualities of emotions, moods, and other such mental phenomena. Some

theorists, especially Damasio, prefer to avoid using the term a�ect due to the vague role it

plays in a�ective science: “�e term a�ect is o�en used as a synonym of ‘mood’ or ‘emotion’

although it is more general and can designate the whole subject matter we are discussing

here: emotions, moods, feelings” (Damasio, 1999, 341-342n10). Recall from Chapter 2 that
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Damasio takes emotions to be patterns of physiological change. �erefore, he implies, the

term a�ect is ambiguous regarding whether what it designates is a physiological or a psycho-

logical phenomenon. What our present interest is—emotional experiences—Damasio calls

feelings.

Contrastingly, Barrett presents an account of a�ect that she understands as standard

within a�ective science: a�ect is “simple feeling”, the “general sense of feeling that you expe-

rience throughout each day” (Barrett, 2017, 72). Barrett takes a�ect to be the fundamental

component of the experiential side of mind. Either she eschews Damasio’s point about the

ambiguous use of a�ect in a�ective science, or a conceptual consensus has been reached in

the two decades since Damasio raised his concern. Going forward, I will use the term af-

fect in Barrett’s narrower, strictly phenomenal sense. �us, an emotional experience is an

a�ective state that is brought about by an emotional reaction, which is not an a�ective state.

According to James Russell’s (1980) now-classic de�nition, all a�ective qualities can be

described in terms of two dimensions: arousal and valence. Arousal is the state’s degree of

excitation: how calm or how agitated you feel. Valence is the extent to which the a�ective

state is pleasant or unpleasant.�e a�ective state that comes from relaxing on a sofa a�er a

long day might be described as contentment (low arousal, positive valence), while the state

that follows the perception of a spider crawling up one’s leg might be described as fear (high

arousal, negative valence). However, while many states are easily described as �tting into

one of the four quadrants of this “circumplex model of a�ect” (Russell, 1980), others appear

more ambiguous or di�cult to place in a single quadrant. Is the experience of salivating

at the sight of a not-quite-ready meal a positive or negative state? What about the feeling

of muscular aches and fatigue following a strenuous gym session? Emotional feelings such

as bittersweet and nostalgia are similarly di�cult to place at any one point, and we o�en

describe ourselves as holding “mixed feelings” towards situations. (Prinz (2004, 164-167)

discusses someother examples.) Perhaps instead of thinking of valence as a single dimension
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that can be either positive or negative, we should reconceive it as describing two possible

dimensions (pleasure and displeasure). Arousal then would be the third dimension of the

state space by which we can characterize a given a�ective state. Anyone who has endured

the hilarious yet oppressive agony of a malicious tickler’s attack may favor this proposed

augmentation of Russell’s model. (But see Russell, 2017 for a plausible counterargument.)

Another dimension that could be considered in descriptions of a�ective qualities is bod-

ily localization. As we will see in Chapter 4 (section 4.2.2), when we report on our emotion

states we o�en are able to locate (if vaguely) our feelings in di�erent body regions in terms

of increased or decreased activity. However, such acts of localization require goal-driven in-

trospection and may not yield fully accurate results each time. Reporting on a�ective states

(such as emotional experiences) is very di�erent than unre�ectively experiencing them. At-

tention will be directed di�erently under either circumstance.�erefore, it’s di�cult to de-

termine whether bodily location factors pre-re�ectively into the characterization of a�ect

qua subjective experience. (Note that the body’s phenomenological contributions and its

generative contributions are distinct: while the body undoubtedly contributes to the gener-

ation of a�ect, it’s not at all clear that any of an a�ective state’s phenomenal character derives

from embodiment or localizability.)

3.1.2 Bodily causes of a�ect

Orthogonal to the question of how to draw the dimensions of a�ectivity is the question of

how bodies produce a�ective states. As we will see below, it is common to see a�ective

states explained as the experiential e�ects of interoception, the detection of physiological

changes. But �lling in the details is hardly a simple undertaking: accounting for the phys-

iological causes of mental events is just one iteration of the hard problem of consciousness

(see Chalmers, 1995). Nevertheless, each of the authors mentioned above has attempted to

do just that. Two recent accounts of the neurophysiological mechanisms underlying a�ect
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are worth examining.

3.1.2.1 Damasio and Carvalho’s neurological account of feelings

In a recent opinion article published in the journal Nature Reviews Neuroscience, Damasio

and Gil B. Carvalho (2013) further the former’s argument that feelings (a�ects in our termi-

nology) are mental experiences caused by changes in body state.

�e physiological changes that bring about feelings are interoceptive rather than exte-

roceptive. �is means that feelings are not the direct result of, or psychologically or phe-

nomenologically equivalent to, perceptual states derived from exteroceptive sensors (such

as visual or auditory states or systems); the latter can “cause emotions and ensuing feelings

but are not feelings in and of themselves” (Damasio & Carvalho, 2013, 143). (Moreover, the

authors write, exteroceptors—eyes, ears, noses, and the like, with their corresponding neural

structures—are likely to have evolved later than interoceptors (Damasio & Carvalho, 2013,

145).)

Damasio and Carvalho describe the causes of feelings in three ways: amacro-level struc-

tural description, a micro-level structural description, and an occasional description. At the

macroscopic level they implicate numerous subcortical brain regions that are involved in

the production of homeostasis-relevant changes. Homeostasis is an organism’s baseline state

of being in standard or ideal circumstances; it is the organism’s bodily condition when it is

at rest, when it is not in need of any sustenance or repairs, and when it is not threatened in

any way. �e areas of the brain Damasio and Carvalho identify are those whose job is to

bring the organism as close as possible to homeostasis at any given time: regions that dictate

the general movements of the body and the activity of its internal components. In humans,

these brain regions include areas in the brainstem as well as the nucleus accumbens, ventral

striatum, ventral pallidum, “and other basal ganglia and basal forebrain sectors” (Damasio

& Carvalho, 2013, 145-146). (At the microscopic level, the authors have things to say about
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unmyelinated axons in the interoceptive systems, which function to convey signals from hu-

moral and visceral aspects of the body towards the brainstem (Damasio & Carvalho, 2013,

148-149). Although their description is an interesting and well-informed hypothesis, it is too

far removed from our present topic to warrant thorough discussion here.)

Given that these macroscopic brain regions are phylogenetically ancient compared to

neocortical regions in humans, and given that in human brains such “phylogenetically re-

cent sectors [as those of the neocortex]. . . contribute to but are not essential for the emer-

gence of feelings,” the authors speculate that feelings are not exclusive to humans or even

mammals (Damasio & Carvalho, 2013, 143). Possession of those phylogenetically ancient

regions, or their analogs, theoretically su�ces for an animal to experience feelings invoked

by interoceptive activity.

Along with requisite homeostasis-relevant neural structures, an organism capable of ex-

periencing feelings must also possess the kind of body that can carry out what the authors

call action programmes, which are the occasional causes of feelings. Action programmes are

“biologically pre-set and largely stereotypical” physiological mechanisms (Damasio & Car-

valho, 2013, 145). An example would be the automatic retraction of the hand from a hot

stove; this can be initiated before the subject would feel pain in her hand. Certain kinds

of action programmes constitute what Damasio (1994; cf. Damasio & Carvalho, 2013, 145)

de�nes as emotions. For example, the action programme they identify as fear involves “a

concert of responses” to a stimulus, including heart rate changes, �ight-or-�ght behaviors,

and changes in attentional behaviors—in other words, the kinds of changes we Jamesians

would describe as an emotional reaction.

In generating feelings correlating to emotional reactions, our bodies inform us of our

deviations from homeostasis. Feelings play crucial roles in associative learning and gaining

control over our behaviors. Felt experiences allow an organism to learn about the condi-

tions of homeostatic imbalances and their corrections, and to anticipate future adverse or
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favorable conditions.�us, feelings function to “provide an additional level of regulation of

behaviour” (Damasio & Carvalho, 2013, 143).

�e e�ect of feelings in consciousness—that is, over and above the level of physiological

description—is their presentation of valence: “the direction, positive or negative, and the

intensity of the homeostatic deviations proxied by feelings” (Damasio&Carvalho, 2013, 150).

�e authors deem valence a necessary feature of body states.�at is, any given body state is

necessarily good or bad from the point of view of homeostasis (Damasio & Carvalho, 2013,

145). �is aspect of valence is not intrinsic to exteroceptive mental states (e.g., perceptions

of external world features). As mentioned above, exteroception does not involve feelings,

but can trigger them. (Interoception, again, does involve feeling.) �is position is re�ected

in Damasio’s (1994; 1999) general position that emotional feelings aid us in evaluating our

situations.

In summary, Damasio and Carvalho take feelings to be mental correlates of bodily

changes that inform the organism of a deviation fromhomeostasis. All feelings are valenced,

which puts them in contrast with perceptions (of the extrabodily world). To reconstruct

their claim in our preferred vocabulary: emotional experiences are a breed of a�ect directly

caused by the physiological changes of emotional reactions. Exteroception can trigger emo-

tional feelings indirectly, but only by way of interoceptive processes.

Damasio and Carvalho’s view is helpful here due to its emphasis on valence as a neces-

sary component of feelings. As we will see later, valence plays a key role in the operations

of emotion experiences. However, their view of experiential consciousness is restrictive: if

only creatures with limbic systems or similar, massive neural structures are conscious—that

is, have a�ectivity—then many, perhaps the majority, of the world’s organisms lack access to

emotional experiences even if they demonstrate emotional reactions. Fruit �ies and marine

snails, for instance, show fear responses and can be conditioned to enact them in novel sce-

narios (LeDoux, 1996, 147; 2002a, 63-64). But if Damasio and Carvalho are correct, then
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those beings’ emotional reactions produce no a�ective correlates—no emotional experi-

ences. Some theorists are less miserly with their attribution of a�ectivity throughout the

biological taxa.

3.1.2.2 Ginsburg and Jablonka’s evolutionary account

A promising theory of the evolutionary emergence of a�ect (as experience) has recently

been proposed by Simona Ginsburg and Eva Jablonka (2007a; 2007b; 2010a). According to

their theory, a�ective states are the product of particular kinds of activity across a highly

interconnected system of neurons. If a creature’s internal or external sensors are activated,

then they will trigger a chain reaction of activity in downstream neurons throughout the

system, allowing for rapid communication of sensory signals throughout the body of the

organism (Ginsburg & Jablonka, 2007a, 220).�e overall state of activity across the organ-

ism’s neural system at a given time is one of “incessant and persistent neural stimulation of

the animal’s external and internal sensors”; the authors call this state the organism’s overall

sensation (Ginsburg & Jablonka, 2007a, 220). However, this overall sensation is not—not

yet—equivalent to a phenomenological experience. Instead, it is “a weak, completely func-

tionless, andmeaningless side-e�ect of an interconnected sensory-motor system” (Ginsburg

& Jablonka, 2007a, 220).

�e overall sensation looks very similar to a preconscious state of primordial a�ectivity

such as is seen in Colombetti’s (2014) enactivist theory. However, a key di�erence is that

Colombetti takes primordial a�ectivity to be intrinsically functional, given that it operates

to make sense of the organism’s perceivable world. Allowing for some leniency of de�nition,

it looks like Colombetti’s theory sees all such phenomena as cognitive—where cognition is

here understood as any means of an organism’s interacting with and navigating through its

environment. Ginsburg and Jablonka’s notion of overall sensation, on the other hand, is

necessarily noncognitive since it is functionless.
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How does an overall sensation become an experiential state, an a�ect? According to

Ginsburg and Jablonka’s model, experience comes into the picture when an organism has,

or perhaps has the capacity for, several di�erent kinds of overall sensations that follow bodily

changes, and when these numerous overall sensations become integrated and persist (Gins-

burg & Jablonka, 2007a, 221). Transitions between distinct overall sensations re�ect re�ex-

ive sensory-motor behaviors: recoiling from objects that touch the organism’s membrane,

or releasing waste from the body, or other such behaviors might be modelled according to

such transitions. But since the scope of phenomenality in such cases is going to be severely

limited, the authors refer to such instances as limited experiencing: “Experiencing is limited

both because it is based on a limited learning ability, which can only modulate preexisting

re�exes, and because the inner feelings do not yet have a function, so evolution based on

them is limited” (Ginsburg & Jablonka, 2007a, 221).

States of limited experiencing might qualify as a�ects if we take them to be raw feel-

ings. It is, I think, fair to think of limited experiencing as the most rudimentary form of

what-it-is-likeness, in the spirit of�omas Nagel’s famous posit (Nagel, 1974). But since it is

functionless, if we call such a state a�ective, we cannot extend it to apply to emotional expe-

rience, which I have maintained has certain functions. So, we should look at what Ginsburg

and Jablonka have to say about the evolution of functional a�ect or what they call unlimited

experiencing:

A system can be de�ned as one with “unlimited experiencing” when a theoreti-

cally very large number of whole-organism sensory states can be generated, and

when these states can be given a value and function as motivational states. An

animal with such a system can be said to experience and feel: it can be said to

have a�ective states and basic consciousness. (Ginsburg & Jablonka, 2007a, 221;

original emphasis)

�e di�erence maker that extends an organism’s experiential capacity into one of unlim-
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ited experiencing is in that organism’s ability to form novel associative pathways between in-

teroceptors or exteroceptors and patterns of neural activity that lead to behavioral changes.

When such associations are made, the animal becomes signi�cantly less constrained in its

means of interacting with the world: it is not limited to innate, rigid re�exive reactions, but

instead can roam freely through its environment by learning and producing “new adaptive

behaviors, based on partial cues related to its idiosyncratic, individual, ontogenetic learn-

ing history” (Ginsburg & Jablonka, 2007a, 221). In other words, unlimited experiencing

co-occurs with the capacity for learning novel behaviors and associating them with intero-

ceptive or exteroceptive activity.

�e authors o�er a very general notion of what counts as learning (Ginsburg & Jablonka,

2007a, 222). First, an input (either interoceptive or exteroceptive) leads to a reaction that has

some functional e�ect. Next, a physical trace of the input–e�ect relation persists across the

neural system. Finally, the relation trace can be recalled—that is, retriggered—upon expo-

sure to the same type of input; and that trace can be more readily recalled upon subsequent

re-exposures. Importantly, the co-occurring sensory stimulation and memory traces both

contribute to the overall sensory state of the organism (Ginsburg & Jablonka, 2010a, 112).

�is is the driving factor behind the qualitative character of the creature’s experience: “At

each moment, the sum-total of neural activity in the animal’s nervous system, due to persis-

tent stimuli and the activation of memory traces which have a minimal temporal, present-

extending duration, is an overall sensory state — a dynamic state with a speci�c sensory

�avour or signature, an experiencing” (Ginsburg & Jablonka, 2010a, 112).

To summarize Ginsburg and Jablonka’s theory: any creature whose neural architecture

allows for associative learning—viz. the pairing of novel inputs from interoceptors or exte-

roceptors with behavioral changes—is capable of experiencing a�ect.
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3.1.3 Functions of a�ect

Although theorists diverge over the details of a�ect, they typically agree that it provides

something bene�cial to the well-being of its organisms. �ese functions can be clustered

into three types that—coincidentally, of course—also inform the desiderata of a theory of

emotion: informational content, intentionality, and motivation.

3.1.3.1 A�ect’s informational content

�e majority position in the literature is that a�ective qualities represent current conditions

of the body (e.g., Barrett, 2017; Damasio & Carvalho, 2013; Russell, 1980, 2003). A phrase

o�en used to capture what a change in a�ect represents is deviation from homeostasis. De-

viations from homeostasis o�en indicate detrimental changes to the organism’s body such

as tissue damage or a lack of metabolic fuel, though they can also indicate bene�cial events

such as the acquisition of fuel or the opportunity to copulate.

A shi� from one point in the a�ective state space to another re�ects a shi� in the organ-

ism’s bodily condition. �e a�ective quality of a state of hunger or a headache might creep

into consciousness very slowly, over the course of hours, while other a�ective states such

as those accompanying or comprising sharp pains and orgasms might re�ect instantaneous

deviations from a prior state.

As mentioned above, a�ect is generated by interoception. But Barrett takes care to ex-

plicate her belief that interoception does not exist for the sake of producing a�ect (Barrett,

2017, 72-73). Nor does she believe that an explanation of interoception brings with it an

explanation of a�ect:

Interoception did not evolve for you to have feelings but to regulate your body

budget. It helps your brain track your temperature, how much glucose you are

using, whether you have any tissue damage, whether your heart is pounding,

whether yourmuscles are stretching, and other bodily conditions, all at the same
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time. Your a�ective feelings of pleasure and displeasure, and calmness and ag-

itation, are simple summaries of your budgetary state. Are you �ush? Are you

overdrawn? Do you need a deposit, and if so, how desperately? (Barrett, 2017,

73)

Barrett’s position is echoed by many other theorists, and I think it’s a �ne working theory of

a�ect’s informational content.�e general a�ective system informs the experiencing organ-

ism of how it is faring at the moment.

3.1.3.2 �e intentionality of a�ect

By representing deviations from homeostasis, a�ective states intend toward the organism’s

body.�e information they convey regarding the organism’s body point towards that organ-

ism as an individual.

But on their own, a�ective states do not say anything about the world outside the or-

ganism. �ere’s no self-other divide denoted by general a�ective feelings, and there’s no

indication of anything outside of the organism’s body to which it can react or upon which it

can act. A general a�ective state, uncoupled from sensory registration or perceptual states,

does not point the organism toward any feature of its environment.

I should point out that not all theorists agree with this claim. Colombetti, for instance,

takes the intentionality of a�ectivity to be world-directed. A�ectivity, on her theory, is an

organism’s means of “making sense” of its world: “. . . all living systems are sense-making sys-

tems, namely. . . , they inhabit a world that is signi�cant for them, a world that they them-

selves enact or bring forth as the correlate of their needs and concerns” (Colombetti, 2014,

2). She says that a�ectivity is the “bringing forth” of this world (2014, 21). But this con-

strual requires that all organisms that are capable of a�ectivity are simultaneously capable

of receiving sensory inputs from the world. An organism’s a�ectivity, on Colombetti’s view,

logically depends on its possessing exteroceptive capacities. If Damasio and Carvalho are
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correct in claiming that interoceptors evolved prior to exteroceptors (Damasio & Carvalho,

2013, 145), and if a�ect is a consequence of interoception, then Colombetti’s requirement

here is unwarranted.

However, if a�ect is intended toward the organism rather than its environment, a general

capacity for a�ect could exist in a solipsistic creature. It is conceivable that a simple organism

lacking exteroceptive systems would still be capable of experiencing a�ect if it possessed

a capacity for interoception. Although its a�ective states would intend towards itself, this

intentional quality would not be particularly helpful in many environments. Perhaps such

technically senseless creatures existed prior to the Cambrian Explosion. Imagine a primitive

bivalve creature that opens and closes a mouth-like structure in order to �lter the water for

nutrients, but that lacks the capacity to do anything else: it spends its life adhered to a single

rock on the sea �oor. Imagine also that this particular breed of bivalve has the capacity

for associative learning. If the bivalve is able to form associations between its interoceptive

states and its behaviors (opening and closing its “mouth”), then chances are it is also able to

experience a�ective states like hunger and satiation. It could then learn to open its “mouth”

when hungry. �e gradual transition the bivalve experiences, speci�cally the graduation

from experiencing hunger to experiencing satiation, constitutes its a�ective system’s state

space. But when it reaches the point of satiation, it may learn that leaving its mouth open

leads to an unpleasant experience (due to having consumed more than it can comfortably

digest). Consequently, it will learn to associate the experience of satiation with the behavior

of closing its “mouth”. A�ectivity, then, helps this solipsistic bivalve make sense of its own

bodily states and behavioral capabilities.

3.1.3.3 A�ect motivates action

If Ginsburg and Jablonka’s account of theminimal conditions for a�ective experience is close

to the truth then many other creatures throughout the world’s environments are capable of
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at least some a�ective states—even creatures whose neural architectures are signi�cantly

less sophisticated than mammals or birds or octopuses. In that case, a general a�ect system

is arguably the most primitive motivator to have evolved in Earth’s organisms. How does

activity across a network of neurons come to motivate its host organism?

�e explanation Ginsburg and Jablonka o�er is tied to their description of associative

learning, and it centers around the notion of organismic value. �ey write that the sort

of open-ended associative learning described above involves “attributing intrinsic, whole-

organism ‘value’” to novel associations (Ginsburg & Jablonka, 2007b, 232). Value, as they

use the term here, appears to track ecological concerns:

. . . the individual organism must have internal criteria for deciding whether a

new association or a new behavior is appropriate: it must be able to evalu-

ate, during its own lifetime, whether a response is generally bene�cial or detri-

mental. It must have an internal, �exible, yet robust, evaluative system, which

can assess new stimuli and responses in a highly context-dependent, ontogeny-

sensitive manner. (Ginsburg & Jablonka, 2007b, 232; original emphasis)

If an organism is able to make such assessments of its novel input–response associations,

the authors say, that organism has acquired a reward system (Ginsburg & Jablonka, 2007b,

232). Each such system has a value that is either “positive” or “negative” (these quotation

marks are the authors’)—a quality of valence, or something like it at least. If an organism

behaves in a way that leads to tissue damage (say, pushing against a sharp-ended object), this

will alter its overall sensation and produce a negative a�ective state which will in turn lead

to a di�erent behavior which, hopefully for the organism, will lead to a positive a�ective

state (Ginsburg & Jablonka, 2007b, 236-237). �us, the overall function of these a�ective

reward systems “is to inform the animal about its present deviation” from its ideal condi-

tion, “and guide it towards reaching it by directing adaptive behaviour that is based on past

history” (Ginsburg & Jablonka, 2010a, 117). Once such feelings evolved in organisms, “they
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became central organizing causes and navigators for the animals [sic] goal-oriented actions”

(Ginsburg & Jablonka, 2010a, 117; emphasis removed).

While Ginsburg and Jablonka’s theory allows attribution of a�ect to creatures as simple

as the solipsistic bivalvementioned above,29most a�ective scientists are interested primarily

in human psychology. Indeed, a�ectmotivates di�erently according to organisms’ capacities

to react to their a�ective states. Regarding human a�ect, Barrett holds that it functions not to

motivate us to particular action, but to prompt the brain to search for explanations of what’s

going on: that is, to make sense of one’s interoceptive state: “Your brain constantly uses past

experience to predict which objects and events will impact your body budget, changing your

a�ect” (Barrett, 2017, 73). On the other hand, to seek and acquire knowledge arguably is a

form of behavior. While our solipsistic bivalve knows only to open its “mouth” in response

to its feeling of hunger, we humans can train ourselves to recognize our hunger as indicative

of a need to acquire food. We can then act on that need with the intention of acquiring

food—not simply (like the bivalve) with the intention of diminishing our feelings of hunger.

3.1.4 Emotion is not merely a�ect

With these three related functions, a�ect is capable of helping an organism react to its bodily

requirements as they aremade salient. A general a�ect system thus plays a crucial ecological

role for any creature that has one.

Ginsburg and Jablonka’s portrayal of a�ective states asmotivational experiences gets us a

good distance toward what we need in order to ground an explanation of emotional experi-

ences.�eir theory o�ers a nice middle ground between the theories described previously:

although it agrees with Damasio and Carvalho’s claim that a�ective states are intrinsically
29In fact, Ginsburg and Jablonka would not think it likely that our solipsistic bivalve is capable of “full

experience”, since they take both interoception and exteroception as necessary contributors to the process. But
their reason for this commitment is theoretically shallow: “there is no point in being aware of one’s internal
states if one cannot do something about it” (Ginsburg & Jablonka, 2010a, 121).�ey do not o�er an argument
for this commitment other than deferring to other sources. �us, their commitment is not a consequence of
the theory of experiencing that they present, so we have no reason to follow them on that point.
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valenced (and thus motivational), it extends drastically the range of creatures that might

have access to a�ective states. And it achieves this while maintaining that a�ect is necessar-

ily qualitative.

Going forward, I will assume that Ginsburg and Jablonka’s portrayal of a�ect is correct,

or at least as close to correct as we’ll get right now.�at is, I’ll take an a�ective state to be a

valenced “raw feeling” (as Barrett says) that functions to motivate its organism to behave in

self-bene�tting manners. Negatively valenced a�ects are ideally self-defeating: unpleasant

feelings motivate their organisms to try to rid themselves of such feelings. And positively

valenced a�ects are ideally self-maintaining: pleasant feelings motivate their organisms to

continue behaving in such a way as to keep such feelings around as long as possible.

On their own, however, general a�ective states are insu�cient to qualify as emotions.

�ose who adhere to a cursory, standard reading of James’s theory of emotion will likely see

my claim here as a departure from it: contrarily, they will say, James simply takes emotions

to be a�ects and nothing more. But, as Chapter 1 demonstrated, Jamesian emotions are not

the psychologically uninteresting epiphenomena many readers take them to be. Instead,

Jamesian emotions meet the three desiderata demanded of a theory of emotions: that they

are motivational, information-bearing, and world-directed intentional mental phenomena.

We’ve just now seen that all a�ective states are motivational, primarily because they are in-

trinsically valenced. If emotional experiences are breeds (or a breed) of a�ective states, then

they get one of the three desiderata for free. But emotions, I will argue, carry di�erent kinds

of information, and this information is intended towards both the organism and its external

environment. While all a�ective states motivate their organisms to act in ways determined

solely by internal factors (i.e., deviations from homeostasis), emotions are unique in that

they motivate their organisms to react to the world as presented to them.�e remainder of

this chapter details these unique qualities and functions of emotional experiences.
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3.2 More than a�ect: emotion and perception

At the end of the previous chapter, I posed a question: Can emotional reactions be trig-

gered by nonmental stimuli? I want to argue, against the general consensus, that they can.

However, I need to avoid thereby reducing emotions tomere a�ects. I have promised a story

according to which emotional experiences are a special kind of a�ective state, di�ering from

other a�ects according to the information they carry and the intentionality of that informa-

tion.

In asking what sort of information emotional experiences bear, we simultaneously ask

what that information is about. Damasio, according to the summaries in this and the previ-

ous chapter, runs with one answer: emotional feelings inform the organism about the state

of its body in connection with a stimulus object. Similarly, Prinz describes the informational

content of emotional feelings as the condition of the body, but also emphasizes that the feel-

ing conveys the body’s preparedness for action. On both accounts, the occasional cause of

the emotion is the perceptual state that triggered the emotional reaction, while the bodily

changes constitutive of the emotional reaction are the direct cause of the emotional expe-

rience. Emotional experiences provide us with information about both the external world

and our own bodies.

Peter Goldie (2000; 2002; 2009) similarly states that emotional experiences (“emotional

feelings”) involve both kinds of intentionality. He claims that “emotional episodes” involve

two distinct kinds of feelings running in tandem: bodily feelings, roughly of the Jamesian

sort, along with what he calls feelings towards.�ese latter feelings are intentionally directed

at the object of emotion: one can have an angry feeling toward one’s rival, for example, or

a lustful feeling toward a potential mate. �is, he says, is a departure from the Jamesian

tradition (and, in fact, from much of the cognitivist camp) which allows only for bodily

feelings.

Consider from the �rst-person perspective James’s famous example of reacting with fear
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towards a bear. In this case, the bear, a real-world entity, is the stimulus that triggers your

emotional response (say, gasping, freezing, and all the bodily changes required to make that

happen), and you experience the subsequent a�ective state as a feeling of fear. Now, it is

perfectly reasonable to add to your description the claim that you are afraid of the bear.

�erefore, if we are going to fully explain our emotional experiences, we need tomake room

in our explanation for this intentional aspect. But notice that we have not established that

the emotional stimulus—the real-world bear you’ve encountered—is the very same as the

object towards which you feel afraid, or the object of emotion.�e object of your emotion in

this case may not in fact perfectly match the bear as it is in the real world, but rather your

own interpretation of what you perceive. In some cases, we react with wild exaggeration

towards perfectly harmless or ecologically neutral stimulus objects. In episodes of objectless

emotions we react to. . .nothing—not an object present to consciousness, at least. So, if there

are cases in which the occasional stimulus is not identical to the object of emotion, then we

have no reason to think that the intentional quality of an emotion necessarily enters by way

of perceiving the occasional stimulus.

But intentional information about the external world makes its way into our emotional

experiences somehow. In fact, such intentionality, I will argue, works its way into perceptual

states by virtue of logically prior emotional experiences. If this information does not enter

through either a perceptual state or a cognitive appraisal, how does it get into emotional

experiences?

�e best way to answer this question, I think, is to look backwards in time, and then

work backwards in process. We know that perceptual contents are intentional, information-

bearing states. If emotional experiences contribute to perceptual states, an analysis of per-

ception can help us understand how emotional experiences satisfy the three desiderata.

�erefore, the next subsection (3.2.1) looks at the in�uences of the general a�ective system

on the evolution of perceptual systems. �e following subsection (3.2.2) discusses the the-
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ory of a�ordances with respect to perceptual states. Following that, subsection 3.2.3 explains

how emotional experiences partly constitute those perceptual a�ordances.

3.2.1 A�ect and the evolution of perceptual systems

We can understand the interactions between emotion and perception by considering the

evolution of perceptual systems. Researchers o�en point to the Cambrian Explosion as the

era duringwhich sensory systems became specialized resources for creatures to navigate and

interact with their environments (e.g., Ginsburg & Jablonka, 2010b; Godfrey-Smith, 2016a,b;

Trestman, 2013). Michael Trestman argues that creatures whose bodies were becoming in-

creasingly complex—with articulable limbs and capacities for swi� mobility—also required

a “basic cognitive toolkit for embodied, object-oriented, spatial cognition”; he calls this Ba-

sic Cognitive Embodiment (BCE) (Trestman, 2013, 80). Di�erent creatures, of course, have

developed multiple discrete sensory systems: we humans and our common pets are familiar

with our visual, auditory, tactile, olfactory, and gustatory senses; bats and porpoises employ

distinct mechanisms of echolocation; sharks, rays, and electric eels pick up on electrical

�elds;30 and so on. How these various specialized sensory systems developed is a broad

and ongoing area of research that spans numerous disciplines. However, philosophers and

psychologists enjoy explaining things in terms of general functions. Is there a functional

account that can help us to understand how perceptual systems in general came to be?

One such theory is proposed by T. G. R. Bower (1974). According to Bower’s theory,

early creatures possessed a perceptual system that picked up on information through a single

modality, probably tactility. �is primitive perceptual system then guided the evolution of

specialized sensory systems such as eyes and ears. While “each sense organ is specialized

to pick a particular band of stimulation” (Bower, 1974, 141), such as the visual and auditory

30Add monotremes (echidnas and platypuses) to the list of electrolocating animals, since a duck-billed,
otter-footed, beaver-tailed, poison-spurred, egg-laying, lamprey-eyed, milk-sweating mammal would be bor-
ing without that extra feature.
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spectra, they all derived from and contribute to the same object-oriented perceptual system.

Crucially, then, the e�ective stimulus for any given sensory system need not be under-

stood as the energy or medium involved in the physiology of sensory receptors. Take the

visual system for instance. Bower writes that it “does not respond to light at all, it responds

rather to edges, changes, ratios, and relations” (Bower, 1974, 142).�is follows from the idea

that for the visual system to guide behavior and decision-making in an organism, it requires

complex inputs, “and these inputs can be speci�ed without reference to light” (Bower, 1974,

143, original emphasis). So, while the eye is sensitive to changes in light, the signi�cance of

this sensitivity to the organism’s overall perceptual system is determined by the information

carried by changes in the intensity and contrast of light. Of course, this information speci�es

the spatial con�guration (and changes therein) of the environment surrounding the organ-

ism. A dark shadow in an otherwise light visual space might indicate a predator or prey or

a potential mate.

Such sensory systems would work in service of BCE: they would allow an organism to

navigate its world and consider what can potentially impact it from outside of its own body.

Compare an organism with this capability to the aforementioned solipsistic bivalve (sec-

tion 3.1.3.2). Since the bivalve lacks exteroceptors of any kind (including tactility), it lacks

any means of picking up on information regarding its environment. It could not react to

its surroundings, but only to its internal states (as represented by its general a�ect system).

But once such a creature develops a primitive perceptual system, it can begin to react to the

world that impacts it. With a tactility system in place, it can respond to changes in pressure

on its body (perhaps another rock or larger bottom-dwelling organism came to rest on top of

it). With a rudimentary visual system (such as found on some extant bivalves (see Morton,

2008)), it can respond to looming stimuli that may threaten it—even if it cannot distinguish

between a predator and a passive danger such as a ralling rock.

Perhaps there’s a psychological point here, too. �e story of the solipsistic bivalve saw
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it endowed with a general a�ective system as the most rudimentary form of consciousness.

Regardless of its inability to perceive anything outside its body, it is capable of a limited

range of experiences, namely states between hunger and satiation. If its descendants then

developed the kinds of exteroceptors required for a primitive perceptual system, those ex-

teroceptors would contribute inputs to the general a�ect system. In this new and improved

bivalve, a general a�ective system would respond to the inputs of a primitive perceptual sys-

tem. Feelings would arise as internal reactions to external stimuli. �ese feelings would

direct behavioral responses which in turn would present new or altered stimuli to the or-

ganism as it behaves andmoves within its environment. While the solipsistic bivalve merely

acts upon the world, its perceptive descendant reacts to it.

�e larger point here is that the general a�ect program guides the evolution of sensory

systems by informing an organism of the state of its body with respect to external stimuli

(registered by those systems) and motivating certain responsive behaviors. In ecological

terms, the a�ect systemmakes salient the signi�cance of certain stimuli. Stimuli are rendered

salient because they stand in some relationship to the organism’s bodily well-being. �is

puts pressure on the organism’s descendants to maximize their sensitivity to that stimulus

kind.�e greater sensitivity to a stimulus kind, the greater the chance an organism can stay

alive and help its lineage prosper. And so, features of the world are recognized as to-be-

responded-to. As certain responsive behaviors lead to the propagation of the invidual, and

therea�er the species, the sensory mechanisms that trigger those behaviors are retained and

re�ned throughout generations.

Later into this chapter I will argue that the a�ective qualities that accompany sensory in-

puts constitute emotional experiences, or emotions proper. In order to set up that argument,

we need to further examine the functional nature of perception.
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3.2.2 A�ordances

�e intentionality of emotional experiences and the kinds of information they provide ulti-

mately can be explained in the vocabulary of James J. Gibson’s ecological psychology (Gib-

son, 1966, 1979). Gibson is best known for his theory of perception: the contents of per-

ceptual states are what he calls a�ordances. In the remainder of this chapter I will utilize

a broadly Gibsonian framework, but I should note that I am not undertaking a project of

Gibson scholarship. Whether the notion of a�ordances I advocate below is entirely faith-

ful of Gibson’s theory is orthogonal to whether concepts derived from his work can help us

understand the proposed primitivist theory of emotion.

Here is Gibson’s introductory description of the notion of a�ordances:

�e a�ordances of the environment are what it o�ers to the animal, what it pro-

vides or furnishes, either for good or ill.�e verb to a�ord is found in the dictio-

nary, but the noun a�ordance is not. I have made it up. I mean by it something

that refers to both the environment and the animal in a way that no existing

term does. It implies the complementarity of the animal and the environment.

(Gibson, 1979, 127; original emphasis)

A�ordances are found throughout the natural and arti�cial world. A common case involving

functional human artifacts might help us to understand them. Consider the following fact:

F1 Ladders are for climbing.

We can restate this fact in terms of what such artifacts allow us to do with them:

F2 A ladder a�ords climbing.

I expect you’re still on board with this. We can restate this once again to ascribe certain

properties to the ladder according to Gibson’s preferred terminology of a�ordances:

A1 A ladder is climb-up-able,
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where is climb-up-able describes the ladder’s a�ordance with respect to the behavioral ca-

pacities of an organism (see Gibson, 1979, 128). A�ordances depend on both the objects

and the organisms (potentially) interacting with them: ladders a�ord climbing to those or-

ganisms who can climb (humans, other primates, maybe cats, mice, bears. . . ) but not those

with drastically di�erent anatomies (deer, sharks, jelly�sh. . . ). Gary Hat�eld gives an anal-

ogous example: wood is nutritious to termites but not humans (Hat�eld, 2009a, 292). In

a�ordances-talk, wood a�ords nourishment only to those organisms (e.g., termites) whose

metabolisms can process wood.

A�ordances are o�en said to exist independently of whether or not they are in fact per-

ceived (Scarantino, 2003, 954; see also Chemero, 2009, ch. 7). A ladder in an otherwise

unoccupied shed is climb-up-able in the abstract; wood outside the vicinity of termites is

metabolize-able to termites in the abstract. If so understood, then all we need to explain the

ladder’s climb-up-ability (the conditions under which that object a�ords an organism some

interactive behavior) is a description of the ladder’s structure, a description of the organism’s

physiology and anatomy, an observation of the organism’s sensitivity to the a�ordance, and

perhaps some spatiotemporal commonalities between ladder and organism. A�ordances

may then be a kind of disposition or potentiality, and organisms become aware of them

when perceiving the ladder. Perceiving an a�ordance, on this view, means perceiving an

object’s “opportunities for behavior”—such as the opportunity to climb up the ladder—in

an abstract sense (Chemero, 2009, 135). Human perceivers can consciously entertain a�or-

dances and choose whether or not to act upon them. Nonetheless, we can also appeal to

numerous a�ordances that are not perceived to describe why certain states of a�airs come

about. A chair leg a�ords me toe-stub-on-ability when I’m walking around in the dark or

with my eyes closed.

But notice something important here regarding the distinction between accidental

movements and intentional behaviors: the ladder can be climbed only if the perceiver per-
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ceives it as climb-up-able and is able to act according to that perception. And perceiving, as

Gibson (1976) exclaims, is very much an activity, not a passive event. Conversely, the organ-

ism cannot climb the ladder if it does not actively register that the ladder a�ords climbing

(that is, if it does not see or feel or otherwise sense the ladder).31 �ere is, here, a very im-

portant sense in which the perceived a�ordance itself is constituted, in part, by the very act

of perception. To put it another way, the directing of the organism’s sensory system towards

the ladder is a constituent of the perceived a�ordance just as is the size, shape, and solidity of

the ladder itself.�e perceiver is an actor; the activity of climbing is a�orded not just by the

ladder, but also by the perceiver’s control over its limbs and digits. Its ability to coordinate

the movements of its limbs and digits is assumed, of course. If it is unable to actively raise

one leg, then the other, while gripping the sides of the ladder, then that ladder does not af-

ford climb-up-ability relative to its perceiver. But consider, now, that just as the coordinated

movements of the limbs and digits constitute behavior, so too does directing one’s sensory

systems (automatically or deliberately) through one’s environment. In perceiving the object

that is the ladder, the perceiver itself contributes to the structuring of the relationship that

constitutes the a�ordance of the ladder’s climb-up-ability by that perceiver.

�e quali�cation that a�ordances for intentional behavior are partly constituted by an

act of sensory registration allows us to separate these a�ordances from the dispositional,

abstract a�ordances described by the likes of Andrea Scarantino (2003). Let’s consider the

accidental or dispositional sense of a�ordance Φ-a�ordances. �ese can be given broadly

physical descriptions (the ladder’s structure, the organism’s physiology and sensititivity, and

spatiotemporal relations between the two). �ose a�ordances perceived through acts of

sensory registration we can call Ψ-a�ordances. It is these latter a�ordances that constitute

31I discount from discussion those wildly implausible “gotcha!” thought experiments concocted by certain
breeds of analytic philosopher. While it may be physically possible that a nonperceiving organism’s limbs could
individually spasm in such a way that their random movements would result in that organism’s climbing the
ladder, such an event is practically just about impossible, and theoretically uninteresting. Appeal to such a
counterexample would merely a�ord its utterer disrespect-ability.
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the contents of perceptual states.�eir designation as Ψ-a�ordances respects their status as

members of a psychological ontology.

Ψ-a�ordances are not merely psychological analogues of Φ-a�ordances.�ey are a spe-

ci�c breed of a�ordance that causally depend on not only organisms’ motor capacities, but

their sensory-motor capacities. I believe this is the best way to understandGibson’s following

quote, which causes much drama throughout the literature on a�ordances:

An important fact about the a�ordances of the environment is that they are in a

sense objective, real, and physical, unlike values and meanings, which are o�en

supposed to be subjective, phenomenal, andmental. But, actually, an a�ordance

is neither an objective property nor a subjective property; or it is both, if you

like. An a�ordance cuts across the dichotomy of subjective–objective and helps

us to understand its inadequacy. It is equally a fact of the environment and a

fact of behavior. It is both physical and psychical, yet neither. An a�ordance

points both ways, to the environment and to the observer. (Gibson, 1979, 129)

Relative to Ψ-a�ordances, it is much more di�cult (for me, at least) to understand how a

perceiver-independent Φ-a�ordance cuts across the subjective-objective dichotomy. �is

reciprocity between perceiver and object in determining perceptual content (Ψ-a�ordances)

is crucial for understanding the sense in which perception of these a�ordances is direct

rather than representational: the perceptual content is the set of events that can occur when

the perceiver behaviorally interacts with the object. It makes little sense, then, to say in iso-

lation of a perceptual state that the ladder a�ords climb-up-ability. �is Gibsonian phrase

should be taken as short-hand for the longer description of the Ψ-a�ordance:

A2 �e ladder a�ords the perceiver the ability to climb if and only if the perceiver succeeds

in picking up (viz. sensing) certain indicatory information emitted by the ladder.

We can identify, then, three di�erent sets of variables that determine an object’s Ψ-a�ordance
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(e.g., a ladder’s climb-up-ability) qua perceptual content: the physical structure of the object

(measured in units relative to the organism’s body size: see Gibson, 1979, 127-128); the sets of

patterned movements and physiological changes (behaviors) the organism is capable of un-

dergoing; and the act of sensory accommodation and registration (e.g., gazing at, sni�ng at,

touching the object) the organism does, in fact, undergo. Andwe can express a Ψ-a�ordance

using the following formal notation:

PÐ→a BO

Here, P marks out the perceiving organism (with its particular physiological features and

capacities), Ð→a is an a�ordance to act out a behavior, B, with respect to some object O.�e

arrow above the a designates that the a�ordance is one of the perceiver P acting towards the

environmental object O.�us, A2 becomes:

A3 PÐ→a climb-up-abilityladder

Note that the P in a Ψ-a�ordance will be experienced from the �rst-person perspective.�e

above notation does not describe a propositional statement with a necessarily explicable

concept of self; it is intended as an approximate, symbolic depiction of an experiential state.

Indeed, it is intended to capture a kind of mental state available to any creature with the

kind of neural architecture described by Ginsburg and Jablonka’s theory (see section 3.1.2.2

above). Suchmental states are unlikely to qualify as cognitive, at least according to advocates

of the cognitivist approach described in the introduction to the dissertation and in section

2.1.�is, I believe, is a strength of the proposed noncognitivist theory: one’s self can occupy

a speci�c perspective and take part in a relational perceptual state without depending on

access to a concept of self.

With this theory of perceptual content on the table, let’s now shi� discussion back to

emotion.
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3.2.3 Emotions and Ψ-a�ordances

I have stated at numerous points in this chapter that emotions partly constitute perceptual

states. Moreover, I have just argued that the contents of perceptual states are a special kind

of a�ordance, namely Ψ-a�ordances. I now need to show how emotions partly constitute

Ψ-a�ordances.

James Gibson does not muchmention the relationship between perception and emotion

in his works. However, he does mention something telling. To test hypotheses derived from

his theory of ecological psychology, Eleanor Gibson and Richard Walk (1960) develop the

“visual cli�” experiment. �is involves placing an infant, a kitten, or some other animal

at the edge of a glass �oor, through which can be seen a patterned surface. Crucially, the

underlying patterned surface “drops away” from the glass at a certain point. James Gibson

describes the results as follows:

�e animals or babies tested in this experiment would walk or crawl normally

when they could both see and feel the surface but would not do so when they

could only feel the surface; in the latter case, they froze, crouched, and showed

signs of discomfort. . . . For my part, I should feel very uncomfortable if I had to

stand on a large observation platform with a transparent �oor through which

the ground was seen far below. (Gibson, 1979, 157)

Is the lack of comfort due to a prior perception of a negative Ψ-a�ordance, namely that the

sudden drop of surface a�ords the perceiver fall-o�-ability? Or is it instead a continuation

of the a�ective state that helped to constitute that Ψ-a�ordance in the �rst place?

Recall the distinction between interoceptive and exteroceptive nervous activity.�is was

discussed above in subsection 3.1.1. Recall also the Jamesian line that bodily changes are felt

as they occur, discussed at length in Chapter 1. Such changes include not just movements

of the limbs and activity of the viscera, but also excitation of sensory channels during sen-
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sory registration. Although exteroception itself is distinguishable from interoception (per

Damasio and Carvalho’s description: see subsection 3.1.2.1), the neural processes underlying

exteroception may be represented as subject to interoception in nature, since they involve

physiological changes. Or, as I put it in the previous chapter, excitation of sensory systems

is just as legitimate a bodily change as is, say, an emotional reaction such as crying or laugh-

ing.�e di�erence between these cases is not of kind, but of scale of activity. Sensory system

changes are microscopic, while crying and laughing—identi�able emotional reactions—are

macroscopic changes.

I propose that the a�ective states resulting from excitation of sensory systems during

stimulus registration constitute emotional experiences, or emotions proper. As the sensory

systems resonate with or accommodate to their stimuli (e.g., light patterns falling on the reti-

nae), the neural pathways running throughout the brain (and body) trigger a�ective states

that contribute predictive values based on associative pathways built from prior encounters

with such stimuli (cf. Barrett & Bar, 2009; Ginsburg & Jablonka, 2007a,b, 2010a).

Lisa Feldman Barrett and Moshe Bar (2009) provide neurological evidence in favor of a

similar hypothesis. Speci�cally, they argue that the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) plays a crucial

role in combining information from exteroceptive sensory systems as well as interoceptive

representations to determine the recognitional content of a perceptual state:

�e centrepiece of this circuitry is the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC). . . . �e OFC

is a heteromodal association area that integrates sensory input from the world

and the body (i.e. from extra- and intrapersonal space) to create a contextually

sensitive, multimodal representation of the world and its value to the person at

a particularmoment in time. . . �e OFC’s ongoing integration of sensory infor-

mation from the external worldwith that from the body indicates that conscious

percepts are indeed intrinsically infused with a�ective value, so that the a�ec-

tive salience or signi�cance of an object is not computed a�er the fact. (Barrett
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& Bar, 2009, 1329)

As part of this heteromodal integration of inputs, the state of the body—represented as an

a�ective state—contributes to the brain’s recognitional capacities. Combining this descrip-

tion with the Jamesian claim about felt bodily change gives us an account of speci�c a�ective

states that partly constitute perceptual content. In other words, the interoceptive representa-

tion of excitation in exteroceptive sensory channels provides the a�ective component of a per-

ceptual state. What’s needed for this to occur is an associative mechanism that can represent

an association between some pattern of exteroceptive activity and a temporally nearby inte-

roceptive state.�e interoceptive state grounds an a�ective state that is retriggered by sub-

sequent patterns of exteroceptive activity. And it is precisely these exteroception-triggered

a�ective states that constitute emotions proper.

However, Barrett and Bar’s theory does not straightforwardly �t with an account of per-

ceptual a�ordances. Instead, they take behavior to be mediated by object recognition. �e

role of a�ect in perception, as they see it, is to help �ll in the details following a rudimentary

interpretation of what is being registered by the senses:

�ere is accumulating evidence that during object perception, the brain quickly

makes an initial prediction about the ‘gist’ of the scene or object to which visual

sensations refer. . . [T]he brain uses low spatial frequency visual information

available from the object in context to produce a rough sketch, and then begins

to �ll in the details using information from memory. . . (Barrett & Bar, 2009,

1328)

�ey then elaborate on the role of a�ect in this process of object recognition:

With gist-level visual information about the object, the medial OFC initiates

the internal bodily changes that are needed to guide subsequent actions on that

object in context.�e ability to reach for a round object and pick it up for a bite
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depends on the prediction that it is an apple and that it will enhance one’s well-

being in the immediate future because it has been done so in the past. (Barrett

& Bar, 2009, 1329)

In other words, the a�ordances of the apple—its reach-to-ability and its eat-ability—depend

on its �rst being perceived as an apple. �e role of a�ect in this sequence is to provide

the experience-based information (e.g., that apples are delicious) that turns the perceptual

content from a ‘gist’ to a categorical representation.

Conversely, the Gibsonian view I described in the previous subsection takes the a�or-

dances themselves to constitute contents of perceptual states. Instead of acknowledging the

apple’s eat-ability by �rst recognizing it as an apple, the Gibsonian view states the reverse:

that we recognize the object as an apple by �rst acknowledging its eat-ability. And I believe

that the account of a�ective, associative learning via unlimited experiencing, provided by

Ginsburg and Jablonka (see section 3.1.2.2), can help us make sense of why this would be.

Recall that, according to Ginsburg and Jablonka’s theory, di�erent a�ective overall sen-

sations re�ect di�erent patterns of neural activity in response to sensory stimulation. Asso-

ciative pathways are formed between, on the one hand, both interoceptive and exteroceptive

sensor activation, and, on the other, behavioral responses tuned to either the positive or neg-

ative aspects (i.e., the valence) of that overall neural state. Di�erent overall sensations re�ect

di�erent behavioral capacities and motivate those behaviors by functioning as a�ective re-

ward systems (Ginsburg & Jablonka, 2007b, 232).

Crucially, if this all occurs during sensory registration in creatures such as us humans,

then our a�ective reward systems must be at work during the process of perceiving extrap-

ersonal objects (such as apples, or ladders, or James’s bear). And if our a�ective overall sen-

sations experienced during acts of perceiving re�ect our body’s behavioral capacities, then

those a�ective states partly constitute the Ψ-a�ordances that are our perceptual contents.

Let’s look at another example of a Ψ-a�ordance:
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A4 PÐ→a eat-abilityapple

Recall that P is the perspective of the observer, the embodied feeling-self (see Chapter 2, sub-

section 2.2.4).�e stimulus object, the apple, is here perceived under an aspect: ultimately

it is seen as a thing-to-be-eaten. How does this perceptual state eventuate? An emotional

experience enters here as the general a�ective system’s response to the patterned sequence

of neural activity originating at the organism’s retinae. �at pattern is associated, through

prior experience or maybe through adaptation, with representations of digestive satiation

and nourishment. (In perceptually complex creatures more speci�c memories of pleasant

taste and texture pro�les undoubtedly also play a role in this operation, but such sophis-

ticated capacities are probably unnecessary for rudimentary perception of Ψ-a�ordances.)

Since these states are direct causes of pleasant feelings, a faint echo of a pleasant feeling con-

stitutes a microscopic emotional experience occurring simultaneously with sustained sen-

sory registration of the stimulus (the apple).�e overall perceptual state that �nds its way to

the perceiver’s consciousness is a conglomerate of the a�ective state, triggered by interocep-

tive monitoring of exteroceptive activity, and the particular patterning of that exteroceptive

activity.�e emotional experience’s intentional character informs the organism of the state

of its body and its most prominent or pragmatic suite of behaviors available as reactions to

the stimulus. In plainer language: the emotion tells the organism that what is being sensed

is something that will bene�t it if it eats it. �e stimulus object a�ords the organism eat-

ability. And that perceived eat-ability is what allows perceptually sophisticated creatures

such as humans to see the eat-able stimulus as an apple.

�is example demonstrates that by synthesizing Ginsburg and Jablonka’s theory of a�ect

with Barrett and Bar’s hypothesis regarding a�ect’s contribution to perceptual processing,

we arrive at a theory that sees a particular breed of a�ective state at work in determining

the contents of perceptual states based on the perceiver’s capacities for behavior towards the

perceptual stimulus.
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On what grounds, now, can we justify calling these exteroception-triggered a�ective

states emotions?�is is where the neo-Jamesian side of the theory is made explicit.�emost

important claim of James’s theory of emotion is that an emotional experience is a feeling of

a bodily change as it occurs. As I argued in the previous chapter, and hinted at above on

page 126, it does not matter whether the bodily change is microscopic or macroscopic in na-

ture. All that matters is that the reaction leads to a feeling of some sort. When exteroceptive

neural channels are excited, they produce microscopic a�ective states. �us, microscopic

bodily changes result in microscopic emotional experiences.

However, not every feeling of a bodily change constitutes an emotional experience: many

of our conscious experiences are merely a�ective states rather than emotions proper. For

a feeling to qualify as an emotion (or an emotional experience), it must satisfy the three

desiderata of a theory of emotions: it must be motivating, information-bearing, and inten-

tional. While all a�ects are intrinsically motivating (see section 3.1.2.2), only those a�ective

states involving exteroceptive neural activity carry information about the world outside of

the body. �erefore, it is only this speci�c breed of a�ective state that can satisfy the two

other desiderata.�e a�ective states at work during acts of perception qualify as emotional

experiences.

So much for microscopic emotions. What about those macroscopic phenomena we pre-

theoretically identify as emotions (even if not as speci�c emotions)? �ese feelings o�en

seem to be downstream consequences of our perceiving something, not (just) constituents

of those perceptual states. Indeed, pretty much every other theory of emotion examined

throughout this dissertation characterizes emotion in this macroscopic fashion.�e primi-

tivist theory has to account for them if it is to succeed as a theory of emotion.

One more example of a Ψ-a�ordance can help. Recall James’s bear:

A5 PÐ→a be-hurt-by-abilitybear

Just as the pro�le of sensory system activity from the apple is associated with feelings of
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digestive satiation and nourishment, so too is the bear’s pro�le—speci�cally details such as

size and distance relative to P, and other cues such as a deep, loud roar—associated with

feelings of physical damage. And, of course, physical damage is a direct cause of unpleasant

feelings (the greater the damage, the more negatively valenced and highly aroused the a�ec-

tive state).32 Again, a faint echo of the unpleasant feeling of pain constitutes a microscopic

emotional experience occurring simultaneously with sustained sensory registration of the

stimulus (the bear). �is emotional experience relays to the organism that its body is in a

state of being harmed and represents the stimulus as the source of that harm.�e resulting

perceptual state contains be-hurt-by-ability with respect to the present stimulus–organism

relationship.

Next, that perceptual state contributes to the generation of a macroscopic emotional ex-

perience. Subsection 3.1.3.3 argued that all a�ective statesmotivate action. Negative a�ective

states motivate the organism to eliminate them. And so, the microscopic emotional reac-

tion that partly constitutes this perceptual state motivates the organism to diminish its pres-

ence. It does so by participating in the activation of a sensory-motor association whose suite

of potential bodily responses includes, say, quickening the heart beat, releasing adrenaline

(epinephrine) into the bloodstream, maximizing the sensitivity of exteroceptors (widening

the eyes and reorienting the head toward the stimulus), broadening the respiratory chan-

nels, diverting oxygenated blood to the skeletal muscles, and tensing the skeletal muscles

in preparation for a swi� exit from the scene. A manifestation of these bodily responses

constitutes the macroscopic emotional reaction. �is consequently is felt as a macroscopic

emotional experience that may be familiar to us as fear. (�e next chapter will have much

more to say about how we recognize and interpret our emotional experiences.)

32�e a�ective character of these feelings might resemble some understanding of fear, but let’s not commit
to that just yet.
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Conclusion

�is chapter has attempted to develop a novel theory of emotion based on themajor tenets of

William James’s famous (or infamous) theory as described in Chapter 1. Several descriptors

attach themselves to the proposed theory.

Firstly, it is noncognitivist: it rejects the claim that all emotions require sophisticated in-

ternal mental processes (such as evaluative appraisals) as causes or constituents. Instead,

emotions can be triggered through excitation of neural pathways during exteroceptive sen-

sory registration.

Secondly, it is legitimately neo-Jamesian: it de�nes emotions as feelings (emotional ex-

periences) due to bodily changes (emotional reactions).�us, it is not the case that “we cry,

strike, or tremble, because we are sorry, angry, or fearful”; but instead “we feel sorry because

we cry, angry because we strike, [or] afraid because we tremble” (James, 1884, 190; 1890, II:

450; 1992, 352).

�irdly, it is ecological: emotions inform us of our behavioral capacities insofar as they

help us to navigate the world that impacts us. Emotional experiences partly constitute the

psycho-physical a�ordances of our perceptual states.

Fourthly, it considers emotions to be primitive psychological phenomena. Emotions do

not logically or causally depend upon other, more fundamental psychological kinds such as

cognition or perception. Instead, they rely on interoceptive monitoring.

Taking these labels together, we can think of the proposed theory as a primitivist theory

of emotion.�is theory is o�ered as a plausible alternative to cognitivist theories. However,

there is yet much to be explained in order to convince an audience leaning towards cogni-

tivism that the primitivist theory can pull its weight. In the next chapter, we will investigate

how we identify our emotional experiences through introspective reporting. We will also

see whether, and to what extent, the primitivist theory can explain our more sophisticated,

culturally informed emotional experiences such as guilt and shame.
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How to feel bad about yourself

Introduction

We humans are very expressive, social creatures. We thrive on letting others in our commu-

nities know how we are doing at the moment.�e hungry, altricial infant wails pathetically

until something activates her suckling re�ex; she wails again when she soils herself. �is

general theme endures for a while, until eventually wails are phased out in favor of more

coherent utterances such as “I’m hungry!” and “Oops. . . ”. (Actually, these utterances o�en

are accompanied by more wailing.) With luck and time, the developing individual will ul-

timately turn to making conversation, music (wailing sometimes counts), art, and literature

as outlets for expressing her feelings.

Working in tandem with all these forms of expressiveness are our capacities for under-

standing others’ expressions of feelings. We pride ourselves on our abilities to interpret and

sympathizewith others’mental states. Poker players and psychotherapists build their careers

on these skills. In fact, working through the clues others give us is a rewarding passtime, of-

ten preferred tomore obvious and directmethods. To graspwhat Imean, see what youmake

of this verse by musical artist Rich Terfry (better known as Buck 65):

133
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When I cheated on Sarah

�ere wasn’t a star in the sky

It was covered in clouds

And I started to cry

I was cold and I deserved to be

Hardened and worthless

Windows painted shut

Rebel without a purpose

Clown smoking cigarettes

I think I thought I heard her name

Killing time with my bare hands

Waiting for the hurricane

�ese words don’t directly convey Terfry’s state of mind; they conjure images that his listen-

ers, he assumes, would typically associate with feelings of sadness, regret, and guilt.33 �is

is a classic function of verse and metaphor. Terfry could have said something much more

obvious and direct, along the lines of “I felt guilty” or “I felt bad aboutmyself ”. Granted, such

concise statements wouldn’t work so well alongside the somber slide guitar, stripped-down

drums, and moaning strings of the backing track. Putting aesthetics aside, we linguistically

capable adults consider generating a concise and explicit report of one’s emotion a simple

task (at least typically, though exceptions abound). In this case, Terfry hasmade things com-

plicated for us by expressing his feelings indirectly. From the listener’s perspective, it’d seem
33I should note that, in fairness, the story Terfry tells in this song may well be �ctitious or �ctionalized.

We might prefer to consider Terfry, the artist, as distinct from the character Buck 65, his musical moniker.
Indeed, Terfry makes no mention of Sarah in his recent biography (Terfry, 2015). �is is telling, as he dwells
on numerous other relationships throughout his life. On the other hand, Terfry also warns his readers in
that very biography that he’s an unreliable narrator. Here’s a link to the song in case you’d like to hear it:
https://youtu.be/FclZa3rdsCA
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unnecessary for us to work through clues to understand how Terfry feels in this episode had

he opted for one of those concise statements. Straightforwardly, he’d feel guilty, or he’d feel

bad about himself.

In fact, when exploring and explaining from a psychological standpoint the nature of

emotion reports—even in their most concise forms—the picture is not at all simple or trans-

parent. �ere is a wealth of literature across di�erent disciplines strongly suggesting that

introspection doesn’t yield neat, direct information about our psychological states. Instead,

our verbal reports of our emotions are at best approximations, at worst full-blown confab-

ulations.�e apparently simple task of saying “I feel bad about myself ” requires signi�cant

metacognitive processing, conceptualization, and contextualizing. More concisely: we work

through the clues we observe in ourselves to produce reports of our emotions.

�is chapter explores how reporting one’s emotional state likely occurs according to the

primitivist theory of emotion. �e primitivist theory, developed in the previous chapter,

construes emotion as a functionally speci�c breed of a�ect. An emotion is not reducible to a

perceptual or cognitive state. Yet our capacities for reporting on our emotional experiences

undoubtedly require access to, and interpretation of, our emotion systems by our cognitive

systems.�e present objective is to develop a plausible account of such a process.

�e previous chapters have prioritized explanations of emotional experiences. Emo-

tional experiences are emotions proper, at least according to primitivism. But the realm

of emotionality is not exhausted by the realm of emotional experiences. As Terfry’s lyrics

illustrate, we humans �nd ourselves in emotional situations involving numerous interwo-

ven features: references to emotionally relevant entities outside of our own minds; names

for our experiences; imagery that functions to convey or redescribe our psychological states

to others. �ese temporally extended, multifaceted emotion episodes are the stu� of pri-

mary interest to many philosophers of emotion. In Chapter 2 I quoted Robert Solomon

as a representative of this position: he emphasizes that “long-term narratives”, not “short-
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term neurological arousal”, comprise the subject of his inquiry (Solomon, 2003, 2).�inkers

such as Solomon needn’t concern themselves with the emotions of beasts and babies, since

by de�nition they’ve identi�ed uniquely human phenomena from the get-go. But there are

those of us who prefer to explicitly acknowledge the extent to which we adult humans share

certain psychological traits with other creatures before devoting ourselves to understanding

our unique traits.

�e chapter opens with a brief recap of the primitivist theory of emotion (section 4.1).

�is �rst section also presents some of the challenges the theory faces, namely how to ac-

count for the features articulated in our everyday emotion self-reports. �e remainder of

the chapter rehabilitates a restricted cognition-arousal theory: although it fails as an ac-

count of emotion, it succeeds in explaining emotion self-reports. Section 4.2 explores what

kinds of a�ective evidence the body provides to the metacognitive system. Section 4.3 then

elucidates the contributions to emotion self-reports of cognitive and perceptual factors such

as emotion concepts and objects of emotion. Finally, section 4.4 o�ers a rough sketch of

self-re�ective emotion episodes such as that portrayed in Terfry’s lyrics.

4.1 �e primitivist theory and its challenges

�e primitivist theory construes emotion as a subspecies of a�ective state. A�ective states

are the felt products of interoception, the body’s internal monitoring processes. All a�ec-

tive states motivate organisms to act: positively valenced a�ects (i.e., pleasant feelings) are

self-maintaining, prompting us to keep doing what we’re doing; negatively valenced a�ects

(i.e., unpleasant feelings) are self-defeating, prompting us to act in ways that mitigate such

feelings. A�ective states graduate into one another, moving along the pleasant–unpleasant

axis. A simple, unassociated feeling of hunger (via tightness of the stomach) is mildly un-

pleasant; consumption of food leads to a mildly pleasant feeling of satiation (via fullness of
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the stomach); excessive consumption of food leads to a mildly unpleasant feeling of over-

satiation. (�e present author recalls regretting having �nished every dish o�ered during a

recent degustation outing.)

What demarcates emotion from other forms of a�ect is its intentional, information-

bearing quality: emotion states carry information about how we can act as agents in our

environments. As a subspecies of a�ective state, emotion states, or emotional experiences,

also result from interoception. However, emotional experiences result from interoceptive

monitoring of exteroceptors, namely those of the body’s sensory systems that are attuned to

the extraorganismic environment. When the onset of some stimulus (say, a looming shadow

crossing the organism’s retinae) activates associative pathways between sensory registration

systems and motor response systems, the resulting a�ective state is not merely a re�ection

of the state of those associative pathways. It is about the relationship between the state of

the body and the organism’s environment. �ough such a state does not represent to the

organism what the stimulus is (this would require perceptual or perhaps conceptual repre-

sentations) it does provide indications of the range of bodily responses to the stimulus the

organism can undergo. It also motivates the organism towards one of those responses.

As the sensory systems resonate with or accommodate to their stimuli (e.g., as light

patterns falling on the retinae cause the eye’s components to alter gaze direction and fo-

cal depth), the neural pathways running throughout the brain and body trigger a�ective

states that contribute predictive values based on associative pathways built from prior en-

counters with such stimuli. �ese externally-triggered emotional experiences contribute a

�rst-person, a�ective quality to resulting perceptual states. A perceptual state thus involves

in its phenomenal character intrinsic, a�ectively realized signi�cance to the organism.

In the previous chapter I argued that typical states of object perception have a�ordances

as their contents. A�ordances, recall, are what the environment a�ords an organism, “what

it provides or furnishes, either for good or ill” (Gibson, 1979, 127, original emphasis). We
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humans see apples as eat-able, ladders as climb-up-able, �oors as walk-on-able. But, I ar-

gued, we don’t perceive these a�ordances unless we train our sensory systems to attend to

the a�ordance-granting object occurrently. So, as I put it previously, a ladder a�ords the

perceiver the ability to climb if and only if the perceiver succeeds in picking up (viz. sens-

ing) certain indicatory information emitted by the ladder. �e function of an instance of

emotion, on this theory, is to respond to such information pick-up during sensory registra-

tion and thereby partly constitute a perceptual state whose content is a perceiver-dependent

a�ordance.

Emotion, therefore, is a psychological primitive: it does not reduce to other mental phe-

nomena such as perception or cognition. It is the direct result of neuronal activity, but it

is not merely about the state of the organism’s body. By drawing our attention to the world

outside the body and motivating us to act, emotional experiences function in ways beyond

the role of simpler a�ective states.

�e central claim of this chapter is that emotional experiences constitute key pieces of

evidence fromwhich we generate self-reports of our own emotional states. As argued in ear-

lier chapters, when searching for a de�nition of the term emotion, the emotional experience

best �ts the bill.�e challenge this chapter must overcome is the apparent disparity between

how the primitivist theory describes our emotional experiences (using formalized, theoret-

ical language) and how we describe our emotional episodes using everyday folk language.

Is it possible to respect the status of lay self-reports as genuine and informative expressions

while maintaining a description of their underlying causes via the primitivist theory? �at

is, can we accept the primitivist theory of emotion without eliminating folk conceptions of

emotions?

I think we can. Here’s a synopsis of the story this chapter will tell. Following the onset

of an emotional experience, our focus is on some extrapersonal object or event: the bear

charging towards us, the person insulting us, and so on. At some point a�er the fact, we
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might re�ect on how we felt (and likely still feel) during the episode. To form a report of our

emotion states, we check the characteristics of our emotional experiences against our stock

of emotion concepts (at least, those we can recall in themoment). Simultaneously, we gather

what information we can regarding our situation. Having found the best-�tting label for a

situation, we report that we are experiencing, or have experienced, that speci�c emotion.

�e �rst and most obvious challenge for the primitivist theory is accounting for the ap-

parently irruptive and spontaneous nature of our emotional episodes as we identify them

everyday. Although according to theory we are always in some sense emotional (except

when we’re not perceiving anything), everyday experience sees us enter periods of anger,

joy, guilt, sadness, and the like—times when we notice that we are “being emotional”. And

these episodes appear to us to be deviations from amore common, relatively “unemotional”

baseline state of being. If we’re always emotional, why do we deem ourselves so only some-

times?

�e answer comes down to the extent to which an emotional experience enters into the

foreground of consciousness. As I’ll explain below, a drastic change in emotional experi-

ence, especially an increase in arousal, will �ood consciousness such that we will attend to

and acknowledge it: the emotional experience becomes the object of attention. And such a

drastic change can be triggered by a large-scale physiological change, measurable across the

body rather than merely in microscopic extrasensory pathways. Consider the jolt that runs

through your skeletal muscles when you’re surprised by the sudden presence of some stim-

ulus: a peal of thunder, perhaps, or an object falling toward you. In this case, an associative

pathway between your sensory system and yourmotor systemhas triggered a tensing of your

skeletal muscles, comprising an emotional reaction. Such a drastic deviation from your im-

mediately prior calm, unsurprised a�ective state is very likely to draw your attention to your

situation and your new emotional experience.�is marks the onset of a reportable emotion

episode. By analogy, consider the corner of whatever room you’re now in. Although there’s
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no physical break or gap between one piece of wall and another (barring shoddy construc-

tion), the sharp line that marks a 90° angled change of direction makes it easy to identify

two seperate walls.�ink of the more drastic emotional reactions as the a�ective equivalent

of that 90° change.

Yet other, more psychologically complicated changesmay alsomark the onset of an emo-

tion episode—at least inasmuch as we identify an onset when we generate emotion self-

reports. All sorts of factors can prompt us to assess our current or recent emotion states.

�us, we cannot rely only on drastic changes in our a�ective states to explain emotion self-

reports. �is fact is not lost to the Jamesian: William James’s famous theory of emotions

inspired a great deal of inquiry into the question of what we attend to when labelling our

emotions (and those of other persons). In many cases, it seems, the emotional experience

borne of physiological changes seems insu�cient to inform a self-report. So, what other

kinds of clues are helpful?

Chapter 2, section 2.2 discussed Schachter and Singer’s attempt to update James’s the-

ory of emotion by bringing in an element of cognitive interpretation. �e theory, if you

recall, says that an emotion is a function of perceived bodily feelings interpreted accord-

ing to an available stock of emotion concepts.�e assessment of their theory was negative:

Schachter and Singer hamstring themselves by proposing the cognition-arousal theory as

an explanation of emotion. If instead we restrict its role to explanations of how we report on

our emotions, far fewer issues will arise.�e remainder of this chapter comprises a positive

account the various phenomena, internal and external, to which we attend in generating re-

ports of our emotion states. It thereby vindicates and updates the cognition-arousal theory

as a resource for explaining those cognitively sophisticated emotion episodes that involve

explicit references to a conceptual self.
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4.2 Accounting for diversity of phenomenality

�is section explores the diversity of feelings across di�erent emotional episodes and how

they factor intometacognitive generation of emotion self-reports. Recall the speci�city claim

from the previous section: activity in di�erent bodily regions is associated with qualitative

di�erences between emotional experiences. Certainly, when we re�ect upon our emotional

episodes we typically feel a certain way, and this particular feeling helps us to conceptualize

our current state. It’s in large part because I feel happy that I name my state joy. How do

these feelings operate as cues formetacognition? An answer is o�ered in the next subsection

(4.2.1). Following that, subsection 4.2.2 argues that di�erent feelings are traceable to di�erent

bodily regions. �e body is not only a producer of a�ect; it’s also a topographical guide to

di�erentiating between emotional experiences.

4.2.1 Russell’s three primitives

Four decades a�er Schachter and Singer’s study was published, psychologist James Russell

produced a novel constructionist theory of emotion. “My hope,” he writes, “is to achieve

what Schachter and Singer (1962) set out to accomplish: a synthesis of (a) James’s (1884)

insight that emotion involves a self-perception of automatic processes with (b) modern ev-

idence on the process involved” (Russell, 2003, 146). Such a synthesis would account for

what he calls prototypical emotional episodes, namely those instances in which an individual

acknowledges that she is in an emotional state (Russell, 2003, 146).

In setting up the conceptual framework for his theory, Russell identi�es three psycho-

logically primitive processes that, “alone or combined with information processing and be-

havioral planning, then account for all themyriadmanifestations and in�uences called emo-

tional” (Russell, 2003, 148).�ese are core a�ect, a�ective quality, and attributed a�ect.

Core a�ect, per Russell’s theory, is raw feeling. I discussed notions of a�ect at length in
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the previous chapter, including the two-dimensional model Russell proposes in an earlier

publication (Russell, 1980). Here Russell elaborates on his model. Core a�ect is experienced

as an irreduciblemental state. It can be tracked across two dimensions: pleasure–displeasure

and arousal (or activation). At any given moment, a conscious being’s a�ective state can be

described as a point in a quadrant de�ned by these two dimensions. For example, “elation”

might pick out a point high on both the activation and pleasure axes, while “sadness” might

pick out a point closer to the opposite pole (i.e., displeasure and deactivation).�us, for any

organism, if there is something it is like to be that organism, that quality of being can be at

least partly described in terms of core a�ect: a set of co-ordinates, for example.34 Certainly

as far as human minds are concerned, a�ect is ubiquitous: an a�ective state may be neutral,

moderate, or extreme, and it will occupy our attention to an extent relative to its severity.

Changes in core a�ect are felt in proportion to their distance from a prior state and the

rapidity with which they occur. A change in core a�ect “evokes a search for its cause and

therefore facilitates attention to and accessibility of like-valenced material” (Russell, 2003,

149). Finally, core a�ect functions to assess continuously one’s internal state.

A�ective quality is a perceivable feature of all perceived objects and events (Russell, 2003,

149). It is �agged by the organism’s perceptual system during an interpretive act of percep-

tion: “Objects, events, and places (real, imagined, remembered, or anticipated) enter con-

sciousness a�ectively interpreted.�e perception of the a�ective qualities of all the stimuli

typically impinging at any one time (how pleasant, unpleasant, exciting, boring, upsetting,

or soothing each is) then in�uences subsequent reactions to those stimuli” (Russell, 2003,

149). To perceive a�ective qualities in an object is to notice its capacity to change core a�ect.

�e previous chapter put forward a similar notion when discussing the emo-

tion–perception relationship. Shi�ing back to the primitivist approach, a�ective quality be-

comes the feature of an instance of sensory registration that triggers an emotional reaction.

34�ough arguably for a creature to properly qualify as conscious under primitivism, it must undergo af-
fective changes: see the previous chapter, section 3.1.1.
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�at is, it’s not necessarily the bear qua bear that triggers a fearful emotional reaction when

it enters my visual �eld. Rather, it’s some combination of shape, size, proximity, or other

ecological relationships between it and me that do the work. I need not see that there is

some object X that possesses a�ective quality A in order to have an emotional reaction. I

need only register the presence of a�ective quality A. Moreover, a�ective quality pick-up is

pre-perceptual; indeed it contributes to the downstream processes that yield perception of

objects.�is reconceptualization of Russell’s a�ective quality notion is inevitable for propo-

nents of the primitivist theory.

Back to Russell’s terminology. An instance of attributed a�ect sees the organism identify

as the cause of its change in core a�ect some object or event (Russell, 2003, 149). When I

perceive some object (a large, hairy spider) nearmyperson, and I experience a change in core

a�ect (fromnear-neutral calm to high arousal and displeasure), I associatemy change in core

a�ect with that object.�is is roughly equivalent to attributing the folk term frightening to an

object that frightens me.35 �ough I may feel that my attribution is accurate, misattribution

can occur. And the function of attributed a�ect is to guide attention away from one’s own

a�ective state and toward its cause. Attributed a�ect can thereby train the perceptual system,

via association, to perceive an a�ective quality in an object or object kind (Russell, 2003, 149).

We should not con�ate a�ective quality and attributed a�ect—not on the primitivist

view, at least. Again, an a�ective quality is picked up during sensory registration and thus

triggers emotional reactions. Attributed a�ect, on the other hand, results from a perceptual

(or even post-perceptual) process: it is the attaching of a qualitative label to a perceived object

or event. But this must take place a�er other emotional processes have occurred: attributed

a�ect depends upon a logically prior emotional experience with respect to some stimulus.

In short, while core a�ect and a�ective quality together contribute to perceptual processes,

attributed a�ect is an outcome of downstream perception. (Were we to carry this distinction

35Where “roughly equivalent” neglects the potentially tricky di�erences between any conceptual resources
employed either case.
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into the vocabulary of philosophy of perception, we might here distinguish between an act

of perceiving and perceiving as.)

Russell claims that these three primitives provide the foundations for metacognizing

toward self-reports of emotion. I agree. But it’s clear that they contribute in very di�erent

ways to emotion self-reports. Indeed, empirical evidence suggests that some people aremore

inclined to rely on internal (psychological and physiological) cues in generating emotion

reports, while others turn more frequently to external (situational) cues (Laird & Bresler,

1992; Strout et al., 2004). It is plausible then that Russell’s three primitives are weighted

di�erently between these populations.

As I see things, the kinds of emotion self-reports most in need of explanation are those

that derive most heavily from introspectively acknowledged changes in core a�ect that are

triggered by the pick-up of a�ective qualities. Changes in core a�ect on their own do not

su�ce, as these could be brought about through purely interoceptive processes such as those

that produce feelings of hunger or an urge to release bodilywaste.�ese feelings don’t qualify

as emotions proper, since they don’t inform the organism of potential behaviors as responses

to its environment. However, the causal pairing of core a�ect and a�ective quality pick-up

relates the feeling-self to the external environment in precisely the way described in Chap-

ter 3. To restate the major claim of primitivism: emotional experiences are a�ective states

triggered by interoceptive monitoring of exteroceptive systems.

Unfortunately, this means that reports based on attributed a�ect are le� somewhat in the

dark, at least for now.�ere’s an important discussion to be had regarding whether, and if so

how, emotion reports grounded primarily in analyses of attributed a�ect represent genuine

emotional experiences. Such reports are more like confabulations based on situational evi-

dence than approximations based on feelings. But since that issue is further removed from

the tenets of primitivism than the kind of self-report mentioned in the previous paragraph,

we must put it aside for another day.
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So then: how do bodily changes and changes in core a�ect contribute to emotion self-

reports?

4.2.2 Bodily maps of emotional feelings

According to the speci�city claim (discussed inChapter 2, section 2.2.1), di�erences in bodily

change account for qualitative di�erences between a�ective states. But this does not imply

that we are able to recognize introspectively which parts of our bodies are producing the

emotional experiences we wish to report upon. An emotional organism might not neces-

sarily be able to attribute its “fearful” feelings to its viscera, or certain skeletal muscles, or its

respiratory system, even if activity in these regions causally accounts for said feelings. Cer-

tainly in humans the face plays a prominent role during emotion episodes: studies utilizing

volumetric (Susskind et al., 2008) and thermographic (Salazar-Lopez et al., 2015) imaging

methods reliably distinguish the facial contortions of di�erent emotional reactions. So, even

if we accept the speci�city claim as fact, whether we can map our emotional experiences

across the body for the sake of emotion self-reporting is yet to be determined.

Recent empirical data suggests that, in fact, we are quite skilled at locating emotional

feelings in di�erent body regions. One striking study, testing across amulticultural (Finnish,

Swedish, and Taiwanese) population of some 701 test subjects, found that subjects could

reliably point to di�erent body regions whose activity levels vary under di�erent emotional

circumstances (Nummenmaa et al., 2014). Subjects were provided with silhouettes of bodies

and asked to color the regions where activity would expectedly increase or decrease were

the silhouetted persons presented with range of emotional stimuli. Anger-inducing stimuli,

for example, sees greatly increased activity attributed to the face, upper torso (especially

around the heart), and lower arms (especially the hands). Fear shows a similar spread, but

with only modestly increased activity in the arms and more in the belly region. Happiness

shows widespread increases in activity across the body, while depression shows decreased
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activity throughout the body, moreso in the limbs. Unsurprisingly, changes in the face are

represented in all emotional situations; interestingly, however, depression appears the only

instance of a decrease of activation.

Assuming, as the results suggest, that this ability to localize bodily activity during emo-

tion episodes is cross-cultural, a natural question is: is it innate? In a follow-up study, the

same group of researchers asked a population of Finnish children (ages 6–17) to complete a

near-identical task (Hietanen et al., 2016). Older children produced more discernable maps,

resembling those of the adult population (Nummenmaa et al., 2014), between di�ering emo-

tional circumstances than did younger children. However, even the younger subjects reli-

ably produced bodilymaps that showed di�erent areas of activation depending on emotional

circumstances. Happiness, for instance, is consistently associated with heightened activity

across the body. And anger sees activity in the chest, though the attributed levels of activity

appear to rise with subjects’ ages. Of course this doesn’t prove that we have innate associa-

tions between a�ective feelings and their bodily causes. However, the fact that very young

children are able to produce such maps fairly consistently suggests that even early on, we

learn to read our bodies when reporting our emotions.

I suggest, then, that bodily sensations are crucial cues from which our metacognitive

systems conceptualize our emotion states. When I notice that my heart has started thump-

ing, that I’m clenchingmy �sts and grittingmy teeth, that I’m contortingmy eyes andmouth

into aClint Eastwood-esque expression and breathing deeply, I attach the label “anger” tomy

overall state and utter (or think) something akin to “I’m angry”. When you feel your cheeks

bunch up, your heart beat a little quicker, and your posture straighten as you are compelled

to reach out and hug your loved one, you attach the label “joy” to your overall state and utter

(or think) something akin to “I’m happy”.�e ways in which yours and my emotional expe-

riences feel distinct from one another is due to where, across our bodies, activity is taking

place—and how this translates to a point on the state space of core a�ect.
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We thus report on our emotions by reading our own bodies: muscles, blood�ow, guts

and all. �e ancient Roman haruspices would divine knowledge by inspecting the entrails

of chickens and goats. Reporting on our own emotions is a bit like introspective haruspicy,

albeit without all the mess and spilled blood. Emotions remain actually embodied phenom-

ena, even when we report on them using our conceptual repertoires.

Up to this point, this chapter has investigated what are the kinds of internal cues

(i.e., �rst-person psychological phenomena and their physiological causes) we rely upon

in metacognizing toward emotion self-reports. �e next section determines what kinds of

external resources are available for the construction of self-reports—where “external” in this

sense means deriving from features distinct from the changes in core a�ect and pick-up of

a�ective qualities that prompt the organism to generate a self-report.

4.3 Dynamic episodes, static reports

Our situations are ever-changing. Our eyes �itter around di�erent points in the visual envi-

ronment. Our ears pick up onminute changes in the ambient soundscape. Our interoceptive

systems constantly monitor pressure in our bladders and bowels and bronchi. Blood sugar

and hormone levels rise and fall, memories are retrieved andmanipulated in the background

of consciousness, our legs tingle and prompt us to shi� position in our chairs every fewmo-

ments.�e state of the living body is never static or rigid.

Nor are the environments in which our bodies exist. Other people enter and leave the

room, phones buzz, cars pass by outside, birds �y into windows and dogs bark maniacally at

them. Even if we could hold the body �xed in one position, geographically and physiologi-

cally, the range of stimuli to which our bodies react would almost never be the same between

two points in time. And if you did manage to still your environment, good luck trying to

still your mind: as testimony from insomniacs and users of sensory isolation chambers will
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tell you, utter silence can be the most salient of stimuli.

Emotional experiences function to relate the ever-changing body to the ever-changing

environment. It follows, then, that they too are dynamic by their nature. �ey extend

throughout time, as do any other mental phenomena, but they also morph into one another.

An emotional experience with one kind of a�ective character can become a very di�erent

one within a single episode. A toy example (not intended as physiologically precise) can

help. Imagine a loud noise startles you.�is raises your heart rate, tenses your muscles, and

causes your hormonal system to release a dose of adrenaline into your bloodstream.�ough

it may take several seconds for the adrenaline to start in�uencing your neural activity, the

initial increase in activity throughout your muscular and circulatory system is enough to

prompt you to form an emotion self-report. You deem yourself frightened. A few seconds

later, when that adrenaline goes to work, you undergo another change in core a�ect—but,

crucially, only a slight change, subtle enough that you aren’t prompted to reassess your prior

judgment regarding what emotion you’re undergoing.

We can reproduce this episode in the analytic philosopher’s preferred itemized format:

At time T0: Some a�ective quality is picked up during sensory registration.

At time T1: A range of bodily changes occur (heart rate increase, muscle tension, and re-

lease of adrenaline into the bloodstream); these bodily changes trigger a sharp change

in core a�ect.

At time T2: You generate an emotion self-report whereby you deem yourself frightened.

At time T3: �e adrenaline penetrates the blood-brain barrier and manipulates the func-

tion of your neurons, thereby causing a subtle change in core a�ect.

Now recall the Jamesian constitution claim, again fromChapter 2, section 2.2.1: emotions are

constituted by felt bodily changes. When paired with the speci�city claim (a particular set of
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bodily changes speci�es the phenomenality of a speci�c emotional experience), it leads us

to acknowledge that since qualitatively distinct emotional experiences occur either side of

T2, the emotion at T1 is numerically distinct from the emotion at T3. If an updated emotion

self-report were generated at T4, it might be narratively identical to that generated at T2:

At time T4: You generate an emotion self-report whereby you deem yourself frightened.

But this second, newer report would refer to an a�ective state that is qualitatively distinct

from that referred to by the report at T2. Nonetheless, the entire episode spanning from

T0 to T4 is packaged up by the narrative self under the label fear.�is seems to me a fairly

normal scenario. When generating emotion self-reports, we tend to label a whole episode

using a single emotion term. While your feeling-self experiences subtle a�ective changes

such as those between T1 and T3 above, metacognitively speaking your narrative self does

not.

In fact, it o�en seems to us that our emotions maintain for long stretches an iron grip

over our psyches—especially negatively valenced ones—such that we fall prey to their sug-

gestions despite our better judgments. Emotions, a�er all, used to be called passions of the

soul in large part because they seem to happen not just in us, but to us (e.g., Descartes,

1985; Malebranche, 1997). While the world goes on around us, we might remain a�ectively

frozen. Again, Terfry’s lyrics help to illustrate this: he speaks of being “strangled by guilt”

and “caught in the headlights”. Without doubt, Terfry’s emotional experiences changed, if

only minutely, throughout this episode. But he may not have noticed the changes, at least

not coherently enough to form updated reports of them. (And can we blame him? His mind

should have been elsewhere in those moments.) So, what the lyrics of this song describe for

us is not simply Terfry’s emotional experience, but his emotion episode; one that’s particu-

larly salient compared to other episodes of his life.

Why is it that, despite variances in emotional experiences within a given episode, we

nonetheless label that episode using a single, encompassing concept? Why does one instance
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of anger or joy seem to endure throughout minutes, hours, or longer still? More pressingly:

what causes us to identify a temporal period as a discrete emotion episode? A�er all, we

are constantly having emotional experiences. So how is it that we come to draw boundaries

between one emotional episode and the next, or between “emotional” and “unemotional”

moments?

�e next two subsections each present a candidate answer to these questions. Firstly, in

the spirit of the cognition-arousal theory, our range of available emotion concepts shapes

how we conceptualize and report on our emotional experiences and the episodes in which

they are most salient (section 4.3.1). Secondly, we typically associate the presence (to con-

sciousness) of certain objects of emotion with the onset and endurance of emotion episodes

(section 4.3.2). One or both of these components can determine the beginning and end

points of a given emotion episode insofar as the narrative self reports on it.

4.3.1 Emotion concepts

Before diving into a discussion of emotion concepts, let me reiterate an issue raised in Chap-

ter 2, section 2.2.3: philosophy and the cognitive sciences have not yet landed on solid

ground regarding the nature of concepts.�is fact partly undercuts the utility of Schachter

and Singer’s cognition-arousal theory. It also is the largest obstacle to understanding pre-

cisely how we label our emotion states and whether, in fact, our emotion self-reports ever

fully capture the emotional phenomena they purport to describe.

�e words we use everyday to label and describe our emotion episodes, our emotional

experiences, and our emotional reactions cannot be listed easily. Investigations into the

range of terms used by English speakers to name particular emotional phenomena—not to

distinguish here between episodes, experiences, and reactions—haven’t agreed on any count

more speci�c than somewhere between 100–250 (see Cowie & Cornelius (2003, 12-13) for

a round-up of the numbers). But even shrinking the set of emotion categories by cluster-
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ing terms together in a fairly heavy-handed manner won’t see those categories collectively

encompass the range of emotional phenomena we experience:

�e problem is exacerbated by the fact that despite their number, everyday cat-

egories do not capture every shade of emotion that people can distinguish. A

vocabulary of 60 words or so may be too large to be tractable, but it is too small

to capture distinctions that human observers make, and feel are important. Pic-

torial art provides a neat way of making this point. Artists revel in expressions

that convey an emotional state which is very easy to identify with, and yet very

hard to verbalise. (Cowie & Cornelius, 2003, 13)

Numbers of emotion terms available to emoters also vary between languages. As we’ve seen,

numerous emotion terms do not translate coherently between languages or cultures. It is

highly likely that a great many terms we readily apply to our emotion episodes depend on

the language(s) we speak.

Before o�oading this issue to the local linguistics department, it’s worth our exploring

an idea that promises to link etymologically emotion concepts to emotions proper. It may be

that at least some emotion concepts are embodied in nature. PaulaNiedenthal and colleagues

have recently collated evidence from psychological and neuroscience studies that speaks in

favor of a theory of emotion concepts as embodied simulations: “the activation in the body’s

sensorimotor and a�ective systems in many cases constitutes the conceptual content itself ”

(Niedenthal et al., 2014, 242).�e idea here is that just as a qualitative instance of joy is due

to activation of particular neural systems pertaining to sensorimotor and a�ective activity,

those neural systems also embody a representation of joy when activated in unison.36 In

e�ect, when you think of joy, the very same neural circuitry responsible for its embodied

experience comes online and is co-opted by your cognitive systems. Embodied emotion
36Antonio Damasio o�ers a precursor to this theory that he calls the neural “as-if loop”: a neural system’s

activation mimics the activation of a sensorimotor system, leading the organism to feel as if its body is under-
going some activity (Damasio, 1994, 1999; Bechara et al., 2000).
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concepts, then, are distributed throughout modality-speci�c regions in the brain.

�e evidence Niedenthal and colleagues appeals to derives from studies on perceiving

and interpreting the emotions of other people. It suggests that in attempting to understand

another person’s occurrent emotion state, we mimic, internally, her observable facial and

bodily positioning. For instance, when activation of the somatosensory cortices is inhib-

ited via transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS), test subjects show diminished accuracy

when asked to identify facial expressions. Similarly, subjects are better at identifying an emo-

tion when perceiving a facial expression that is concordant with bodily posturing (e.g., an

angry-looking expressionwith an angry-looking body) thanwhen identifying an emotion in

someone whose expression and posturing are discordant (e.g., a happy-looking expression

on an angry-looking body). If emotion concepts are embodied in the way suggested above,

then this evidence suggests that emotions are perceived holistically, using information from

throughout the body (Niedenthal et al., 2014, 245-246; see also Aviezer et al., 2008).

Note, too, that this conclusion concords with that proposed byNummenmaa et al. (2014)

and Hietanen et al. (2016), discussed above in subsection 4.2.2. In fact, we can draw a plau-

sible inference from the pairing of these two conclusions. By virtue of our ability to trace

our emotional experiences through our emotional reactions (the bodily maps view), we can

learn to make reverse inferences regarding the emotional experiences of others by perceiv-

ing their overt emotional reactions and simulating them by activating our own sensorimo-

tor representations of our bodies. Perceiving the slouched shoulders, drooping cheeks and

lethargic gestures of a colleague, we simulate how those posturings would feel for ourselves.

�at simulation arms uswith a virtual feeling that we associate with the term sadness. Noting

this, we ultimately determine that our colleague is sad. Empathy, then, is a natural mecha-

nism that attunes our perceptual system to the task of emotional mindreading.37

Skeptics will be quick to point out that identifying another person’s emotion state o�en

37Malebranche andHume reached very similar conclusions regarding what they called compassion (Taylor,
2013).
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doesn’t bring with it a corresponding emotion proper. I can see a sad person on the street,

indeed see that she is sad, yet remain perfectly chipper and upbeat in my stride. On the

�ip side, when I’m particularly irked about something, nothing infuriates me more than

seeing others express joy. But the view just o�ered appears to collapse perception of emotion

into emotional contagion. Luckily, we can avoid this by noting the di�erence between the

emotional experiences borne of actual versus virtual emotional reactions. Niedenthal et

al.’s theory infers that sensorimotor activity is simulated during perception of emotion, not

enacted. �e body proper does not undergo wholesale changes—or, in James’s terms, the

simulation process does not involve a “di�usive wave” of bodily activity.�erefore, although

the simulated emotional experience is real, it is attenuated in comparison to the perceiver’s

present, overriding emotional experience. When it comes to assessing our own emotion

states, the more salient evidence will come from the dominant emotional reaction triggered

by our actual bodily state.

If indeed embodied emotion concepts are grounded in our own (actual or simulated)

emotional experiences, then our emotion wordsmean those experiences. Once again, then,

this suggests that we appeal to our own feelings as primary components of emotion episodes.

Emotion concepts pick out emotions either by our attending to actual emotional experiences

or simulating them (if faintly) through modality-speci�c neural systems.

4.3.1.1 Discrete concepts for gradient phenomena

Niedenthal et al.’s theory of embodied emotion concepts is very much a live option. Un-

fortunately, it threatens to cause further headaches for us in our quest to explain why we

appeal to discrete emotion concepts to describe non-discrete events. Consider the logical

order when we embed it in a primitivist framework:

P1 �e body is capable of undergoing inde�nitely many di�erent patterns of

change.
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P2 Emotional reactions are grounded in bodily changes triggered during sensory

pick-up of a�ective qualities (via interoceptive monitoring of exteroceptive ac-

tivity).

P3 Emotional experiences are grounded in emotional reactions.

P4 Emotion concepts are grounded in emotional experiences (= feelings) and emo-

tional reactions (= bodily changes).

C We employ a restricted range of discrete emotion concepts to label our emotion

episodes.

As this argument stands, the conclusion does not follow from the four premises. Since emo-

tional experiences (indeed all a�ective states) blend into one another like hues on a color

spectrum, there do not appear to be any principles by which to force divisions between kinds

of emotional experiences.�e concept angry is no more precise in its extension than is the

concept blue: for either determinable term, there are inde�nitely many determinates. So, if

the premises and the conclusion are true—and I’ve labored to demonstrate their plausibil-

ity throughout this and the previous chapter—then we must be missing something between

P4 and C. Some ��h premise must explain how we derive discrete emotion concepts from

gradient emotional experiences. How do we �nd joints between concepts that don’t actually

appear between the phenomena those concepts represent?

Here I can only o�er very speculative suggestions towards an answer. �e next chapter

will o�er more thoughts on this, too. For now it is helpful to turn to yet another extant

theory. Basic emotions theory, also known as a�ect program theory, asserts that paradigm

cases of those phenomena people generally refer to as “emotions” are best understood as

coordinated patterns of bodily activity (both physiological and behavioral).38 Proponents
38�ere are roughly as many varieties of basic emotions/a�ect program theories as there are theorists

proposing them. Some of the more impactful proponents include: Ekman (1980, 1992b, 1999); Ekman et al.
(1972); Ekman & Friesen (1986); Gri�ths (1990, 1997); Izard (1977); Scarantino & Gri�ths (2011); Tomkins
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of primitivism can think of these basic emotions or a�ect programs as large-scale emotional

reactions: the kinds of “di�usive waves” of bodily activity that James (1884, 1890) talks about.

Paul Gri�ths o�ers a concise summary of these phenomena:

�e central idea of a�ect program theory is that emotional responses [i.e., emo-

tional reactions] are complex, coordinated, and automated. �ey are complex

because they involve several elements. �ese are usually taken to include (a)

expressive facial changes, (b) musculoskeletal responses such as �inching and

orienting, (c) expressive vocal changes, (d) endocrine system changes and con-

sequent changes in the level of hormones, and (e) autonomic nervous system

changes. (Gri�ths, 1997, 77)

It’s worth noting that Gri�ths doesn’t commit basic emotions/a�ect program theory to any

particular position regarding the relationship between physiological and a�ective phenom-

ena. But in any event, its proponents hold that physiological and behavioral factors such as

(a)–(e) provide a kind of Archimedean point for emotion research. Other features may be

important to a given instance of emotion, but these are not the key features for tractabil-

ity. �us, as if an a�erthought on behalf of basic emotion theorists, Gri�ths continues:

“Emotion feelings and cognitive phenomena such as the directing of attention are obvious

candidates to be added to this list” (Gri�ths, 1997, 77). When this theory’s proponents talk

about emotion, they are referring to what I’ve been calling emotional reactions.39

Akey claim of basic emotions theory is that there exist a small number of a�ect programs

that respond in distinct and fairly �xed manners to the ranges of stimuli to which they are

attuned. Lay terms such as anger, fear, joy, surprise, and disgust purportly track discrete

a�ect program modules. (�ere are numerous lists of basic emotions in the literature. A

(1962, 1963). In the present discussion, I do not take care to distinguish between varieties; a surface-level
description su�ces. But for the most nuanced and updated iteration, see Scarantino (2014).

39�is diversion from the primitivist theory, which centralizes conscious experience in identifying emotion
proper, mirrors a key point of departure between James’s and Lange’s theories (see Chapter 1, section 1.1.2.1).
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conservative count is �ve basic emotions/a�ect programs, though some researchers identify

��een or more.) In turn, each module is attuned to a di�erent kind of ecological property:

“�e fear response is adapted to dangers, the disgust response to noxious stimuli, the anger

response to challenges, the surprise response to novel stimuli” (Gri�ths, 1997, 89). Some of

that attuning comes built into the organism at birth, while other attuning occurs over the

course of development, via associative mechanisms or cognitive operations. For example,

while many primates display innate fear reactions to the presence of snakes (e.g., Le et al.,

2013; Öhman, 2009; Shibasaki & Kawai, 2009), it takes humans a lot of learning to react with

anxiety to the prospect of being �red. However they’re sensitized to stimuli, and regardless

of which local events possess those ecological properties within a given environment, a�ect

programs function to respond to events that are ecologically signi�cant to the organism

(Gri�ths, 1997, 89).

If a�ect program modules exist, then there is a determinable range of emotional reac-

tions that humans and other animals are prone to repeating more o�en than other kinds of

emotional reactions. It is likely that the o�-felt emotional experiences triggered by a given

a�ect program module on di�erent occasions will resemble one another very closely. If so,

then the individual will probably assign a label to that module’s output. And if all neurotyp-

ical humans have the same set of a�ect program modules, then we can empathize with one

another’s a�ect program-triggered emotional reactions. �us, we �nd comparable words

across cultures for emotional experiences triggered by particular a�ect programs. In terms

of embodied emotion concepts, these common experiences ground universal emotion con-

cepts such as anger and fear and joy.

Basic emotions theory is obviously a limited resource for explaining emotion concepts.

If, as cited above, English speakers employ somewhere between 100–250 words to describe

their emotion episodes, then it’s unlikely that we’ll �nd a related a�ect program module for

each of those words.�e major plotline of Gri�ths’s book distinguishes between a�ect pro-
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gram modules and numerous other phenomena that laypersons call emotions. Although

some theorists prefer to exile from the realm of emotionality anything that isn’t explained

in terms of a�ect program mechanisms, Gri�ths argues that such phenomena “are no less

worthy of investigation than those which �t the a�ect programmodel” (Gri�ths, 1997, 101).

I agree. However, Gri�ths ultimately argues that the two distinct groups of phenomena to

which we erroneously apply the same term (emotion)—a�ect program modules as “basic

emotions”, and higher cognitive “emotional” phenomena—do not necessarily share any fea-

tures with one another. �erefore if emotion is to remain a genuine scienti�c term, it must

apply to one group but not the other. Proponents of primitivism need not make such a dis-

tinction, since only emotional experiences, not emotional reactions (whatever their causes),

count as emotions proper. And not all emotional experiences can be due to a�ect program

modules.�us, not every legitimate emotion is due to the activation of a�ect programmod-

ules.

Whether other emotional experiences, triggered via mechanisms other than a�ect pro-

gram modules, ground embodied emotion concepts can be discovered through scienti�c

investigation. One possibility is to modify the study design used by Nummenmaa et al.

(2014) and Hietanen et al. (2016) in their bodily map studies to test for non-basic or gra-

dient emotional experiences. �ese researchers take their �ndings to provide evidence in

favor of discrete emotional feelings, as proponents of basic emotions theory would expect.

However, their assumption of discreteness is built into their experimental design: subjects

are asked to respond to a series of emotionally signi�cant vignettes, each of which is shaped

to convey a preconceptualized emotion. Since the experimental stimuli are restricted to a

handful of varied situations, it is unsurprising that results would re�ect the qualitative dis-

tances between the stimuli.�us, while their data are consistent with basic emotions theory,

they do not provide evidence against a gradient account of emotional experiences such as

those proposed by James, Russell, or the primitivist theory.
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Without �rst gathering the empirical data, it’s di�cult to tell a fuller story of how various

emotion concepts relate to the experiences they function to convey or describe. We should

also be open to the revelation that some commonly employed emotion terms do not gen-

uinely track emotions proper. Perhaps it’s time to send this problemon to the local linguistics

department.

4.3.2 Objects of emotion

When it comes to our emotions, we have a strong tendency to o�oad the blame. If I’m angry

at you, it’s because—frommy perspective—you were a jerk to me. If I’m happy with you, it’s

because you did something to bene�t me. If I’m scared of you, it’s because you’re somehow

threatening to me. I don’t cause my own emotions, it seems; the rest of the world causes

me to have them. And even if I concede that my thoughts cause my emotions, that’s only

because my thoughts are about the kinds of things in the world that matter to me. All this is

to say that when we deem ourselves emotional, we typically identify some object of emotion.

Before continuing, I want to remind you that our present focus is emotion episodes,

not emotional experiences. Recall from Chapter 3 that emotional experiences contribute

to perceptual processing involved in object perception. To say that emotional experiences

have objects of emotion would invert this relationship. Rather, an emotional experience

partly determines an object of emotion.

�is means that the cause of an emotion episode (that thing that triggers its onset via

interoception of a state set up by exteroception) should be distinguished from that episode’s

object of emotion. If a bear-shape crossesmy retinae and triggers a fear reaction, the ensuing

emotional experience leads tomy perceiving a frightening bear.�is frightening bear is then

the object of emotion throughoutmy fearful emotion episode. Per Russell’s terminology (see

4.2.1 above), in perceiving the object as a frightening bear, I attribute to it the a�ective quality

of being frightening.
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I contend that the conscious presence of an object of emotion contributes to the en-

durance of an emotion episode. Two conditions must be met here. Firstly, one’s attention

must stay �xed on the object of emotion. If my perceptual or cognitive systems cease to

represent or track the object of emotion (say, if the frightening bear wanders o� to a safe

distance), then the object of emotion no longer contributes to the longevity of my emotion

episode. Consider the sigh of relief that marks the end of an episode of fear. (Of course, this

is not to say that one’s bodily feeling cannot endure a�er the object of emotion departs. Since

a�ective change is due to bodily change, if the bodily symptoms take some time to reside,

the corresponding a�ective state can hang around a bit longer. Perhaps you’ve noticed your

hands continue to shake even a�er you’ve acknowledged the end of an episode of fear.)

Secondly, if I reperceive the triggering object or event such that it undergoes a radical

change in attributed a�ect, this will mark the transition fromone emotion episode to a quali-

tatively distinct episode. In essence what happens here is that the object being perceived (the

bear qua perceiver-independent physical entity) is recategorized as a di�erent object of emo-

tion: it’s no longer a frightening bear but, perhaps, an awesome bear, or a cuddly bear, or a

nuisance bear.�is new object of emotion exists as part of a new emotion episode that will

be di�erently conceptualized during the generation of an emotion self-report.

�is second claim is perhaps unorthodox within the theoretical literature. John Deigh

gives an example intended to demonstrate that objects of emotion persist while their emo-

tionally signi�cant properties change:

What’s going on in a dog’s mind when he growls at someone? Suppose, for ex-

ample, you need to enter your neighbor’s yard, but just as you approach the

gate, their dog growls at you. What excites the dog’s growling is his perception

of you as you are about to encroach on his territory. He senses something in-

vasive about your behavior that he would not sense in someone he knows and

has a�ection for. Your appearance in his perceptual �eld triggers this sensitiv-
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ity, and as long the condition lasts so does the growling. In fact, you could be

someone whom the dog knows and likes but initially does not recognize. In that

case, upon recognizing you, the dog will immediately change his attitude. He

will stop growling and relax. His back, which would have been straight and sti�,

will slump, and hewill begin towag his tail.�roughout the episode, you are the

object of the dog’s attention, and the dog tracks you in the sense that his emo-

tion is sustained or altered according as his perception of you remains steady

or changes. And what remains steady or changes in his perception of you is his

sense of the invasiveness of your behavior.�at sense could become stronger as

you encroach further on his territory, or it could disappear altogether as soon

as he recognizes you. (Deigh, 2004, 20)

�is contradicts what I’ve said above about distinguishing the frightening bear from the

non-frightening bear. To retell this story from a primitivist perspective, we would say that

the dog transitions from one emotion episode to another. In the �rst, he picks up on a�ective

qualities associated with a threat to his immediate well-being (viz. a conspeci�c entering his

territory). In the second, he picks up on a�ective qualities associated with benevolence and

a�ection. Each of these two distinct episodes has a unique object of emotion depending on

which a�ective properties the dog picks up on during his repeated acts of perception.

You may not yet be convinced that my construal is preferable to Deigh’s. Indeed, in

terms of objective things in the world, it is one and the same thing—you—that the dog

sees �rst as invasive, then as friendly. But while this is a solid metaphysical fact, it isn’t

necessarily at work in the perceiver’s experience. Recall that primitivism subscribes to the

theory of a�ordances as perceptual content. An object is perceived as what it is by virtue of

its ecological relationship to the perceiver, by what it a�ords the perceiver. So, if at T1 the

dog perceives you as invasive, and at T2 he perceives you as friendly, then between those

two times he perceives two distinct sets of a�ordances (attack-ability, perhaps, shi�ing to
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be-patted-by-ability). And, if he perceives two distinct sets of a�ordances, then with respect

to the contents of his perceptual states, he perceives two distinct objects.

But what if the dog’s psychological states do concord with themetaphysical facts, namely

that at both T1 and T2 he is perceiving one and the same entity? Adult humans are pretty

good at object permanence, which is the ability to continue tracking an object when it is oc-

cluded or rendered otherwise imperceptible. Less extreme, yet still intriguing, is the closely

related capacity to continuously identify some object X as X in the face of property changes.

(�is tendency is at the heart of�eseus’s Paradox.) Since dogs too are apt at object per-

manence (e.g., Gagnon & Doré, 1994; Miller et al., 2009; Triana & Pasnak, 1981), it’s a safe

bet that they share the latter capacity with us and probably many other species. One could

object, then, that since the neighbor’s dog perceives you as the same entity at both T1 and T2,

despite your radical change in a�ective qualities, we shouldn’t think of the object of emotion

as di�ering between the two episodes. Indeed, perhaps we should revert to Deigh’s per-

spective and identify a singular episode, involving a change in the dog’s emotional attitude

toward a single object of emotion.

�e primitivist can respond here by appealing again to the distinction between the phys-

ical and a�ordance contents of a given perceptual state. �is distinction is similar to one

Anthony Kenny (1963) draws between particular and formal objects. For Kenny, the formal

object of an emotion is the property in virtue of which the emotion is what it is.�e formal

object of anger is an insult or o�ense; the formal object of fear is a threat to one’s well-being;

the formal object of joy is some bene�t one receives or will receive. �e particular object,

on the other hand, is the physical thing to which the formal object is attributable. In Deigh’s

example, you are the particular object by way of which the dog perceives �rst invasiveness,

then friendliness (where invasiveness and friendliness, or attack-ability and be-patted-by-

ability, are the formal objects of the dog’s emotions at T1 and T2 respectively). Subscribing

to the perceptual theory of a�ordances invites the primitivist to speak in terms of formal ob-
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jects according to their underlying a�ordances. Since a�ordances ground object perception,

and a�ective qualities are species of a�ordances, then speci�c formal objects ontologically

depend on their speci�c underlying a�ordances. �us, per primitivism, the dog perceives

you (the particular object) di�erently, in that he perceives you as a�ording him di�erent in-

teractions (di�erent formal objects), between T1 and T2. If there’s a di�erent formal object

at T2 than at T1, then these time stamps pick out di�erent emotion episodes.

To sum up this section: I suggest that emotion concepts and objects of emotion both

operate in the generation of emotion self-reports. Both phenomena prompt us to identify

a period of time as an emotion episode, and both help to ensure that such episodes persist

throughout an extended time period. However, their contributions lead to the narrative

self ’s reports of emotions that do not necessarily match the feeling-self ’s experiences: while

the events experienced by the feeling-self are dynamic, an emotion self-report describes an

a�ectively static episode.

4.4 How to feel bad about yourself

�ere’s a certain type of emotion episode that is prioritized by people interested in moral

psychology, ethics, and related spheres. Emotions such as guilt, shame, and sorrow are in-

teresting, and particularly tricky to explain, since they involve the self twice over—that is,

they are self-re�ective. Other, non-re�ective emotions seem easier to understand, at least

with respect to their intentionality. Jan Slaby articulates the intentional relationship of a

non-re�ective emotional experience:

While afraid, you experience something as dangerous and at the same time ‘you’

feel vulnerable in the relevant respect. But your experience of the danger is not

separate from, but rather consists in your feeling thus vulnerable. Each emo-

tional experience has that structure: Something a�ects you, and thereby you
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feel a�ected by it. Your ‘minding’ and something else’s ‘mattering’ are consti-

tutively interrelated – there cannot be the one without the other. (Slaby, 2008,

438, original emphasis)

Under a primitivist interpretation, the “you” in this example refers to the feeling-self. �e

emotional experience carries information bidirectionally, re�ecting the state of a�airs of the

world insofar as it relates to the state of your embodied self. (Recall Perry’s notion of prim-

itive self-knowledge from Chapter 2, section 2.2.4.)

An episode of guilt, or any other self-re�ective emotion episode, doesn’t seem to �t

Slaby’s description. �e feeling-self is not the kind of thing that can stand as the object of

emotion, since it is the very vessel through which emotions are experienced, and by way of

which objects of emotion are apprehended. Indeed, the feeling-self cannot be divorced from

emotional experiences. But clearly in cases of self-re�ective emotions, we identify ourselves

as objects of emotion. How can this occur?

Back in Chapter 2, section 2.2.4 I distinguished between the concept of self (or narrative

self) and the feeling-self (or embodied self). I think this is our best way to understand self-

re�ective emotions: Although the feeling-self has the emotional experiences, the narrative

self stands as the particular object of emotion.

Recall Terfry’s situation once again. He feels guilty for having cheated on his partner.

He describes an emotion episode during which certain emotional experiences endure. He

acknowledges that he has done something bad, something that violates the expectations of

someone he cares about very deeply. By extension, he has violated his own expectations re-

garding how one should live one’s life (e.g., avoiding in�delity inmonogomous relationships,

or perhaps merely avoiding causing harm to others).

In cases such as Terfry’s, the emotional experiences will be informed by cognitive mech-

anisms, not sensory systems. �e nature of this mental circuitry is the subject of ongo-

ing scienti�c investigation. One possibility is that the mind’s associative mechanisms al-
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low for socially or otherwise contingently constructed norms to become associated with the

ecologically-attuned emotion mechanisms described in the previous chapter. (Basic emo-

tion theorists and Jamesians sometimes attempt to describe emotional responses to moral

stimuli in a similar fashion.)�e key di�erence between self-re�ective emotions and other

social emotions is that the metacognitive system operates over one’s concept of self, rather

than one’s representation of another person. Terfry’s feeling-self feels the way it does be-

cause it picks up on certain a�ective qualities of his concept of self that are made salient by

his metacognitive system.

I have not tried to provide a comprehensive account of the causal relationship between

the concept of self and the feeling-self. I am not well placed to comment on this. However,

it strikes me as obvious that just as the feeling-self can motivate behavior by way of its emo-

tional experiences (and other a�ective and perceptual states), so too can the concept of self

motivate behavior. In fact, this is probably a major bene�t of the human capacity for nar-

rative self-consciousness. Consider a tame example: I don’t decide to chop onions because

I’m hungry; I decide to chop them because I’m trying to cook a decent bolognaise sauce.

In fact, I hate chopping onions. It makes me very emotional. So, I require my cognitive

system, including my concept of self, to motivate me to act in ways that brings my feeling-

self immediate displeasure for the sake of downstream gain. �us, my cognitive systems

function to override the behavioral prompts of my feeling-self, at least from time to time.

More generally, being able to check my actions and deliberate over a coping strategy in the

face of ecologically signi�cant situations can lead to better outcomes than succumbing to

the prompts of an emotional experience. In terms of the practical relationship between the

feeling-self and the concept of self, West Coast rapper Ice Cube’s motto �ts the story: “You

better check yo self before you wreck yo self ”.

Terfry’s described situation is a bit like this, except it re�ects his prior failure to check

himself. He feels guilty because he did something he knows he shouldn’t have, and his con-
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cept of self is present to him as blameworthy. How he responds to himself depends on his

set of moral norms, and these can be described in a separate project. But as for his emo-

tion episode here, he has everything he needs to generate a self-report: negatively valenced,

localized emotional experiences, a consciously salient object of emotion, and emotion con-

cepts associated with numerous situated motifs and imagery. Such are the ingredients for

self-re�ective emotion self-reports. Such are what you’ll require to feel bad about yourself.

Conclusion

�is chapter has presented emotion episodes as psychologically complicated events, each hav-

ing numerous a�ective, perceptual, and cognitive components. We humans have a striking

capacity to report on our emotion states. To generate emotion self-reports, we rely on evi-

dence from throughout an emotion episode. Such evidence includes emotional experiences

as well as metacognitive testimony, maps of bodily feelings, stocks of emotion concepts, and

objects of emotion. Furthermore, the act of generating an emotion self-report also sets the

temporal boundaries of the corresponding emotion episode.

By now it should be very clear that emotion episodes are muchmore than emotional ex-

periences. Recall, once again, the primitivist claim that emotional experiences are emotions

proper. Yet the kinds of phenomena explained in this chapter are o�en referred to as emo-

tions: guilt and pride and shame are placed in the same bucket of psychological phenomena

as are anger and joy and sadness. �e present account suggests that this lumping together

is erroneous (cf. Gri�ths, 1997; Izard, 2007).�at is not to deny that self-re�ective emotion

episodes do not have identi�able emotional reactions and emotional experiences (though

the nature of such experiences remains unexplained for now).�e claim is merely that the

phenomena picked out by common-language emotion terms are not homogeneous. Not all

emotional phenomena can (or should) be described in the terms of cognition-arousal the-
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ory. Lay understandings of emotion do not fully overlap their psychological counterparts.

�e following chapter will explore this in greater detail.



Chapter 5

Emotion is a natural kind, emotions are

not

Introduction

In the sciences of the mind, connections between explananda, data, and explanantia are

typically more objectively opaque than they are in the so-called hard sciences—physics, bi-

ology, and chemistry. �eir explanations rely more heavily on inferences and theoretical

posits. Sometimes these posits are tailored to the topic of research (e.g., emotion, percep-

tion, decision-making, or memory) rather than neatly derived from their disciplines’ gen-

eral commitments. �is is because mind is largely impenetrable from outside of the �rst-

person perspective. While current technology allows us to sequence genomes and manip-

ulate molecules, even the best brain imaging tools of cognitive and a�ective neuroscience

don’t enable us to measure or identify a subject’s emotional feelings or the intentional con-

tents of her thoughts and perceptual states.40 Despite a long history of attempts to bridge or

40Nor does current brain imaging technology allow for truly precise spatiotemporal resolution of neural
activity. While electroencephalography (EEG) o�ers good temporal resolution of changes in neural activity,
its spatial localization is poor and requires heavy predictive interpretation. fMRI gets better spatial resolution,
measuring voxels of about three millimeters, at the expense of temporal resolution (measured blood �ow de-

167
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bypass the gap between the physical and the mental, mind has proven shy and evasive of our

probing methods.

As a science relying on inferences, psychology faces a number of foundational ques-

tions: What grounds any given inference from observable (e.g., neural, behavioral) states to

directly unobservable (e.g., conscious) states? Or from unobservable to observable states?

How do psychologists determine and justify the ways in which they classify their discipline’s

phenomena? What are the most basic elements of mind, or features of mindedness?

�e previous chapters described emotion as a fundamental mental phenomenon: an

a�ective state that relates the world as sensed to the organism that senses. It is a consequence

of a general a�ect system’s activity pairing with that of sensory systems. But by virtue of its

unique functions within the domain of mental phenomena, an emotional experience does

not reduce to a mere pairing of a�ect system activity and exteroception. Emotion is its own

thing; it’s one of the basic elements of mind.�e present chapter provides an argument for

emotion’s status as a natural kind in psychology. Emotion names a category whose members

all share certain characteristics, and whose non-members lack those characteristics.

Sometimes discussion of emotion as a natural kind is run together with a related ques-

tion: Are discrete emotions natural kinds? Proponents of basic emotions theory o�en say

they are: since anger and fear (and joy and sadness and disgust. . . ) reactions are observable in

and identi�ed bymembers of all human cultures andmany other species, each of these terms

picks out a discrete kind. To back up behavior-based investigations by psychologists and an-

thropologists (e.g., asking people to classify an emotion based on a staged photo of a facial

expression (Ekman& Friesen, 1971)), neuroscientists devotemuch of their time to exploring

and imaging the neural underpinnings of these discrete categories. One hears stories of the

notes activity from roughly three seconds earlier). But in three millimeters of of gray matter in the human
cerebral cortex there can be as many as 630,000 individual neurons! Furthermore, both EEG and fMRI lose
precision when imaging subcortical regions. Meanwhile, invasive single-cell recordings can yield much more
spatiotemporally localized results, but these results cannot be contextualized within larger neural pathways or
structures within the individual subject.
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amygdala as the headquarters of fear, the insula as responsible for disgust, and other sections

of themid-brain and so-called limbic system taking on roles across the di�erent discrete cat-

egories of basic emotionality. If discrete neural systems are discovered to produce discrete

emotional reactions, the thought goes, then those discrete emotional reactions individually

constitute natural kinds.

�ese two questions are distinct and should be treated as such. While this chapter argues

for emotion’s status as a psychological natural kind, it argues against claims of the natural

kind status of discrete emotions.

�e chapter is split into three sections. Section 5.1 explores dominant views from the phi-

losophy of science regarding what natural kinds are and how they di�er from other kinds

of kinds. One other kind of kind, investigative kind, is an important tool for philosophy of

science and the practices of the sciences of the mind. It plays a di�erent role than the meta-

physical notion of natural kind. Each kind of kind boasts di�erent criteria for membership.

In this �rst section I argue that we can employ both concepts to understand and explore the

natures of both emotion in general and discrete emotions.

With the conceptual �eld set up, section 5.2 builds the case that according to the prim-

itivist theory, emotion is both an investigative kind and a natural kind. Its status as an in-

vestigative kind is secured by the fact that each instance of emotion can be explained by

a common homeostatic mechanism, namely the cooperation of interoceptive and extero-

ceptive systems in the emotional organism. Moreover, emotion deserves natural kind status

because each instance of an emotional experience shares a common essence, much as do nat-

ural kinds in disciplines, such as chemistry, that demand greater precision in distinguishing

ontological units than does psychology.

Section 5.3 then turns to the nature, or rather natures, of discrete emotions. While cer-

tain individual emotion categories, speci�cally those explained by a�ect program modules,

may qualify as investigative kinds, no individual emotion category constitutes a natural kind.
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�e reason for the latter claim, I argue, is that there is no nonarbitrary means of clustering

emotional experiences into kinds based on their intrinsic features, namely their descriptions

under a circumplex model of a�ect (introduced in Chapter 3).

5.1 How to �nd a natural kind

�e purpose of identifying natural kinds is to understand how units of an ontology �t to-

gether and relate to one another.�e idea that kinds are natural means that those categories

group together in ways largely unin�uenced by human interests. To use Paul Gri�ths’s pre-

ferred example, within geology and chemistry jade is not a natural kind, because the term

picks out two chemically distinct stones: jadeite or nephrite (Gri�ths, 1997, 2004a,b). �e

practice of chemistry dictates that natural kinds are di�erentiated according to chemical

constitutions of substances. In the case of the two kinds of jade, a chemical analysis of one

does not give direct information about the other.�e fact that humans tend to fashion jew-

elry and statuettes from either stone does not justify any treatment of them as alike in a sci-

enti�cally tractable sense.�us, while jade is not a natural kind, jadeite is one, and nephrite

is one too.

Discovering natural kinds in chemistry is fairly straightforward. We have a spread of

resources at hand to perform chemical analyses of rock samples, and we have fairly well-

established principles for distinguishing an instance of one kind from an instance of another.

Investigation directs us to two chemically distinct pro�les of “jade”, each of which will then

prompt its own further chemical investigation.�e split between jadeite and nephritemarks

a joint in nature.�ere’s little we can do to argue against the change in our understanding of

the natural kind landscape—unless, that is, we decide that chemistry is subordinate to the

science of jewelry making!

Discovering natural kinds in psychology is signi�cantly more di�cult. It is both a young
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and an inference-based science. �e principle phenomena it investigates are not things per

se—not rock samples or molecules or cells—but states and events. When we think about

mind, we think about what humans (and other animals) do: how we behave, how we learn

and remember, how we perceive, how we think and feel. �ese can’t be extracted from tis-

sue or excavated from dig sites.�ey are observed from the third person and reported from

the �rst person perspectives. Moreover, even within psychology they can be ostensibly de-

scribed at di�erent levels: ecological, computational, and implementational (Gri�ths, 1997;

cf. Marr, 1982).�is lack of direct objective contact withmental phenomenamakes classify-

ing them into kinds exceedingly di�cult. It also calls into question themethods by which we

should classify them, and what we intend by the term natural kind as it relates to psychology

as a discipline.

5.1.1 �ree approaches to natural kinds

Carl Craver (2009) compares three approaches to understanding natural kinds.41 We can

think of these as constituting a spectrum of possible approaches.

At one pole, conventionalism holds that phenomena qualify as natural kinds if their con-

cepts are fairly useful for explanation, prediction, or control. If researchers �nd it useful

to treat a group of phenomena as a kind for the purposes of their scienti�c investigation,

then that group constitutes a natural kind. As such, natural kinds derive their statuses from

the disciplines in which they are employed. What quali�es as a natural kind in cognitive

psychology, therefore, may not be a natural kind to neuroscientists or social psychologists.

At the other pole, essentialism claims that natural kinds pick out groups whose member-

ship criteria are necessary. Again, chemistry provides some easy examples.Water is a natural

kind per essentialism since for something to qualify as water, it must have the chemical com-

position H2O (at least in our universe; let’s leave Twin Earth out of this).42 A piece of metal
41In fact Craver derives these three approaches from Kornblith (1993).
42Hendry (2006) explores the philosophical implications of some chemical caveats of this criterion.
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quali�es as gold if and only if each of its nuclei has exactly 79 protons. In these two cases,

chemical composition and atomic number capture their respective kinds’ essences. Some-

thing is a member of natural kind X if it has the right essence; if it has a di�erent essence

then it is not a member of X.

Somewhere between the two poles is the less elegantly named homeostatic property clus-

ter (HPC) view. On this approach, “a cluster of properties constitutes a natural kind when

the co-occurrence of the properties in the cluster is explained by a homeostatic mecha-

nism” (Craver, 2009, 576). Gri�ths’s a�ect program modules qualify since they pick out

psychophysiological systems that are reliably triggered by a restricted range of stimuli and

reliably trigger a coordinated pattern of behavioral and physiological responses (Gri�ths,

1997). Under an a�ect program theory description,mydog’s fearmodule responds to sudden

loud noises (such as thunder or �reworks) by causing the poor fellow to shake uncontrol-

lably, pant, try to hide behind the toilet, and urinate indiscriminately around the house.43

Veterinarians and dog owners will attest that such responses are not uncommon among

dogs. As a child I had another dog who acted similarly, though she was too big to hide be-

hind the toilet so she’d crawl under the bed or try to burrow under the fence in the yard.

On the HPC view, the psychophysiological system that triggers or constitutes my dogs’ re-

actions to thunder and �reworks is a homeostatic mechanism: a mechanism that “explains

the co-occurrence of the properties in the cluster” (Craver, 2009, 578).

�e HPC view is more conservative than conventionalism since its purported natural

kinds are sustained by mechanisms, and such mechanisms force real divisions upon the

world (Craver, 2009, 577). For conventionalism to work properly, its advocates need to

agree to principles and background theories that safeguard consilience between disciplines,

especially neighboring pairs such as biology and psychology. If consilience fails, then in-

terdisciplinary projects can’t get o� the ground, as explanations across disciplines will not

43If you’re planning to adopt a rescue dog, make sure you don’t have carpeted �oors.
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obtain. �e HPC view, meanwhile, can boast consilience as a basis for explaining homeo-

static mechanisms: standard practices in the sciences of the mind see researchers uncover-

ing neural mechanisms that help to explain psychological events. (�e inverse relationship

is also crucial: see Hat�eld (2009b).) Discovering distinctions between neural operations

that were once treated as alike or uni�ed (through, say, lesion-based studies of stroke or

other brain trauma su�erers) then leads to reinterpreting psychological events accordingly.44

Without at least some consilience between neuroscience and psychology, something like the

a�ect program theory would not be veri�able. And the fact that such correlations between

mechanisms and events are described across di�erent disciplines puts signi�cant pressure

on neighboring disciplines to conform to the lessons of each other’s discoveries. Natural

kind designations within disciplines arguably follow this trend even for a radically liberal

conventionalist.

At the same time, the HPC view is more liberal than essentialism: its proponents reject

necessary, de�nitive essences as criteria for kindmembership for the reason that they are too

in�exible when applied to the largely variable groups identi�ed in sciences such as biology

and psychology (Craver, 2009, 577; cf. Gri�ths, 2004a, 905). For essentialism to triumph,

it must �nd some compromise between restricting natural kinds to neatly systematizeable

phenomena (such as the units of physics and chemistry), on the one hand, and on the other

accepting vague de�nitions for numerous essential criteria. While the former extremewould

expect all sciences to discover criteria comparable to molecular structure or atomic number,

the latter would invite fuzzy boundaries between essentialist natural kinds and thereby fail

as a means of carving nature at its joints.

Although Craver (2009) and some others (e.g., Prinz, 2004; Scarantino, 2009) present

the HPC view as an alternative to essentialism—rightly so, I believe—some theorists con-

44See Goodale (1995); Goodale &Milner (1992); Milner & Goodale (1995) for a striking example regarding
a neural split between two functionally distinct visual subsystems. Damasio (1994) also discusses the weird
and wacky case of Phineas Gage, whose behavior and personality changed drastically a�er a metal rod blasted
through part of his brain.
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sider it a subspecies of essentialism (e.g., Barrett, 2006;MacLeod, 2013). Gri�ths even points

out that the original projects for which the HPC view was developed are exercises in “psy-

chological essentialism” (Gri�ths, 1997, 188). �e idea is that a property cluster explained

by a homeostatic mechanism de�nes the essence of a kind. But a�er o�ering his own prac-

tical de�nition of natural kinds, Gri�ths says that “nothing hangs on the use of the term

essence” (Gri�ths, 1997, 189). I think that, if pragmatically rather than metaphysically, it is

useful to separate the two views—the homeostatic property cluster view and essentialism, as

described here—rather than subsuming one under the other (essence’s status notwithstand-

ing). It helps to keep distance between the demands of either approach to identifying natural

kinds. For supporting reasons other than the ones discussed above, see Craver (2009).

Pragmatically, then, theHPC view ismore realist than conventionalism butmore instru-

mentalist than essentialism. �e world doesn’t carve up neatly or entirely without human

interjection—since associations must be acknowledged between instances of homeostatic

mechanism activity in order to infer the mechanism’s reliability and therefore its status as

a natural kind-sustaining system—but, at the same time, we don’t get distinct, perhaps in-

compatible divisions of the world as we move between disciplines.

�ese three views all face their own conceptual issues, and none of them entirely over-

shadows the others (see Craver (2009) for analyses). �e purpose of this section has not

been to promote, say, the HPC view over conventionalism or essentialism. �e issues each

view faces will not be explored here. Instead, acknowledging these three approaches will aid

in analyzing extant arguments regarding the natural kind statuses of emotion and discrete

emotions. Before moving to the particulars in sections 5.2 and 5.3, let’s look at how natural

kinds function in contrast to other kinds of kinds.
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5.1.2 Other kinds of kinds

Natural kinds are not the only categories useful for predicting, explaining, or controlling

ourselves and our environments. Gri�ths (2004a) also discusses investigative kinds and nor-

mative kinds.

He explains what he means by the term natural kind: “I use the term ‘natural kind’ to

denote categories which admit of reliable extrapolation from samples of the category to the

category as a whole. In other words, natural kinds are categories about which we can make

inductive scienti�c discoveries” (Gri�ths, 2004a, 903). In line with his HPC view, he claims

that we need not clearly de�ne such categories in order to subject them to scienti�c investi-

gation. But, it appears, many philosophers consider essentialism (or at least strict realism)

the default mode for natural kind categories. �e term natural kind therefore “carries a lot

of unwelcome baggage” (Gri�ths, 2004a, 905). To distance his own construal of natural

kinds from that of the essentialists, Gri�ths proposes renaming them investigative kinds.

He borrows this term from Ingo Brigandt, who writes:

An investigative-kind concept thus originates when a certain pattern among

a class of objects is observed and it is assumed to be founded on some theo-

retically important, but yet unknown relevant mechanism that generates this

pattern. An investigative-kind concept is associated with a search for the basis

of this kind. A speci�c hypothesis about the nature of this basis might exist and

motivate the introduction of an investigative kind concept and guide scienti�c

research. A full theoretical account of the investigative kind can only be given

a�er appropriate empirical study and might reveal a variety of complications.

(Brigandt, 2003, 1309)

For something to be an investigative kind, then, it su�ces that we observe repeated patterns

of properties across instances of phenomena reliably enough to identify such phenomena
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by those patterns. Subsequent investigation into the nature of the homeostatic mechanism

underlying those property patterns will then inform us of whether we are exploring not

one but multiple categories (e.g., discovering that jadeite and nephrite are not chemically

identical), and whether we can derive other scienti�cally signi�cant knowledge regarding

the investigative kind.

�is is Gri�ths’s response to critics who, he claims, have misunderstood his position

regarding the natural kind status of emotion (see Gri�ths, 1997). Gri�ths is an elimini-

tivist, arguing that the category emotion is analogous to the category jade: both provide

partial references, picking out multiple groups of incommensurable phenomena. Emotion

might pick out an a�ect program module or response, a cognitively sophisticated emotion

schema, or some other psychological event. And of those more speci�c phenomena, it is

questionable which—if any—are themselves natural kinds. Perhaps many instances of dis-

crete a�ect program responses constitute natural kinds: my dog’s fear-reaction to thunder

seems pretty reliable and coordinated. But at least in instances of human emotion, the term

anger won’t pick out the same pattern of responses each time. On some occasions, one’s

emotional response will be an a�ect program response; on others it’ll be acting out a social

script with the same emotion name (Gri�ths, 2004b; Izard, 2007). My “anger” response to

your spilling co�ee onme is very di�erent to my “anger” response at the current presidential

administration’s policy towards asylum seekers or international trade or the environment.

So, on Gri�ths’s theory, anger is not an investigative kind, as the term doesn’t track a cluster

of properties reliably explained by a homeostaticmechanism (such as a discrete psychophys-

iological system).�e aim of identifying investigative kinds, he writes, “is to �nd categories

that allow reliable predictions in a large domain of properties.�e classic examples of natu-

ral kinds, chemical elements and biological species, meet these desiderata” (Gri�ths, 2004a,

905, original emphasis).�e variety of phenomena typically named “emotions” do not.

I see no reason why one cannot at once employ both essentialist natural kinds and va-
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guer investigative kinds. Gri�ths’s conceptual division between the two terms allows both

to coexist peacefully: natural kind discoveries are epistemic endpoints while investigative

kinds play crucial roles in guiding research projects. Determination of natural kinds is a job

for metaphysics, while investigative kinds are resources for philosophers of science (cf. Grif-

�ths, 2004a, 906). When investigative kinds of certain phenomena lead to lawful criteria for

inclusion in a category, they also lead to the discovery of natural kinds in the more realist

sense. �ink of the previous examples of water (essence: H2O) and gold (essence: atomic

number 79), natural kinds par excellence. Going forward, I will use the terms natural kind

in the essentialist sense and investigative kind in the metaphysically weaker sense Gri�ths

proposes.

Natural kind talk also participates in a nuanced relationship with normative concerns.

�is is especially true of psychology: laypeople in the West believe that emotion is a mean-

ingful word and act according to, and in response to, the phenomena they call emotions,

as well as desires and beliefs. �ese all can be warranted or unwarranted according to cir-

cumstances. (My dog’s fear reaction to thunder is unwarranted given his safe location in-

doors and surrounded by capable humans. Mywife’s belief that the RoyalWedding is worthy

of her attention is self-evidently unwarranted.) Emotions are said to in�uence agency and

decision-making; in an earlier chapter I suggested they in�uence pretty much all conscious

events in humanminds. Gri�ths’s critics, he writes, have shown a tendency to infer from his

claim that emotion is not subject to a uni�ed scienti�c explanation that he believes the term

emotion is “unviable to any cognitive role whatsoever” (Gri�ths, 2004a, 902). Yet diagnoses

of mental disorders o�en point to malfunctioning emotion mechanisms as contributors to

those disorders.�erefore, the term emotion carries signi�cant normative weight; according

to Gri�ths’s critics this arguably justi�es its status as a natural kind term.

But eliminativism regarding a natural kind term does not at all imply that the disparate

phenomena that term picks out disappear from one’s understanding of the world! Nor does
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a shared normative quality alone qualify membership in a general natural or investigative

kind. So, Gri�ths suggests, we can think of normative kinds as di�erent means of catego-

rizing phenomena than investigative kinds (Gri�ths, 2004a, 908). Like investigative kinds,

normative kinds can be open-ended categories; they guide normative projects rather than

epistemic ones (Gri�ths, 2004a, 908). Human-caused climate changemay constitute a nor-

mative kind alongside an investigative kind. Evolving beliefs regarding the environmental

impacts of human behaviors sees the term’s intension and extension altered; it also moti-

vates behavioral changes such as reducing carbon emissions and better managing waste and

natural resources. But normative kinds need not meet the criteria of investigative or natural

kinds in order to be objects of inquiry. A category can be a functioning normative kind in

absence of an equivalent investigative kind. Perhaps speci�c scienti�c disciplines will have

less to say about normative kinds than will humanistic disciplines, though that does not di-

minish their importance. Some theorists, such as Peter Goldie (2000) and Robert Solomon

(1976, 2004), are interested in emotions primarily (or solely) as normative kinds.

�e current project is descriptive rather than prescriptive. Although I am interested in

showing that emotion is a natural (and investigative) kind, I amnot interested—not here—in

extending this to normative concerns such as revising moral standards for responding to

one’s own and others’ emotions. It’s worth following Gri�ths in distinguishing investigative

from normative kinds since it allows for a division of labor between descriptive and pre-

scriptive projects. With that said, we can now turn to the question of whether emotion is a

natural kind.

5.2 Emotion is a natural kind

�e distinction made in the previous section between investigative kinds and natural kinds

invites two distinct lines of inquiry into the status of emotion as a psychological category.
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�is section will demonstrate that emotion quali�es as both kinds of kind. However, the

conception of investigative kind is employed by its major proponent, Paul Gri�ths, in argu-

ing that emotion is not an investigative kind. To safeguard my own argument that emotion

is an investigative kind, it is prudent to �rst attend to Gri�ths’s eliminativist position on

emotion’s kind status (subsections 5.2.1–5.2.2). Positive arguments then follow for emotion’s

status as both an investigative kind and a natural kind (subsection 5.2.3).

5.2.1 Arguments against emotion’s natural kind status

As mentioned previously, Gri�ths is an eliminativist about emotion: the category, he says,

does not pick out a single investigative kind, so it should be eliminated from the psychol-

ogist’s vocabulary. He identi�es three broad classes of phenomena that commonly cluster

under the name “emotion”: a�ect program responses, higher cognitive emotions, and social

pretences (Gri�ths, 1997, 14-16). (Carroll Izard (2007) similarly distinguishes between basic

emotions and emotion schemas.) For any instance of an emotion that can be explained as an

a�ect program response, there is another that can only be explained by appealing to social

schemas and cognitively sophisticated interpretations of one’s circumstances. If any of these

phenomena qualify as investigative kinds, they are the categories of discrete a�ect program

responses: a�ect program “fear”; a�ect program “anger”; and so on. But if they are lumped

together with the other two classes of phenomena, then the category containing all three

does not pick out a group of phenomena sharing a common homeostatic mechanism:

My central conclusion is that the general concept of emotion is unlikely to be

a useful concept in psychological theory. It is meant to be a kind of psycho-

logical process that underlies a certain range of human behaviors. But there is

no one kind of process that underlies enough of this behavior to be identi�ed

with emotion. . . . [W]hat we know about these phenomena suggests that there

is no rich collection of generalizations about this range of phenomena that dis-
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tinguishes them from other psychological phenomena. �ey do not constitute

a single object of knowledge. (Gri�ths, 1997, 14)

�e thought here is that there is nothing suitably homologous between a�ect program

“anger” and socially constructed “anger” that uni�es them. Presumably, then, certain “emo-

tions” would be better examined by sociologists than by neuroscientists, while explanations

of others could bene�t from the input of biologists and comparative psychologists. And so,

psychologists and philosophers should give up the term emotion, instead splitting their re-

sources among projects of narrower scopes. WhileGri�ths (1997) claims that emotion is not

a natural kind, note from the previous section that by that term he means investigative kind.

�ere are no homologous homeostatic mechanisms by which to explain each phenomenon.

In short, emotion is not a psychological investigative kind.

Amélie Rorty is another theorist who claims that emotion is not a natural kind (Rorty,

1980, 2004). She points out the disjointed history of philosophy of mind, with numerous di-

visions and reconceptualizations made between emotional phenomena according to trends

and conventions, such as the transition from emotions-as-passions to emotions-as-actions,

and the di�erent intentional characters of discrete emotional attitudes. Explanations of emo-

tions’ causes divide into physicalistic or intentionalistic, with neither vocabulary reducible

to the other; nor does either approach completely explain a given instance of emotion.�is

lack of conceptual consistency implies that “emotions” do not share anything like a common

essence. Moreover, Rorty says, explanations of emotional episodes can vary in method and

scope, depending on their appropriateness or rationale under their circumstances. �ere-

fore, when viewed as contributors to and objects of knowledge, emotions do not constitute a

uni�ed category. In short, emotion is not an epistemological investigative (or natural) kind.

Rorty’s position is more pessimistic and extreme than is Gri�ths’s. Gri�ths o�ers a gen-

eral theory positing three distinct categories of phenomena laypeople call “emotion”, and he

puts forward a�ect programs as investigative kinds due to their evolutionary history in hu-
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mans and other species. Each of these non-investigative kind categories, and each of the af-

fect program categories, will require its own analytical and investigative projects. One can be

an a�ect program “fear” researcher without calling oneself an emotion theorist. Meanwhile,

Rorty suggests doing away with theories of emotions entirely: every instance of an emotion

must be analyzed within a larger narrative of the emoter’s life at present (Rorty, 2004; cf.

Goldie, 2000). Moreover, for Rorty it seems that normative features dominate explanations:

whether a given emotion is appropriate given its circumstances, and what makes it so. �e

two theorists’ explanatory ambitions therefore are very di�erent. Nonetheless, their general

claims are equivalent: the term emotion does not carve out uni�ed domain of psychological

phenomena. Following Jesse Prinz (2004, 79), we can call this the disunity thesis.

5.2.2 Attempts to defend the unity thesis

Gri�ths’s and (to a lesser extent) Rorty’s positions have attracted a number of responses from

philosophers and psychologists in defense of emotion’s investigative kind status. Some theo-

rists argue that emotions are all uni�ed in some way, and thereby constitute an investigative

kind. Let’s look now at two attempts to defend the unity thesis.

5.2.2.1 A �rst step: a�ect program as an investigative kind

Louis Charland deems Gri�ths’s view “simply too radical and premature” (Charland, 2002,

533) and o�ers a revision that get us part of the way towards a unity thesis. Recall that Grif-

�ths takes certain a�ect programs to constitute natural kinds. Charland argues that at amin-

imum, Gri�ths should embrace the investigative kind category of all a�ect programs (that

is, the category containing a�ect program “fear”, a�ect program “anger”, and any others). He

achieves this by drawing on Jaak Panksepp’s (1998) “neurally based de�nition of emotion”

(Panksepp, 1998, 47; quoted in Charland, 2002, 519). I will spare you the full de�nition, but

one of its components is the claim that the neural circuitry of basic emotions “must be able
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to generate a�ective feelings” (Panksepp, 1998, 49).45 Acknowledging this feature, Charland

writes: “Although basic emotions are themselves de�ned by clusters of neurobiological and

physiological properties, what makes them all cases of emotion is the fact that normally they

also share most or all of these more abstract general de�ning properties” (Charland, 2002,

520). In line with the HPC view, Charland (and Panksepp) conceives of basic emotions as

homeostatic property clusters. He then argues that Panksepp’s de�nition is compatible with

Gri�ths’s description of a�ect programs.�erefore, Gri�ths has reason to posit a�ect pro-

gram as an investigative kind (and notmerely certain a�ect programs as investigative kinds).

However, even if Gri�ths agrees that a�ect program constitutes an a�ective kind, he will

not go so far as to identify emotion with a�ect program. �at is, safeguarding a�ect pro-

gram as an investigative kind does not bring with it the investigative kind emotion. Such

a revision of the vernacular emotion would invite confusion with respect to levels at which

phenomena are explained, such as the ecological versus the cladistic level (Gri�ths, 1997,

230-231). For example, an ecological explanation of fear—all fear—might describe it as “re-

sponse to perceived danger”. (Appraisalist theories of emotion o�en categorize them in such

ways, positing bene�t- and danger-detectingmechanisms responsible for discrete emotional

responses.) But for Gri�ths, across numerous instances of “fear” the mechanisms that ex-

plain those instances will vary beyond what a cladistic account can unify (see Gri�ths, 1997,

241-242); they will predominately involve either a�ect programmodules or higher cognitive

processes.�ough a neural circuit may underlie a�ect program fear (such as fear of a loom-

ing predator), that same circuit will not, or not fully, underlie socially sophisticated fear

(such as fear of a crashing economy). Although all a�ect programs may be of a kind (per

Charland and Panksepp), not all “emotions” can be.�e higher cognitive emotions require

explanations of a di�erent form.

45Izard similarly stresses the “evolved feeling capacity” of basic emotions (Izard, 2007, 261).
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5.2.2.2 A second step: irruptive motivation as an investigative kind

Prinz (2004) questions whether the categorical split between a�ect program responses and

higher cognitive emotions here is warranted. He o�ers an illustration of Gri�ths’s position:

Gri�ths regards the cognitive prerequisites of higher cognitive emotions as a

tipo�. Unlike a�ect programs, higher cognitive emotions do not seem to be

modular. Not only can beliefs in�uence a state of shame but they also seem to

be obligatory for shame. If you do not believe you did anything wrong, you will

not feel ashamed. Shame can be caused by beliefs and cured by beliefs. If you

discover that your actions were bene�cial rather than harmful, you can trade

shame in for pride. (Prinz, 2004, 83)

According to Gri�ths’s theory, the major point of di�erence between some a�ect program

response and some higher cognitive emotion like shame is a lack of shared homeostatic

mechanism. A�ect program responses are quickly triggered and operating, and for themost

part they are cognitively impenetrable (Gri�ths, 1997). Higher cognitive emotions such as

shame are gradually triggered (following cognitive interpretation of one’s recent actions),

can unfold over a long period of time, and are sensitive to other cognitive events, as Prinz’s

illustration shows. While Gri�ths says that both phenomena are examples of irruptive moti-

vations, he strongly rejects the idea that this category names a scienti�cally useful investiga-

tive kind (Gri�ths, 1997, 16). However, Prinz argues on functional grounds that irruptive

motivation does constitute an investigative kind:

�e very fact that a�ect programs and higher cognitive emotions can both be

described as irruptive motivations constitutes a unifying causal mechanism. Ir-

ruptive motivation is a causal role that is responsible for correlations between

many of the “super�cial” properties of emotions. It explains why emotions seem

passive, drive action, and in�uence practical reasoning in seemingly irrational
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ways. (Prinz, 2004, 85)

Prinz’s view is that a shared function is su�cient to unify two categories into one, namely

the investigative kind irruptive motivation. And the category of irruptive motivation may

indeed be the investigative kind category emotion.

Unfortunately, Prinz recognizes that this argument is “not fully satisfying” and he sus-

pects it “will fail in the end” (Prinz, 2004, 85). Indeed, Gri�ths (2004b) responds to this

line of reasoning by appealing to consilience between psychology and biology with respect

to how investigative kinds are identi�ed. In biology, two fundamental sets of categories are

homologies and analogies. A homologue is something that appears in two instances (say,

members of two distinct species) that has descended from a common ancestral form. Mani-

festations can di�er in form and function between instances, but they collectively constitute

an investigative kind by virtue of their shared evolutionary history. A bat’s wings and hu-

man arms are homologous in this sense: both shared an earlier mammalian forelimb as their

common ancestral form. An analogue, on the other hand, is something that has the same

function as, but di�erent evolutionary history than, something else. A bat’s wings and a bee’s

wings both enable �ight, but they do not share a common ancestral form.

Gri�ths’s view is that explanations using biological investigative kinds show priority for

homologies over analogies. Prinz’s argument for the uni�ed investigative kind irruptivemo-

tivation appeals to analogies (shared functions) rather than homologies (common homeo-

static mechanisms). But this won’t work if consilience between biology and psychology is to

be maintained:

Any psychobiological theory of emotions in general. . .would have to be a the-

ory of psychological analogies—traits that ful�ll the same functions in relation

to the environment. �e categories that would be generated by such a the-

ory, although they might enter into useful ecological generalizations, would be

systematically unsuited to the distinctive purposes of psychology and neuro-
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science. �ey would support induction and explanation of the wrong domain

of properties. . . (Gri�ths, 2004b, 237, original emphasis)

A conventionalist might respond by rejecting Gri�ths’s claim regarding the necessity of

maintaining psychological–biological consilience. A�er all, there is a long-standing trend

in psychology of explaining mental states in terms of functions. Functionalists such as Jerry

Fodor (1975, 1980, 1983) stress the disciplinary autonomy of psychology with respect to both

its explananda and its methodologies. Many functionalists therefore will see explanation by

analogy as the default for their discipline, as Prinz has done here. Gri�ths’s view, mean-

while, looks more like a form of physicalism: the assumption that consilience between the

sciences (if not explanatory reduction) demands that the special sciences follow the lead and

logical structure of the hard sciences. Rather than developing such a response, however, let’s

grant Gri�ths his point and allow the constraint that investigative kinds in psychology be

determined according to biological protocols.�at is, for any psychological phenomena to

group together as an investigative kind, they must share a common ancestral form. �eir

homeostatic mechanisms must be homologous. With this constraint in place, what is the

investigative kind status of emotions under primitivism?

5.2.3 Emotion’s status under primitivism

Recall that primitivist emotions are a�ective states occurring when the general a�ective sys-

tem responds to activation of exteroceptive systems. Emotions proper are not patterns of

behavior or physiological changes; nor are they merely a�ects. �ey are feelings that carry

information about the self–world relationship insofar as one’s homeostasis is being or may

be impacted. What is the kind status of these psychological events?
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5.2.3.1 Emotion is an investigative kind

Under the primitivist theory, emotion is an investigative kind. We can see how it quali-

�es by applying Gri�ths’s and Craver’s criteria from above. For something to be an inves-

tigative kind, its members must be explained according to a common homeostatic mecha-

nism. Chapter 3 argued that all primitivist emotions are produced by a commonhomeostatic

mechanism: interoceptivemonitoring of exteroceptive activity. Coordination between these

two systems (interoception and exteroception) leads to speci�c a�ective states that together

constitute a unique category within the realm of a�ective phenomena. Since all instances

of primitivist emotion are explained by way of this shared homeostatic mechanism, all in-

stances of primitivist emotion group together as an investigative kind. Although other a�ec-

tive states exist (such as hunger, thirst, and bodily pains), these do not qualify as members

of the investigative kind emotion, because they are not caused by activity of exteroceptors.

Some may take issue with this portrayal. As the primitivist theory is novel there are no

direct responses available in the literature. However, a near-counterargument can be derived

from Andrea Scarantino’s (2009) analysis of core a�ect’s natural kind status (responding to

arguments from Barrett (2006) and Russell (1980, 2003)). He argues that core a�ect does not

constitute an investigative kind because the ranges of phenomena the category describes are

signi�cantly heterogeneous compared to one another:

�ere exist no frequently co-occurring inductively and explanatorily important

properties that instances of core a�ect tend to share by virtue of causal home-

ostatic mechanisms.�is is not to say that instances of core a�ect do not share

any properties. For example, all instances of core a�ect can be characterized as

having some degree of valence and having some degree of arousal. �e point

is that no inductions or explanations of interest to scienti�c psychologists are

licensed by this mere fact. (Scarantino, 2009, 953)
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Scarantino here subscribes to the same HPC view Gri�ths endorses, and the one according

to which I’ve argued that primitivist emotion constitutes an investigative kind. But the cat-

egory of emotion (per primitivism) circumscribes a slightly narrower range of phenomena

whose descriptions derive from the core a�ect model (see Chapter 3, section 3.1.4). Perhaps

those who agree with Scarantino’s claim that the category of core a�ect collects too many

causally heterogeneous members to constitute an investigative kind will also declare that

the category of primitivist emotion similarly collects causally heterogeneous members.

An observation can bolster this argument against primitivist emotion’s investigative kind

status. Di�erent exteroceptive systems contribute to the processes underlying emotion.

�us, one could assume that di�erent kinds of causal mechanisms explain di�erent kinds

of emotions, namely modally speci�c ones (visual, auditory, tactile, etc.). If so, then strictly

speaking an instance of “fear” generated through visual stimulation is causally distinct from

an instance of “fear” generated through auditory stimulation. As an example, my dog’s felt

response when hearing a sudden boom of thunder (absent his seeing lightning) is of a di�er-

ent investigative kind than his felt response when seeing a large, looming predator (absent

hearing a growl or similar). Since either instance of emotion has a distinct mode of extero-

ceptive activity (audition vs. vision), these instances do not share a common homeostatic

mechanism.�e same goes for comparing emotions across species.

But this response is pedantic. Just as biological investigative kinds must allow for varia-

tion among their members, so too must psychological investigative kinds. Moreover, mem-

bership in a kind does not rule out membership in a subsumed kind. Mammal is an inves-

tigative kind; so too is human, and dog. I’m not a dog; my dog is not a human; but we’re

both mammals. With respect to emotions, di�erences in exteroceptive speci�cs may lead

researchers to posit distinct investigative kinds based on modality—similar ideas will be

discussed shortly—but these divisions do not undermine the value of emotion as a broader

investigative kind. Homeostatic mechanisms can be explained at di�erent levels of abstrac-
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tion to allow for both broad and narrow categories of investigative kinds.

Perhaps Scarantino is also a little too quick in claiming that the category of core a�ect

does not license inductions or explanations of interest to psychology. �ere are likely im-

portant discoveries to be made in comparative psychology by employing core a�ect as an

investigative kind. Even more so primitivist emotion. Employing the latter as an inves-

tigative kind can help to discover the ranges of environmental features to which di�erent

species are perceptually sensitive. Such inquiries have driven psychological and philosoph-

ical trends at least since William James (e.g., Gestalt psychology, ecological psychology, and

contemporary embodied cognition). Empirical investigations can allow us to better under-

stand how di�erent creatures navigate and comprehend their umwelts or “subjective worlds”

(von Uexküll, 1926). And anthropocentric sciences can bene�t from these discoveries when

it comes to, say, using animal models to understand human neuropsychology, as well as in

re�ning inferences (and moral concerns) during pharmacological experimentation on ani-

mals.

To summarize the present argument: According to primitivism, all instances of emo-

tion proper are explained by appeal to a common homeostatic mechanism (that is, they

are homologous, not analogous, with each other). Moreover, the category of emotion plays

an important role in producing inductions and explanations of interest to psychologists.

�erefore, according to the criteria of Gri�ths’s and Scarantino’s HPC view, emotion is an

investigative kind.

5.2.3.2 Emotion is a natural kind

Perhaps emotion enjoys a more privileged position in the metaphysics of mind. I now want

to make the case for emotion’s status as a natural kind, not just an investigative kind. �e

primitivist theory can allow for an essentialist de�nition of emotion roughly analogous to

the essentialist de�nitions that make water and gold natural kinds in chemistry.
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Again, for a category to be a natural kind its members all must share a common essence.

According to the primitivist theory, all emotions proper are a�ective states. Moreover, each

instance of emotion has a particular intentional character: it carries information about the

self–world relationship.�ese criteria determine emotion’s status as a natural kind.

If an a�ective state does not have this self–world directed intentional character, it is not

an emotion. However, this claim is not accepted universally. Derek Denton and his col-

leagues note the di�culty of de�ning the term emotion before o�ering the following brief

construal: “If theword ‘emotion’ was represented by a pyramid, then at the base are the prim-

itive or primordial emotions, in the middle the distance receptor evoked emotions such as

anger, hate, fear, love, and at the apex are the emotions such as are experienced with the

aesthetic delight of great art or music” (Denton et al., 2009, 501).46 �ose “primordial emo-

tions” are the conscious manifestations of purely interoceptive processes, rather than the

collaboration between interoception and exteroception:

�e primordial emotions include thirst, hunger for air, hunger for food, pain,

hunger for speci�cminerals, sexual arousal and orgasm, sensations accompany-

ing impediment of visceral function, as, for example, micturition or defecation,

desire for sleep a�er severe deprivation, and avoidance of change of body core

temperatures etc. . . . �ese subjective elements of instincts subserve the vegeta-

tive systems.�ey are genetically programmed and guard the physico-chemical

constancy of the internal environment of the body—the homeostatic process.

(Denton et al., 2009, 501)

�ese phenomena are undoubtedly important and interesting.�ey may constitute the full

range of phenomena that could be experienced by our friend the solipsistic bivalve who lacks

exteroceptors (see Chapter 3, section 3.1.3.2). But, contraDenton et al., they are not emotions

proper, because they fail to relate their organism to its environment in a meaningful way.
46�anks, again, to Peter Godfrey-Smith for pointing me to this source.
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If a mental state with a self–world directed intentional character does not involve a feel-

ing of some quality, it is not an emotion. Note, however, that this does not demand that an

emotional experience represent any object to the emoter. An emotion is not a form of per-

ceptual state, nor is it an evaluative judgment regarding the contents of a perceptual state.

Instead, as stressed in Chapter 3, an emotion contributes to perceptual processes by a�ec-

tively importing information about the self–world relationship. While advocates of the prim-

itivist theory should hesitate to allow for any conscious mental state unaccompanied by an

emotional experience in human minds, we can nonetheless grant that mental states lacking

a�ective qualities are in principle identi�able. Perhaps, following Magda Arnold and other

appraisalists, one can allow for unemotional states such as a “cold perception” of the world

(Arnold, 1960a, 107). And history shows that functionalist cognitive science thoroughly

struggles to �nd place for feelings in an information-centric ontology (e.g., Lewis, 1980;

Nagel, 1974). One might form the belief that I am in danger without feeling fear. Few the-

orists would strive to contradict the claim that such states are not emotions proper, though

they may o�er di�ering justi�cations as to why they are disquali�ed.

Overall, then, I believe we have good reason to accept that emotion is a natural kind

category. It is a fundamental unit in an ontology of the mental. It is not merely a subspecies

of a�ect: its members distinguish themselves through their unique intentional character.

�is sees emotion satisfy the essentialist criteria for natural kind categories.

5.3 Emotions are not natural kinds

With the category of emotion now established as both a natural and an investigative kind, we

can questionwhether there are narrower natural and investigative kind categories subsumed

under emotion. It is probably easy to believe prima facie that numerous discrete emotions

exist under a primitivist construal. A�er all, empirical evidence presented in the previous
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chapter suggests that from a young age humans are adept at identifying di�erences in bod-

ily feelings correlating with di�erent emotional situations. Similarly, Izard (2007) collects

citations from neuroscience and behavioral studies that together suggest an ability to dis-

criminate between di�erent basic-emotion feelings states that is analogous to (or emerges

concurrently with) an ability to distinguish between distinct taste pro�les (sweet, salt, sour,

and bitter). Field and lab studies executed by proponents of basic emotions theory/a�ect

program theory suggest that some limited range of emotions is available across cultures and

species—an ideamentioned at many points throughout this and previous chapters. In short,

at least some emotions, if only the basic emotions, o�en seem to stand out on their own. Be-

ing in a state of anger feels di�erent than being in a state of fear or joy or sadness.

Yet concluding from all this that discrete emotions such as fear and anger and joy and

sadness constitute their own natural kind categories is a little too quick. Moreover, most of

the literature that makes or analyzes such claims fails to follow Gri�ths in di�erentiating

between natural and investigative kinds (via essentialism and the HPC view). �is section

maintains that distinction, and therefore questions separately whether discrete emotions

constitute investigative kinds (subsection 5.3.1) and whether they constitute natural kinds

(subsection (5.3.2)).

5.3.1 Some emotions may be investigative kinds

�e primitivist theory of emotion describes emotions in terms of a�ective states. �ese

states’ a�ective qualities can be described according to James Russell’s (1980; 2003) circum-

plexmodel of core a�ect (see Chapter 3, section 3.1.1).�is is a dimensional model: an a�ec-

tive state can correlate with inde�nitely many points along the model’s axes. And since the

speci�c a�ective quality is determined by changes in di�erent parts of the body, the range of

changes a given body can undergo sets the range of a�ective qualities that body can produce.

�ere are no discrete subregions of the a�ective circumplex. Emotion concepts pick out
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approximate locations on the a�ective circumplex: vague designationswhose boundaries are

gradual rather than rigid. �ese locations represent combinations of valence and arousal

values. What one calls a feeling of “anger” will likely be negatively valenced and have an

arousal value above a “neutral” baseline. What ones calls a feeling of “joy”will likely also have

an arousal value above baseline, but will be positively valenced (i.e., a pleasant feeling). But

neither “anger” nor “joy” picks out a rigid or bounded range of possible a�ective qualities.

Analogously, a color wheel sees hues blend into one another a little at a time. When

asked to pick out “blue”, one can point to a general region, but one will have a tough time

circumscribing a range that both includes all possible shades of blue and excludes all other

hues such as purples and greens. In other words, there are no readily identi�able regions

that specify discrete emotional feelings on the a�ect circumplex, just as there are no readily

identi�able joints between “colors” on the color wheel. Emotions shade imperceptibly into

one another just as do colors (cf. James, 1890, II: 448). Another way to put it is that emotion

concepts are determinables, each of which has inde�nitely many determinates. Some of

those determinates may be shared between di�ering determinables, such that the emotion

concepts we use overlap with one another at times.

One way of making sense of these emotion concepts’ lack of �xity is to propose that the

terms do not name discrete emotions—they do not pick out clearly circumscribed regions

on the a�ective circumplex—but, insofar as they track emotions, they constitute “emotion

families” (Ekman, 1992a; Ekman & Friesen, 1975). Although instances of a basic emotion

family may vary in certain respects (such as duration, severity, or number of expressive

components), each member of an emotion family shares a reliably observable pattern of

characteristics with other members (Ekman, 1992a, 172). But this does not solve the issue

of classifying borderline emotional experiences because, as Ekman writes, the “shared char-

acteristics within a family di�er between emotion families, distinguishing one family from

another” (Ekman, 1992a, 172). �e family view of discrete emotions still demands space
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between families.�is renders it incompatible with the circumplex model of a�ect.

Another attempt to solve this issues sees basic emotions theorists sometimes treating

ambiguous emotional responses as blends of basic emotions (see Ekman, 1992a). �is al-

lows for some cross-pollination between basic emotions theory and Russell’s circumplex

model. For example, Nelson Zagalo and colleagues used data from a survey-based study to

locate the emotion term disturbed midway between anger and fear on Russell’s circumplex,

while maintaining that anger and fear are basic emotions per Ekman’s theory (Zagalo et al.,

2005). But this data derives from an experiment whose design assumed and sought discrete

emotional responses from its subjects, who reported on their own emotion states. And as

the previous chapter stressed, an emotion self-report is not an emotion proper. �erefore,

Zagalo et al.’s attempt to bridge basic emotions theory with the circumplex theory of a�ect

does not help to answer the question of whether there are any categorically discrete emo-

tional experiences.

Proponents of discrete emotion theories (of which basic emotions theory is one promi-

nent iteration) o�en speculate, or claim that they have discovered, that there exist discrete

neural systems that are responsible for discrete human emotions. Conversely, many empir-

ical studies produce either inconclusive data or data that is inconsistent across studies. Lisa

Feldman Barrett o�ers a meta-analysis of literature from psychology and neuroscience and

concludes that “it is di�cult, if not impossible, to empirically identify the extensions of each

emotion category” (Barrett, 2006, 45). In other words, emotion categories such as anger

and fear and joy do not constitute investigative kinds—at least not on the basis of empirical

evidence. She repeats this line in her recent book (Barrett, 2017), perhaps leading one to

suspect that no groundbreaking, universally accepted discoveries of discrete neural systems

have been made in the last decade.

So, should we now conclude that there are not any discrete emotion categories? No. Not

yet, in any event. Firstly, lack of evidence in favor of a claim is not the same as evidence
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against a claim. (If it was then the criminal justice system would operate a bit di�erently.)

Cognitive and a�ective neuroscience are still young sciences—even younger than psychol-

ogy—and we are still learning how to parse neural systems from one another, and how they

contribute to mental events such as a�ective states. We can keep looking for discrete neural

systems as our investigative techniques and technologies develop. In fact, contra Barrett, re-

cent alternative interpretations of empirical literature see hope for discrete emotions theory

(e.g., Gri�ths, 2013; Izard, 2007; Scarantino, 2009; Scarantino & Gri�ths, 2011).

Secondly, and more importantly as regards the primitivist theory of emotion, the idea

that discrete a�ect programmodules reliably explain patterns of behavior and physiological

changes is fully compatible with the idea that a general a�ect system represents these pat-

terns to consciousness. �is obtains even if there are inde�nitely many possible emotional

experiences available to the organism. A furrowing of the brow, coupled with a tensing of

the skeletal muscles and a quickening of the heartbeat, might contribute all the physiological

signals required for the general a�ect system to produce an experience of anger. Repetition

of this coordinated activity makes for repetition of a�ective feeling, which in turn motivates

categorization. In short, a�ect program modules may ground embodied emotion concepts

that are manifested as identi�able emotional experiences.�is idea was explored in the pre-

vious chapter and is presented originally by Niedenthal et al. (2014).

Primitivism allows that certain emotions constitute investigative kinds. Certain emo-

tional experiences may be reliably explained by common homeostatic mechanisms: discrete

patterns of physiological change during or following interoceptive monitoring of exterocep-

tive activity. Note, however, that discreteness of homeostaticmechanismdoesnot necessitate

discreteness of emotional experience.�e a�ective state that constitutes the emotion proper

may not be circumscribed within the general a�ect system, even if its homeostatic mecha-

nism is discrete according to a biological description of the organism. If we discover that a

given category of emotional experience is explicable by a homeostatic mechanism (such as
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an a�ect program module in the brain, or perhaps one distributed across the brain and the

body) then that emotional experience category constitutes an investigative kind.

Treating certain emotions as investigative kinds is advantageous for understanding the

circumstances under which emotions are or are not triggered, both in humans and other

species. Imagine that we discover a discrete neurophysiological mechanism for producing

fear experiences (e.g., LeDoux, 1996, 2002a, 2014). We can then investigate whether in fact

this is a solitary mechanism or whether it can divide into yet more speci�c mechanisms.

(Again, one investigative kind can subsume numerous others.) Perhaps we will then �nd

modality-speci�c kinds of fear, or otherwise speci�c relations between emotional experi-

ences and the various senses. For instance, Kyle Gagnon and colleagues investigated the

in�uences of fear on di�erent perceptual modalities.�e title of their article is telling: “Fear

in�uences perceived reaching to targets in audition, but not vision” (Gagnon et al., 2013).

Other empirical investigations have led researchers to claim similar e�ects on perceptual

modalities—especially vision—by emotion or a�ect (e.g., Barrett & Bar, 2009; Cole et al.,

2012; Cola et al., 2013; Duncan & Barrett, 2007; Hills et al., 2011; Leder et al., 2011; Leibovich

et al., 2016; Panichello et al., 2017; Todd et al., 2012; Zadra & Clore, 2011).

5.3.2 No emotions are natural kinds

If certain emotions may be investigative kinds, does that mean they may be natural kinds as

well? No. In fact, regardless of whether any emotion turns out to be an investigative kind,

its natural kind status does not hinge on its investigative kind status.

Recall that for a category to be a natural kind, all of its members must share an essence.

And that essence must be distinguishable from the essences of non-members. (All mem-

bers of the natural kind category of gold have atomic number 79; no member of that kind

has a di�erent atomic number.) So, do certain emotions boast essences unique to their cat-

egories? I don’t believe so. While members of investigative-kind emotions share common
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homeostatic mechanisms, the criteria for natural kind membership are stricter. And recall

from section 5.2.3.2 that all instances of emotion share an essence: all emotions proper are

a�ective states with a self- and world-directed intentional character. Simply put, there are

no other features that certain emotions enjoy while others do not.

We might attempt to divide emotions into “positive” and “negative” based on valence

values, but then we would face issues regarding how to classify those emotional experiences

that hover around the neutral point of the valence dimension. Likewise for divisions accord-

ing to arousal values.

We might appeal to di�erences in the kinds of information di�erent emotions convey to

us. But epistemic divisions beg the question of discreteness to begin with. To assume that,

say, fear is di�erent from all other emotions because it informs us of potential dangers to

our well-being undermines the project of discovering the roles emotions play in di�erent

circumstances. (Moreover, this would require explanation via analogy rather than homol-

ogy. Althoughwe haven’t discussed whether this is appropriate for identifying natural kinds,

Gri�ths’s argument from section 5.2.2.2 regarding investigative kinds gives us reasons for

skepticism.)

James himself was unhappy with the idea of taxonomizing emotions based on their fea-

tures, comparing it to the tedium of reading “verbal descriptions of the shapes of rocks on a

NewHampshire farm” (James, 1890, II: ch. 25; Ellsworth, 2014). Taxonomizing natural kinds

of emotions requires analyzing and comparing their features. But any di�erences in a�ec-

tive quality that we’d �nd would not mark out the boundaries required to group them into

natural kinds. I conclude that individual emotional experiences do not constitute natural

kinds.
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Conclusion

�is chapter has argued that the category of emotion constitutes a natural kind in psychol-

ogy. Natural kinds are means of understanding the fundamental units in an ontology. Since

psychology is a young science, identifying its natural kinds can aid in conceptualizing, de-

signing, and interpreting the data from empirical investigations of psychological phenom-

ena. If we recognize that emotion stands on its own, so to speak, among the mental events,

we can avoid running into the kinds of challenges faced by theories that attempt to reduce

emotions to, or otherwise describe them in terms of, other mental phenomena such as eval-

uative judgments or perceptual states or processes. Instead, emotion is its own thing and

deserves its own investigative approaches.

However, this does not safeguard the natural kind status of individual emotions. Indeed,

folk conceptions of anger and fear and whatnot deserve their own analyses, and examina-

tions of at least some individual emotion categories can be informed by their statuses as

investigative kinds. But that does not imply that these categories enjoy natural kind status.

While emotion is a natural kind, emotions are not.
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